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"moving from schematic to layout could not be easier"
Electronics World & Wireless World Jan 1995

DESIGNER

Quickroute 3.0 for Windows 3.1 has
been designed from the start to be
as easy to use as possible, without
sacrificing the power professional
engineers need to get the job done.
Quickroute is available with
schematic capture, support for
busses & power rails, 1-8 layer
auto -routing, SPICE file export, and
our new extended library pack.
Quickroute 3.0 PRO+ can also
connect to the Windows simulation
package SpiceAge using Windows
DDE. Contact POWERware for
more details!

£99
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*Schematic & PCB Drawing *1 2 layer auto -router
*Supports Windows printers/plotters *Full set of
libraries *Clipboard support *Designer Special (manual
on disk) also available.

PRO
*Schematic & PCB Design *Schematic Capture
*Integrated Rats -Nest Generation *1-8 layer Auto -router
(faster than Designer) *Net -List Export *Supports
Windows printers/plotters *CAD -CAM outputs.

PRO+ £299

PRO+ now
with SPICE
file export

& SpiceAge
DDE link!

Quickroute 3.0
Integrated Schematic and PCB
Design for Windows 3.1
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Busses and Power rails handled easily
using Global Nets on PRO+

As the PRO but also includes *Advanced Schematic Capture
(Busses,Power rails,etc) *Larger Schematic & PCB Designs
*Gerber file IMPORT for File Exchange *Extended libraries
(CMOS,SMT,etc) *SPICE Export *SpiceAge DDE link.

*Prices exclude P+P and V.A.T. VISA MasterCard
Accepted *Network versions available.

POWERware, 14 Ley Lane, Marple
Bridge, Stockport, SK6 5DD, U.K.
Tel/Fax 0161 449 7101
email infogpowrware.demon.co.uk
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DDE link to SpiceAge
Simulator with PRO+

FREE
Demo Pack
Available.
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Pico Releases PC
Potential
Pico's Virtual Instrumentation enable you to use your
computer as a variety of useful test and measurement
instruments or as an advanced data logger.

Hardware and software are supplied together as a package
- no more worries about incompatibility or complex set-up
procedures. Unlike traditional 'plug in' data acquisition cards,
they simply plug into the PC's parallel or serial port, making
them ideal for use with portable PC's.

Call for your Guide on 'Virtual Instrumentation'.

PicoLog
Advanced data

logging software

NEW from Pico T. C..-08 Thermocouple to PC Converter
8 channel Thermocouple Interface
 Connects to your serial port - no power supply required.
 Supplied with PicoLog datalogging software

for advanced temperature processing, min/max detection and alarm.
 8 Thermocouple inputs (B,E,J,K,N,R,S and T types)
 Resolution and accuracy dependant on thermocouple type.

For type K the resolution is better than 0.1 C .

TC-08 £ 199
TC-08 + Calibration Certificate £ 224
complete with PicoLog, software drivers and connecting cable.
A range of thermocouple probes is available.

nS47f- /6 & 5.6432 Logic Analysers
Pocket sized 16/32 channel Logic Analysers

 Connects to PC serial port.
 Up to 50MHz sampling.
 Internal and external

clock modes.
 8K Trace Buffer.

S44-/6 219
54,1-32 349
with software, power
supply and cables

fire- /0
1 Channel 8 bit
 Lowest cost in the Pico range
 Up to 22kHz sampling
 0 -5V input range

PicoScope
'Virtual
instrument'
software.

Pond temperature

Dual Channel 12 bit resolution
Digital Storage Scope
Spectrum Analyser
Frequency Meter
Chart Recorder
Data Logger
Voltmeter

The ADC -100 offers both a high
sampling rate (100kHz) and a high
resolution. It is ideal as a general

purpcse test instrument either in the
lab or in the field. Flexible input ranges

(±200mV to ±20V) allows the unit to
connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

/42% - 00 with PicoScope £199
with PicoScope & PicoLog £219

The ADC -10 gives your computer a single channel of
analog input. Simply plug into the parallel port.

Aire- I 0 with PicoScope £49
`Carriage UK free, Overseas £9 Oscilloscope Probes ( x1, x10) £10 PicoScope & PicoLog £59J

IriePico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ
Tel: (0)1954 - 211716 Fax: (0)1954 - 211880 E-mail: 100073.2365 @compuserve.com

Phone or FAX for sales, ordering information, data sheets. technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT
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mini FM transmitter, very high gain preamp,
supplied complete with FET dectret microphone.
Designed to cover 88-108 Nita but it is easy to
change It to cover 63-13011hz w orks with a com-
mon 9. (P13) battery.0.2Vir14:1. £8.22 Kit no 1001.

Electronic siren kit with as impressive 5 watt
power output. Ideal for car bike alarms etc 6-
12NCIC: Mat current IA, ton- frequency 1.2khz.
07.05 Kit no 1003.

3-30., Power supply, variab e, dabillzed power
supply for laboratory use. Shertcircult protected.
suitable for professional or amateur applications.
24v JA transformer is also ne-ded to complete the
kit. £16.45 Kit 1007.

Powerful 1 watt FM transit fitter supplied com-
plete with piezoelectric microphone. 8- .31). dc. At
25.30. you will get nearly 2 watts, £14.10 Kit no
1009.

ENVAM Scanner, well not quite you have to turn
the knob yourself but you wit hear things on this
radio (even TV) that you wrtuld not hear on an
ordinai7 radio'. Receiver covers511-1641Mhz both
AM and FM. Built In 5 w att amplifier. £17.62 Kit
no 1013.

Mosquito repeller, modern v ay to keep nddges at
bay' Runs for about a month on a 1.5v battery.
18.22 Kit no 1015.

01 --
3 channel wireless sound to light system, mains
op d, separate sensitivity adjustment for each
channel 1,21M watt power handling. Microphone
included. £16.45 Kit no 1014-

Motorbike/cycle trembler Aunt adjustable sen-
sithity, preset alarm time, alto reset. Could be
connected to bikes horn etc I14.10 Kit no 1011

11-5 minute timer, adjust ab letrom 0 to 5 ntins, will
switch up to 2.1 mains. Perfect for alarms, photo-
graphic laboratories etc. 12. --lc. 8.22 KIt no 1020.

4 wall FM transmitter, mall but aowerful trans-
mitter, 3 RE stages. microphone AM an audio
preanp Include in kit 123.50 Kit no 1028.

WW1

M"V,. kat' ,
25 watt FM traamitter 4 RF tapes, preamp
required (our kit 1068 Is suitable). Due to Use
complexity of the traemitter It is isapt bed is titan
op form only. 19212 Kit so 1031.

L

Strobe light adjustable frequencgram I- to 60 Ila
(A101 fader than conventional denim s) mains op.
crated. 118.80 Kit no 1037.

1 ltrasonic radar Ideal as a movensent detector
with a range of about 10 metres Al loaner') our cot
Dap' 12v operation snide: for ca cara. ans etc.

116.45 KH 1049.

Liquid level detector useful for detecting fluid
les els in tanks, fishponds, baths of as a rain or leak
alarm. NNIII switch 2.1, mains. 1537 'sit no 1081.

Combination lock 9 key, easily programmable,
will switch 2A mains. Complete alt's keypad. 9.
operation. 111.75 Kit 1114.

Phone bug detector, this device A11 warn you If
somebody is eavesdropping on  our phone line.
17.05 Kit no 1130.

Robot voice, Interesting circuit that distorts your
voice' adjustable, answer the ph. ne with a differ-
ent voice' 12vdc £10.57 Kit no 1 31

I eiephone bug, small bog powered by the tel-
ephone line starts temmentini as soon AS the
handsel it pliant TO kb no :135.

function gentrasair,pradnetillntlidlint, ern tooth
and square woven adjustable Nom 20h1-20khz,
separate level controls for each shape. IA III pro-
duce all 3 together. 24vac £17.62 KM no 10118.

3 Channel light chaser, 1100 watts per 7hannel,
speed and direction controls supplied wit. 12 kris
and mainstriacs, so you can use mains lipid bulbs
If you want 9-15vdc 119.97 Kb no 1026.

o

12. ffourescent A useful kit that will enaLle 'onto
light 4' flew rescent tubes from. boor car hatter'
(you will also need a 9. 2A11,03101,1101, not sup
piled) £9.44 Kit no 1069.

VOX mit sellvaled switch Ideal for turn-
ing tape reaseders su Ned eir whom sounds are
heard. M ales the tape last mist longer! mjustable
sensithity, built In delay. 19.44 Kit 1073.

Incar sound to light ha mu atmosphere in your
car with this mini./ cl l wand to lipht ash

channel has 6 Ipars. 41L75 Ktt no 1086,

.11-v ati

cbt
T Ma."'

7 watt 111 VI power ampltfier useful. tmerful.
ideal for intercomm audio systems, car use etc
12- litvdc 5110mk. 18.22 Kit N 1025.

Phone call relay, useful device that °per:Marche
when ever the 'phone rings, could be used to
operate more bells or signalling lights etc. Will
switch mains at 2A. 111.75 Ki- no 1122.

4,
lead acid charger, two automatic charg ng rates.
visual indi :ation of battery strte, ideal k.r alarm
systems, emergency lighting etc. 100m1 12dc.
114.111 KIt no 1095.

(ar alarm system works on tillage drop and/or
vibration entry and exit delays plus a 4os-table
alarm durAtion. Good for rant rar.anselc. 114.10
KIt no 1019.

Portable :warm sy stem, based cry a mercu 7 switch.
I he aiarn continues to sound until the unit is
disabled by the owner. 'Wears included 112.92
Kit no 11511.

foi-41,4t.

-tilts,
Preamp mixer, 3 input mono mixer. :pirate ban
and treble controls plus independent keel con-
trols. 18.4c. Input lens 150mv. 100mA. 117.62
Kit no 105-2.

Mini metal detector, suitable for locating pipes in
walls etc, range 15-20 cm complete with case. 9v
operation. 19.40 kit no 1022.

800 waft single channel sound to light kit, mains
operated, add rhythm to your party for only 1940
Kit no 1006.

Sound effects generator, produce sounds ranging
from bird chips to sirens, complete with speaker.
add sound effects to your projects for lust 110 5 -
Kit no 1045.

Guitar preamp with tone controls, small enough to
fit Inside Any guitar, based on 11.082 If. 9-12. dr.
50mA. £9.40 KIt no 1091.

15 watt FM transmitter, 4 stage high posse,.
preamp required. 12- 18.dc.0 an use either groom'
plane, open dipole, or Yapj. Supplied in built horn,
only at f211.07 Kit 1021.

Telephone amplifier, Very sensitive amplifier
which uses a 'phone pickup coil (supplied) will let
you follow a conversation without holding the
phone. £12.92 Kit no 1059.
I OP 10 BES1 SETTING KITS CORNER
1. Variable speed control kit for 12. DC motors up
to 30.V 1 von min need a heatsink for 30.4) £19.97.
/.Composite.Ideoldt, con. ertsromposite dgnals
Into separate II sync, N sync and video 19.40.
3. Geiger counter kit, contains everything you
need to build a working counter 122.32.
4. Solar energy kit, contains a solar panel. motor,
buzzer and cable for experiments 15.87.
5. Electronic accupuncture Alt, may help with
nil rane, poor circulation, backache etc.I8.22.
6. Electrifying apparatus kit, produces a weak
adjustable high tendon of 811-3011. from a 9. hat
eery. Ideal for catching worms etc' 09.411.
7. Adapter bulalt, contains even thing you need
to build a professional hug built inside a standard
I3A mains adapter' the bug is mains powered so
It operates all the lime the adapter is plugged in.
Price is £16.45 for the complete kit including
adapter. II and tools and glue required.
8. Nicad charger kit automatic charger for cells
from 1.2. to IS., 7 settings 5061XintA, transformer
required 18-20. 600m\. £9.40.
7)&10. Inverter kits, produce 240.acfrom A I 2.dr
supply, two sessions are available a 15w one at
£14.10, and an 80.. version at 123.50.

EXPRESS
COMPONENTS
how to order
Remember to add £1.50 p&p.
By phone with a credit card.
By post with either a cheque,
postal order or credit card details.
By fax with credit card details.
EXPRESS COMPONENTS, PO
BOX 517 HOVE SUSSEX BN3
SQZ. DEPT ETI

TEL 01273 771156
FAX 01273 206875

Overseas orders please add £3.50
st and eackinl.



R.F Modem Transceiver

UK MPT1340
418MHz or
433.93MHz

 High speed up to 40K bps
 Price 100+ < £30.00 1+ £49.95
 Ideal for Radio Modems & EPOS

R.F Modem Packet Controller

TX/RX C.R.0
Only £79.95
4 -bit I/O port

 Parallel microprocessor interface
 Automatic tx/rx protocol & CRC
 PIC micro with user E2PROM

Radio -

Tech
Radio - Tech Limited
Low POWER RF TELEMETRY MANUFACTURERS

Overbndge House. Weald Hall Lane. Thornwood, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB

Sales 0181-368 8277 Fax 0181-3613434,Adman 01992-576107 Fax 01992-561994

R.F Linked Safety Aids

 Approved off the shelf systems
 Aids for the disabled and elderly

Fall -over Triggers

Power Receivers
Auto -diallers, Sirens
FM Pagers

Repeater Stations
 High quality lone worker systems
 Hand held FM remote controls
 Battery operated FM receivers

Relay Outputs!
Built-in Antennas

Applications for tenders welcome from Local
Authorities, Retail Trade and Heavy Industry.
Prices start from under £30.00 ex VAT & Carriage.

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech LOW POWER RF TELEMETRY MANUFACTURERS

Overbndge House. Weald Hall Lane, Thomwood. Epping. Essex CM16 6NB

Sales 0181-368 8277 Fax 0181.361 3434. Admin 01992-576107 Fax 01992-56199.1

Radio Data Modules

 Approved Transmitter Modules
 Receiver Modules & Systems
 Transceiver Modules
 Evaluation Kits Available
 173MHz, 418MHz & 433.92MHz
 Free Catalogue & Support
 Credit Card Orders VISA e
 Same Day Dispatch

Applications:
Remote Controls
Wire -free Security
Remote Monitoring
RF Computer links

NEW! Transceiver evaluation kit. Includes:
2 x Transceivers, test PCB with PIC micro,
bit error rate, range & self test firmware
batteries, antenna and carry case. £149.00

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech DISTRIBUTOR OF RADIOMETRIX PRODUCTS

Overbndge House. Weald Hall Lane, Thomwood. Epping. Essex CM16 6NB

Sales 0181-368 8277 Fax 0181-361 3434,Adman 01992-576107 Fax 01992-561994

10mW VHF Modules

173.225MHz Approved MPT1344
 173.250MHz Approved MPT1328
 Remote Meter Reading Modules
 Evaluation Kits Available
 New low prices 1+ £25.45 ex.
 Compatible with existing RXM-173-

4666-60 receiver.
Pin compatible with 1 mW version

Applications:
Industrial Controls
Wire -free Monitors
Remote Metering
RF Data links

Note: VHF @ 10mW ERP gives a typical
unobstructed TX range of up to 2.5Km.
MPT1344 should be used for security and
MPT1328 telemetry / telecommand applications.

Radio - Radio - Tech Limited
Tech DISTRIBUTOR OF RADIOMETRiX PRODUCTS

Overbndge House. Weald Hall Lane. Thomwood, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB

Sales 0181-368 5277 Fax 0181-361 3.134. Adm1n 01992.576107 Fax 01992-561994



A pre-release copy of the !SPICE
range is availE ble for under half
the -etail price at only £199 with a
free upgrade to the final release
version. For k rther information
con act SigCad on
Te/fax: +44(0)-203 597797.

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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The New SigCad !SPICE range of products provides unl mited analogue simulation capabilities in Windows for all levels of

users. The logical design steps have been broken down into multiple modules allowinc users to bypass certain steps easily.
This allows seasoned professionals and novices to interface to ISPICE at different levels.

SPICE is an integrated system composed of four modules, each providing different functions tc ease difficulties

encountered during circuit design and simulation. These are: ISPICE Schematic Editor, SPICE Ccimponent Editor,

!SPICE Netlist Editor and !SPICE (simulator and postprccessor)
SigCad ISPICE is based on Berkeley SPICE 3F5 with a number of extensions and improiements. Unlike other SPICE3

simulators, !SPICE has been interfaced with an advanced postprocessor so simulations and late analysis can be carried out

in the same environment. Interactive communication with both the simulato- and postprocessor is achieved via the Interactive
Interpreter using its own command language.

SigCad has not limited the simulation capabilities of ISPICE, which has 10 types of analyses, including AC, DC Transfer

Curve, Transient, Noise, Distortion, Temperature, Sensitivity (AC and DC) etc. The built in models include 6 types of MOSFETs,

3 types of transmission lines (lossless/lossy), SPICE2 nonlinear dependant sources inducing the new arbitrary source
(B element), MESFET model and all other standard SPICE primit yes.

The !SPICE Schematic Editor is designed to be an interactive front-end to ISPICE that greatly eases the burden of creating

a complete SPICE netlist directly from the schematic. Most components can be placed on the schematic with a single
keystroke and automatic node numbering is done in real :ime. Simulations can be run from the Schematic Editor environment
allowing waveforms to be interactively cross -probed on the schematic and circuit operating point voltages can be updated as

component values are changed. This provides a powerful debugging tool for designers as they are cor structing their circuit!
New symbols for user defined models can be created and loaded in by using the !SPICE Componeit Editor. The !SPICE

Netlist Editor allows designers to either create netlists or edit those generated by the Schematic Editor. SPICE2-style output
and simulator generated errors and warnings can also be viewed, together with the netlist, in the Netlis- Editor's environment.

!SPICE requires Windows 3.1 or higher on PC compatibles with 4MB of RAM. ISPICE does not require a
co -processor and circuit size is unlimited!

Fl FCTRON1r,S TODAY INTFRNATIONAI
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New low voltage
4 bit

NEC's new KPC753017 4 -bit
microcontroller as oie of the most
powerful LCD dive capabilities available
on a product o' this tipe. The device,
which is part of the company's enhanced
performance, of voltage 75XL range,
has an integral! 32 x 4 segment LCD
driver enabling 170 dive complex
information displays

75XL devices are enhanced
performance .iersicr-E of NEC's 75X range,
currently the rwcinc's best-selling 4 -bit microcontroller. They are particu arly aimed at low cost applications
which traditioe a is use more expensive 8 -bit products, and the uPD7530 7 is particularly suitable for
automotive etactror im and industrial control. The devices also feature a power LI instruction set and a wide
variety of on-ct ip per pherals.

The ultra -lop power uPD753O17 has guaranteed operation from I.8V to 6.0V, the lower voltage enabling it to
be driven from tie 'cead' voltage of two lithium cells. This allows the construction of systems that are lighter
and more con a:1 than ever before.

or further information contact NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd, 01908 691133

graphical multimeter
The new 860 series of Graphical Multimeters provide the user
with the means of viewing waieforms, graphs, in -situ component
signatures, trend plotting and logic activity. They are also quality
digital multimeters witt all the functions you would expect from
the world's leading scxrce of lmms.
B:Waveform Display made provides a clear picture of noise,
distortion, intermittent 'allures and glitches with either a fully
automatic or manual set-up.
Trendgraph mode plots high resolution meter readings for up to
30 hours, in intervals from 1 second to 15 minutes, to detect
such anomalies as power sagsisurges and droops.
In -Circuit Component Test moce can view component signatures
in -circuit. This allows for comparison of good/bad circuits and
components.
Logic Activity mode offers a sinple and effective method of
isolating digital failures
Meter mode is more traditional, offering both digital and
analogue information o' all parameters via a 32,000 count (4.5
digit) display and an analogue NeedleGraph.
The 860 Series of hancheld graphical multimeters is readily
available from all members of the Professional Instrument
Distributors Associaticn throughout the UK together with a full
and competent back-Lp service.

For further information contact Ouiswood Ltd
on 01756 799737.

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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SocketModems Evaluation Kit
For further details,
contact Telecom Design
Communications
Limited on
01256 232800.

Basingstoke based Rockwell distributor, Telecom Design Communications Limited, have anncunced a range of
evaluation and development boards for Rockwell's 'Plug. and.Play' SocketModems.

The new boards are available with or without DAA's (Data Access Arrangment or Line Interlace), either as PC -

plug in cards, or as external serial types. The serial versions can be connected either directly as TTL level serial,
or with full RS -232 drivers.

Rockwell SocketModems are available for their entire range of modem capabilities, from simple 2400 bps
data.only devices, to high speed 14400 bps data/fax modems with voice facility, error correction, data
compression and cellular compatibility. V. Fast class versions will be announced shcrtly. All SccketModems may
be used with the evaluation boards, enabling designers to quickly configure a range of products for desktop or

portable use.
Additionally, TDC provide a range of BABT recognised line interfaces suitable for use with Rockwell's

SocketModems. Available as DIP and low -profile SIP versions, their certificate of recognition will aid the gaining of
approvals for connection to the PSTN, greatly enhancing time to market. TDC also provide demonstration code
for use with the boards further speeding up the design and modem integration process.

Best Selling 1@scp

The new Hameg HM 303 Oscilloscope is available
from BK Electronics, priced at £392.00 plus VAT.
which includes 2 switched probes and a manual.
Carriage is free of charge.
Tel: 01702-527572 Fax:- 01702 420243.

The new Hameg HM303 standard Oscilloscope
succeeds the HM203, which sold over 170,000
worldwide. The bandwidth has been extended to 30Mhz.
A lighter weight of only 5.6Kgs and a lower panel height
reduced by 20mm has been achieved by incorporating a
switch mode power supply. Another advantage is that
the new oscilloscope will work from a mains supply of
between 90 and 240V AC, without adjustment.

Brief specification:
Dual Channel, DC to 30Mhz 2mV/Div.; Overscan Indicator Time Base : IOnS to 0.5s/Div.: Variable holdoff: X10

Magnification Triggering : DC-I000Mhz Active TV-Sync-Seperator : LED Trigger Indicct on Additional Features:
Component Tester, 1 Khv/1 Mhz Calibrator

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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External printer portto

For further
information contact

Brain Boxes on
0151 220 2500.

rM_
PC adapter card manufacturers Brain Boxes have now added a

parallel printer portto their own extremely flexible dual
Serial Port card.

The LPT parallel printer port is accessible from the 25 pin
female connector. It may be set as LPTI to LPT3 with Interrupts
5 or 7. Thus allowing users of OS/2, OS/2 Warp V3, Novell,and
Unix full interrupt drven printer output. Full bi-directional

capability is obtainable for scanners, file transfer etc.
Two Serial ports are included on the card, the first accessible

externally using the standard 9 pin male 0 -connector, and the

Windows

second using a serial cable to on -board headers. Each independent
Serial Port may be jumper configured as COM 1 - COMB with

interrupt line jumpers set to IRO 2-7,10-12,14-15.
A fully detailed installation guide showing jumper settings for DOS,

Windows and QS/2 is included in the 41 page manual. Also included is a
ility disk with sample programs, Test and Terminal solfware with source

1.. e. Maxmum performance fo' Windows users can be obtained with the
optional 16550 FIFO chip version. This provides a 16 bit input and 16 bit

output hardware buffer for each serial port allowing high data rates without
data loss or overrun errors.

Fast JEDECO compliant
-1F1°NEC Electronics is sampling fully JEDEC-compliant 2Mbit

video RAMs (VRAMs) with random access times of 6Ons.
JEDEC is a US -based standards body that defines the
functionality and pin -outs for many semiconductor
devices. Compliancy means that users of the uPD482234
and uPD482235 products, such as PC manufacturers, will
not be tied to a particular manufacturer and will have
flexibility of supply.

A VRAM is essentially a DRAM with an extra I/O port,
enabling a faster data transfer rate. They are used in
desktop and portable PCs (particularly those running
Windows -type applications), workstations, video cameras
and video recorders.

The 2Mbit devices are organised as 256K x 8 bits, and
are ideal for use in graphics applications. They are
functionally compatible with previously released 2Mbit
VRAMS but offer the advantage of faster serial access
times down to l8ns.

The 2Mbit VRAM is available in two operational modes,
both with random access performance down to 6Ons. The
HPD482234 is a fast page mode device, while the
HPD482235 is an extended output fast page mode device
which can improve the fast page read performance by at
least 20%.

Both versions feature a full -width split serial buffer, the
two halves of which function independently. Hence one
half can be outputting data while the other half is being
loaded with the next data to be output. This removes the
need to pause between reading rows (that is, it eliminates
"flyback" time) and permits data to be output

continuously at full speed.
The serial buffer is bi-directional, so the VRAMs are

suitable for use in serial input applications such as video
cameras or video recorders.

Other capabilities of the devices include a flash write
mode, a block write mode, and the stopping column
mode, which accelerates tiling operations. These features
greatly increase the performance of the system when
running Windows -type operations.

For more informAtion contact NEC
Elecxtronics (UK) Ltd on 01908 691133.
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FIELD ELECTRIC LTD
TEL: 01438 353781 FAX: 01438 359397

MOBILE: 0836 640328/0860 213370
UNIT 2. WILLOWS LINK. STEVENAGE. HERTS SG2 8AB

SONY 9' COLOUR MONITOR SUPER FINE PITCH CASED

WITH DATA FOR RGB MODEL KIM 1000UB £45

SLO-SYN HS25 STEPPER MOTOR NEW . BOXED 40 OZ

IN TORQUE £8 95 UP 450
INTEL FLASH MEMORY CARDS 1Mb TO 4Mb FROM C60

5VDC a 40AMP SWITCH MODE PSU NEW . BOXED £19

C/P 6

COUTANT DC/DC CONVERTERS NEW 48V IN 5V OUT it

5A £6 C/P 3

12 VDC tans 90mm x 25mm £4 C/P 1 50

'M. i): VT% A. II W' 'P "N

1/VDC CENTRIFUGAL BI OMR NEW £6 G' 2

2400 10 110V 80 WATT AUTO TOROIDAL

TRANSFORMER C7 CY 3

TEKTRONIX 453 OSCILLOSCOPE 50 MhZ DUAL BEAM £175

REDMOND 12VDC 3000 RPM 80 WATT MOTOR NEW C6 C/P 3
RS 207-065 AUTO TRANSFORMER 1000 WATT £40 C/P 10

BERCO STAT 2OHM 5A POT C2.50

MICROVETEC (CUB) COLOUR MONITORS TTL 6 PIN DIN

INPUT £2"3 C/P 10110

MICROSOFT MS-DOS 6 UPGRADE IN SEALED PACKS ON 3 5

DISKS UPGRADE FROM 2 11 OR LATER E15 50 C P 4 00

NEC 256 30 PIN SIPP MEMORY NEW E5 FOR 256K C'P 90P

12" MONO VGA CHASSIS (PAPER WHITE) ENCLOSED 240

VAC £35 C/P 12 00
YUASA NP 10-66v 10ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERY NEW

C7 95 C/P 3-50
PC PSU ENCLOSED NEW .5020A .1208A -50 3A 200
WATT C15 95 C/P 5

102 KEY AT IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD TERMINATOR TO 6

PIN DIN MINI PLUG D3 C/P 3 50
ALL ITEMS UNDER £5 MIN ORDER £10.

C/P £2 75

 LEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO ORDER RING FOR C/P PRICES NOT SHOWN.
OFFICIAL ORDERS AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

** FOR SALE **
DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPO-
NENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +

ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS
48 BRENDON ROAD,

WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT
TEL (01984) 631825 FAX 634245

Semiconductors, connectors, capacitors,
fans, resistors, relays, manuals,
data books and much more...

- All available at very low VAT inclusive prices

Large SAE for current list

BHA Trading
15 OAKWELL CLOSE, STEVENAGE,

HERTS SG2 8UG
TEL: 01438 816474
FAX: 01438 812569

Create our own Mobile Robot V2
CONTROLLED BY COMPUTERS VIA PRINTER PORT

EXPENDABLE TO RADIO CONTROLS

+£2 P&P

0\ at

ocInnntoervpart icy ee Interfacing
EOther

PC Interfacing kits are available!
Ceramic and RS232 Explorer kits. Ceneonic and RS232 24 -one programmable I/O cards
Data ioggIng systems, triple stepper motor boards, Radio controllers. nee our catalogue!

Add C2 P&P in UK It 5 abroad) and make cheque payable 41 innovative InterIacm Enterprise'
58 Lamport Coat Lampon Close Man nester MI 7EG. UX. TelrFax .44-10081-272-8279

)071
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111(.11 QUALITY UM COS'I
C.C.T.V. CAMERA

1.0W LIGHT LEVEL 0.03 LUX @ FI.4.
AUTO ELECTRONIC SHUTTER.
COMPOSITE VIDEO OUT VIA

BNC PLUG.
SMALL DISCRETE SIZE.

CAN BE USED WITH PC DIGITISER.

This super quality CCD camera can be con
fleeted into your existing TV or video using
the AV channel and can he used for discrete
surveillance or observing your property externally using a suitable weatherproof hous-
ing. Can accommodate lighting levels ranging from daylight to street lighting using its
built-in electronic shutter. Excellent when using with an infra red source. Built-in wide
angle fixed focus lens, the camera has a resolution of 380 TVL. Can be housed inside
an empty floodlight case. (extra). Camera size only 45mm x 45mm.

Special offer price of only: £79.95 plus VAT (P&P £3.00)
For full range of CCTV products send SAE to:
DIRECT CCTV LTD., DEPT ETI, UNIT 6,

CARRICK COURT, FORREST GROVE BUSINESS
PARK, MIDDLESBROUGH TS2 IQE

1K OMPUTER
NOWLEDGE CALL NOW ON:

0891 515 066
MODEM DOWNLOAD SERVICEV21 UP TO V42bis & V.FC.

 Over 330 file areas to download from 

The latest Shareware, updates & Additions via daily
file links to Europe & USA for the PC, Amiga & Atari

Areas of specialisation include DOS, OS/2,
Windows/Windows NT, DESQview, Novel, Virus

Protection, Dbase/Clipper, Engineering/Electronics &
recently DOOM + Much More.

Recreational
 Multi User Games Available 

Calls cost 39p per minute cheap rate & 49p per minute at all other times.
MODEM PARAM's: -8 Data Bits, No Parity, 1 Stop Bit.

Komputer Knowledge, 3 Station Cottages,
Cheddington, LU7 OSQ

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE O. USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY

TEKTRONIX 7000 SERIES OSOILLOSCpPES
Available Iran C200  PLUG -INS SOLD SEMATELY

SMIA Frepency C.. SCA. 1500. LED
iACAL 1298 Ere.. Car. 1 304 10.dre GPIB I
Ho moo 1900

RACAUOANA 1001 Cowerraner MA. CMUneenal 9 I191
MARCONI 2437 Uneenal Couner/Terrer DC 1001448 ago 075
RACAL IOW Cow. 10H1  5206. 075

TEKTRONIX TAM 75 401 1004.02 O. CA.41 01300

TEKTRONIX TA5453 C. Trase OMMN7 De. Cum IWO

TEKTRONIX 2415 4 Ournsi 303114 Dem Feren On.., 0180
itemoia zsis Duel race 100112 Coen ,,,
TEKTRONIX 40 Dun Trace 2501442 De. Sm. CM
TEKTRONIX 475 Out D. 20084 Dees Sweep MOO

TEKTRONIX 466 CAN Traoe 100144 Den Sweep CNO

TEKTRONIX SC504 Per Tr. KN. n T14103 £400

TEKTRONIX 2:15 OW Trace 5340 De. Sew £400

MK/Row 455 Per T. 501640.Y, Seen (no
PIMPS P1432 7 1. Tr. SOM. Den, Seen T.
HITACIe V223 010 Trece 10104 Dory Se. £250

BECKMAN EOM 13. Trace 20504 Den Seen, £240

HAMM 412 D. Trace 2004 Dee, Seen 1325

GOAD 00110 0. I. MY. Dee, 560.9 040
GOULD OS t ICOSI Duel trace 3344 000
GOULD 0S30£ DAW Trace 20I4 1293

AVATSU SSW. 010 Trace 2310, £200

001.X9 054000 Duel Trete 10144 Tegem Sage CM
TEKTRONIX 444 D. race 103.114 Ann. Rano 050
H P 1741A Duel T. 100144 N.. SKr. TWO

RACAL BOOM Unversed Goer Ten 134 20)561, C250

BLACK STAR MeNor 100 Freperry Cour. 10341, 00
H P 345. 63. agO Ow DC True MS ACAles HP61 tem
MU'S PI/2534 M. Fun. DOM 3., 8 ',. GRIME E E 1450

SOLARTRON 7065 15.,.294...anneor voen.e,
ACACON.Aule MO

SCXARTRON 71508', 3,, due De.. IEEE £40
7045 MAR.. 036/ArnpeCeens DSOSaARTRON 41. dot

THANDAR Tree ROA Mulereer Adaptor £1001504 4 34 Net wer
H P 33108 Func Gen 0 0005102 541/41 SenT.T. et 1200
WAvETEK 1624 F unc Gen 0 0. 41.1 SenSpeNTTL etc £225
WAVETEK 184 Seen Ft. Gen Sere/SOgnan nc £250

Snalqu. Ceoleor 102 1001,114 6560GOULD JOB
FEEDBACK F0600 Sesee.On 0 114 1CCK/4 130
TIONDAR TEMOI F. Gen 0 3094 944

SineiSpIMIerWPIA. . 075
THANDAR T13102 Fun Gen 02H, 2140 Sne/SeTNTIL £70

PHIUPS 141511 6 Colour TV Gen PS SeaceinNTSC 17350

UNCIOS LA1 WM Aude Mope C500

DRACHM EP501 Audio *Syr. 1350

AVM DISTORTION & NOISE METER F242A 1400

KEW cumi varier Fee Vern olle 10144 7200DIM IS JUST A SAMPLE - MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE

KIKUSUI 5530A DUAL TRA,ZE
30MHz ONLY £180

RACAL Inerteneneen Noe. ,SW&ore 404050
RACAL Ineburnenbon Noon. 1., Stan, 7DS 000
MAROON TF2700 Um." Bodge Beery Operetm , £150

EA T DNA& TECH 363 , Sen se, tn., I AXON./ we PM 602 AMEN
Pewo Y0 P0*
MARCONI 2012 Syn AMER Sy Gen 43104 1040.4 0900
MARCONI 2018 Syn AMEN Se Or 80N,-520144 CM
NP 116200 Sweep On 5 9124014 of II 12 16.11 060

P Fume OW

WANE KERN 6424 De. Comment Meer L CR TWO

NP 1630043 Own. 050
SORENSEN DC118004 58 0 503 v. 0 4 54nars £700

H P WM 0  40 Wes 0 30.01103 1500

PARNELL 1133100 0  305050 0 100Arnps WNW 1300
THURIBYTHANDUI TSP3222 Orogen.. PSU 37V 24 Tece 000
GPM Dig.
THURIBY PL3200EAD 0 30008 0 2.64 Tn. Deng 1325

RILIRLBY PL320 0 30001. 0 24.. C.. 000
FAR ELL L30E 0 30V.0 5Anes Mee. 000
cesieg, 0,,2 9 3m., 2A, se.,,, CIO

FAINELL END 0 350006 0 2034A Meserel 000
felmiCENOuNG Moilei 47211 ., 3KV M. CNN

MAW 0111ER POWER SUPPLIes AVAILABLE

04 6620C Sweep One. Men orw
RACAL 0.381 Sr AMEN Sig Gen 5 52004 TWO
FAFNEU. 880520 550 MOW Sg Gen 10 520AHr £

Tr2337 Au.n. Men CERTIMARCONI Once.
MARCONI 162331 Pennon Fe. Mar 204 20KHS 005'. 050
MARCONI 10603B N. Paw, Men Snoc MO
14,F10341 TF7163 41.1. OCIGH, OW
H P Nano. a-16011,.011013 1AB Se. CM5464 n
TEKTRONIX TDR1502 £120
II A 5 *lee N. Men UPSET on oar' 0
RA 5440. Kr. SPASM 0 4 10 C125500 NEW EQUIPMENT

BRUEL 8 KJOER EQUIPMENT AVALABLE
PLEASE ENQUIRE

NAMED OSOLLOSCOPE 1441005 mra, Trace IDA.
Tenn. 11147Dele,

IMMEG OSOLLOSODPENA504 Duel Trace BOW, De. Seen £043
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 44033 Duel Tree 3041114 Conp kr. 1422
KRIEG OSCILOSCOPE 1412051 1.1 Tr. 201. Depeo SW. 363

AI cr. 15 andeble ro6 omen°. suppled .1 2 p.mSPECTRUM ANALYSERS
NOM

H P 8955A 0 01 22011 MOO
ADO ACIOBI 1411 AC8211 17C04 ['Ice
POLAROID NTT 10.4 18014 rma
H P He NB 05588 10004 1500144 ..on, two
NP INT . 8654A 465528 ICA. 11.4 mpg
NP 141T .1865413 & 85528 50301, 1,35344 vas.
1P 141T an 1653B 0062A TIGIF 11344 E.
H P NIT MN FRAMES ONLY 0000 AMES ens
MARCO/11RM° 934 110144 0000
TEKTRONIX 71.12 on Men 11*0* 1300 I.e., WOO
TEKTRONIX 7L5 on Man Ewe 20141/ 19*41 00

BLACK STAR E0OPMENT I P&P ell Le. (51
APOLLO 1010004 Cour. Tan RaIKVINK.Trr. se 01 CM
APOLLO 100 100.41r ewe .111 roon, lencIenc 015
METEOR ICO FREOUENCY couirme 10OM01z MO
METEOR 803 EREOUENCY COUNTER 500441, £145

METEOR IMO FREQUENCY COUNTER IGH, T114

AARTOR SCO FUNCTION OEN 0 THX-500. 5.50Tn £125

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal/PINKleo £243

02 caw Bled S. wen 004 erne.

X10 (P&P 63 03

Used Equipment - Guaranteed Manuals supplied if possible.
This ts a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE r telephone Ior lists Please check availability before

ordenng CARRIAGE all units £16 VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carnage.

STEWART OF READING
Ak 110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BEAKS RG6 1PL

- .
Cahn w.. Sern lo 5 30pen MONFR1 pat aromas)Tel: 01734 268041 Fax: 01734 351696
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The European Space Agency is about
to launch a new ultra -reliable, high
technology, rocket which is powerful
enough for manned space launches.
Douglas Clarkson takes a look at the
system and the technology

he development of a new space launch
system is one of the most expensive areas
of modern technology
require specialist scien
skills of a very diverse a

ucn projects
d technical

e nature.
Also, the emphasis on ultra -high reliablity places
special
emphasis on
rigorous testing an f all components - both
in the unassemble Iso in assembledl
modules such as r. forces medium

su urope to form a

and weight of NASA's 're -usable' Shuttle compared
with that of an unmanned vehicle. A very significant
element of NASA's budget is spent on the Shuttle
missions. Each Shuttle mission costs in excess of
$15) mil ion. NASA is well aware of the desirabiity of
reducing the cost of the next generation of launch
veh Iles.

While other designs such as HOTOL anc its
variants are still on the drawing board for the next
generation of ESA launch vehicles, Ariane 5 will
provide a continuing incependent capability for
Europe well into the next century. Within the
European Space Agency, the =ESTIP programme is
seeking to identify the cptimu-n post Ariane 5 launch
vehicle.

There seems, however, a c ear window of
opportunity to develop a significantly cheaper launch
vehicle. There is every reason to believe :hat the
solution couvol be a HOTOL variant - a sing e stage to
orbit vehicle with extra igh rstructure and with

colaborative agency such as the E Sprt""Morr'itt-trtftshthing e in the r

Agency (ESA). The cur-ent mem walocations atmosphere to 28 k

of major sites and offices of the European Space It
Agency (for which Ariane 5 Project is a major
development item) is shown in figure 1.

The Ariane 5 programme was commissioned irowir
November 1987. Few could have anticipated the
major political changes that have subsequently taken
place. The Soviet Union is no more, Germany is again
a Lnified country and a severe recession has been
experienced by Western countries. The key theme of
:he Ariane 5 rocket was to give Europe an
:ndependent launch capability for bothzwtine launch
satellites and also servicing the planned Space
Station.

In its prime, initial role, however, the taw Ariane 5
s an unmanned commercial launch vehicle with only
minimal re -usable elements - the twin solid fuel
rockets of the system. Such solid booster rockets are
41,44 usghpn NASA's Space Shuttle. The aspect of
catering7or a manned crew and the necessafy ife
su structure increased signi=ficantly the size

Figure 1:
Participating

states and
locations of major

sites and offices
of the European
Space Agency.

&eve oprnenisjadarollo,

are very closely tied to materials science7There is
requirement to produce materials with lightweight,
increased strength and for specific zones of the craft
high temperature tolerance e.g. on heated re-entry
surfaces While such development would have a
direct relevance to space flight, such developments in
materials sc ence would also find useful application
throughout the aerospace and other hi chnolog.
induatnes,

The Ariane Farniti
The first les- flight of Anomie 1 took on 24th
Decemblr 1979. The first op jafan
Ariane noOket, however took place on 4th 3fAMIZI
1984 as an Ariane 2/3 system. The first flight of the
Ariane 4 system took pace on 15th June 1988 and ...a
typical Anar e 4 launch is shown in Figure 2. The
central rocket motor is flanked by four per On
rocket motors units. Tate Ariane 4 can deliver a sing e
payload of around 10 tonnes into low earth orbit.
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Ariane 5: A Summary
The basic design of the new Ariane 5 can be separated
into the lower standard propulsion section and the upper
payload section as indicated in figure 3. There is some
degree of flexibility in the upper payload section which
can be a single payload launch (unmanned), a dual
payload launch (unmanned) or a manned flight stage. The
prime interest now is to develop the vehicle system as a
commercial launch craft for unmanned satellites. The final
design of the Ariane 5 was approved during 1988 after the
first successful launch of the Ariane 4 system. Figure 4
shows a cut away representation of the Ariane 5 craft.

The main difference between Ariane 4 and Ariane 5 is
that the payload capacity has been almost doubled to
20.5 tonnes for low earth orbit or 6.8 tonnes to a high
geostationary orbit such as is required for satellite
broadcast and telecommunications. Also, part of the
assembly - the new solid fuel booster stages are
recoverable items. After being jettisoned from the
cryogenic stage at a height of around 60 km, parachutes
in the nose section of each spent booster rocket will be
deployed in the atmosphere and the sections recovered
by surface ships for subsequent inspection and possible
re -use. While Ariane 5 is designed to be cheaper per
launch than the Ariane 4 by around 10%, future
generations of launch vehicles, utilising single stage to
orbit technology will hopefully be significantly cheaper.

Ariane 5: The Fingers on the button
Table 1 shows the relative contribution from member
states of the European Union and other associated
countries to the Ariane 5 project.

Table 1
Contributions from participating

countries

Country Percentage Contribution
France 46.2

Germany 22

Italy 15

Belgium 6

Spain 3

Holland 2.1

Sweden 2

Switzerland 2

Norway 0.6
Austria 0.4
Denmark 0.4

Ireland 02
Not Covered 0.1

There is one major member of the European Union
missing from this list - the UK, whose government seems
to think that the development of space technology is a
waste of money, and is therefore denying this country's
aerospace industry any significant role in the future of a
very rapidly expanding high technology area.

Figure 4: Cutaway representation of the Ariane 5 craft.
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Figure 3: Structural design of Ariane 5 dual launch facility.
The propulsion system consists of a central cryogenic stage
and twin solid fuel boosters.

The Cryogenic Main Stage
Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen are used as fuel for the
main cryogenic stage. This combination generates an
excellent exhaust velocity of combustion products. Only
liquid hydrogen and liquid fluorine react to produce a
slightly higher exhaust velocity. The unit is some 5.4 min
diameter and 30.5 metres high and powered by a single
Vulcain engine which is shown in figure 5. Between 114
and 120 tonnes of thrust are developed in a vacuum. The
fuel contents of 25 tonnes of liquid hydrogen and 130
tonnes of liquid oxygen are burnt in just 570 seconds.
The cryogenic stage with all its superb engineering,
however, is expendable. When the cryogenic stage is
exhausted it will fall away from the flight path and be lost
in the Atlantic Ocean.
Testing of the cryogenic main stage is a key point of the
Ariane project. The first test firing of a completed engine
took place at Vernon (France) in July 1990. A second
engine test facility was later commissioned later that year
in Lampoldshausen in October 1990. By April 1994,
around 180 tests had been completed on a total of 13
engines. The test programme should enable 350 tests to
be completed on 16 engines and accumulate a total burn
time of 90,000 seconds. This is equivalent to the burn time
of some 160 missions. The test programme, however, is
designed to optimise the manufacture and quality control
of entire cryogenic systems.
Key components of the rocket motor such as the oxygen
turbo pump are manufactured under clean room conditions.
Part of the extensive series of tests undergone by the main
cryogenic motor include vibration tests on a specifically
designed shaker system. Such tests ensure that the
structures remain secure during the initial ascent mode.

Solid Booster Stage
In common with the Space Shuttle, Ariane 5 makes use cif
twin solid stage booster rockets. Each booster is 3.03m in

diameter, 30 metres high and has a I ft -off mass of 270
tonnes. At take -off, each rocket dekers some 540 tonnes
of thrust, though this is reduced afte- take -off to reduce
the aerodynamic load on tie launcher in the lower
atmosphere. The solid stage boosters burn for a total of
130 seconds and contain 237 tonnes of solid propellant.
The design and construction of the Ariane 5 solid rocket
stages is somewhat remin scent of an exotic 5th of
November rocket. All of the components, the containing
case, the propellant mixture and nozzle etc are
designed to very high levels of precision and on a much
larger scale.
As was discovered ii the Challenger accident with NASA's
Space Shuttle, a key feature is the robustness of the seals
between the segments of :he contaiiment structure. The
segments of the steel booster case are extensively
checked by ultrasound to detect detects and cracks in
metal structures. Each nozzle is fitted with a flexible
bearing which can angle the booster thrust direction by Jp
to 6 degrees on two axes.
During project deve'opme-it, elemerts of the booster
stage are manufactured and tested at various sites.
Booster cases are produced at Augsburg; thermal
protection of casing and filing of forward booster section
with propellant is undertaken at Colleferro (near Rome);
nozzle manufacture and assembly is undertaken at
Bordeaux while fillirg of the central and rear booster
propellant, booster stage assembly and function tests
have been undertaken at Kourou (French Guyana) since
early 1993. Figure 6 shows an assembled booster stage
Performance can be checked on a gantry mounted over a
solid granite trench some 60m deep and 200m long as
indicated in figure 7.

Upper Composite:VEH, SPELTRA and
Fairings
The 'Upper composite' sits on the top of the main
cryogenic stage and represents essentially the facilities for
delivering the system payload into orbit. This stage has
also a propulsion system but with much smaller fuel load
than the main cryogenic stage. A specific engine - the
Aestus - has been developed to deliver a maximum thrust
of 27.5 kN. Girdled round the lower propulsion stage in the
upper composite is the Vehicle Equipment Bay. This is
where the complex control equipment such as internal
navigation, on board computer and switching unit, are
housed.

The SPELTRA satellite carrier structure is designed to
securely contain multiple payloads. The maximum outer
diameter of this structure is 5.4 metres and is 20 metres
high. For this configuraticn, a short fairing unit (twin shells
at nose of rocket) is used. For single stage payloads,
either a long or a short fairing unit (split shells) is required.
The fairings are jetissoned at an alt tude of around 110
km.

It is interesting to note a subtle difference between
launches such as the Shuttle and rockets such as Ariare
5. In terms of adding to the clutter of rubbish in space, the
Ariane system, much like traditiona rocket systems, will
add in orbit round the ea-th the Vehicle Equipment
Housing for single stages and in acdition the SPELTRA
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Figure 5: View o- man Vu cam cryacenic Engine

unit for multiple payloads. The Shuttle, however, should
add very little by way cf space junk ir to space. Tie large
'drop tank' of cryogenic &el jett sor ed by the Shuttle falls
into the sea and the solid coos-.er rockets are recovered.

Ground Faciities in French Guyana
It is planned to unceraKe up to E lair-1311es per month at
the new launch pad fac lit es - ELA 3 -his conala= is
based on the ELA 2 s to t.Jd cutremly for the Ar ane 4.
Figure 8 shows an arts -'s impression of an Ar ane 5 launch.

While the forward segrrent cl the propellant stage is
packed in Italy the centre and rea- segments are packed
in a specially consirud Solid Propellant Production Unit
which has been in se -v ce since 1992. For se'ety reasons
these facilities are -eirote from other nstallatiors. As part
of the process of filar fill -1g of p-opel ant in French
Guyana, the booster case s lined w th a high y eficient
insulating liner.

A cryogenic pro on unit for sdpply of I cLic
hydrogen and oxycer has been established close to the
new Ariane 5 launci pad.

General Industrial Framework
Table 2 summarises tie key indLstri al partners involved in
the Ariane 5 Projec:.
Often, the main contracto- will sub -contract wor< to a

further range of sub -contractors. Thus, over 30 key sub-
contractors are involved in the manufacture of the main
cryogenic stage. The cost of the Ariane programme is set
at 6130 MAU (Million Accounting units) at 1993 economic
activity levels. The distribution of work among contractors
reflects also the budget contributions of countries
associated with the Ariane 5 project.

It is clear that the aerospace companies of major
members of the European Union are not benefiting from
the Ariane 5 project.

Table 2
Key industrial partners involved

Feature
Solid Booster Housing Aerospatiale
Booster Propellant
/thermal system
Main Cryogenic Stage
Cryogenic Motor
EPS

Vehicle Equipment bay
Speltra

Fairings

Main Contractor

Europropulsion
Aerospatiale
SEP

Deutch Aerospace/ERNO
Matra Marconi Space

Dornier/Deutche Aerospace
Oerlikon Contraves

While the ESA retains overall management of the Ariane 5
programme, CNES, the French Space Agency, is responsible
for project management. Aerospatiale, in turn, is contracted
to be the key industrial architect for system design and
general software development. Aerospatiale therefore has
the primary role of overall design and specifications of the
major system components and modules.

The Ariane 5 project is not only demanding in relation
to the development of appropriate technology, it is also
demanding in relation to project management. Even the
best of technology can succumb to poor organisation ancl
communications. The programme of development,
however, since the beginning of the Ariane project has
hopefully allowed such skills to develop. Also, the
increasing ease of interchange of data across computer
networks has allowed remote sites to exchange data in
increasingly effective ways so that physical distance is not
now an obstacle to collaborative development.

Summary
Whatever the pros and cons of development by Europe of
the Ariane 5 at a political level, the one positive point is
that by participating in such a project, Europe can be seen
to be developing and retaining skills which will maintain a
high level of competence in space vehicle launch technology.
The investment in specific areas of technology will also
allow the various companies involved to establish a
foothold in such space technology niches on a global
scale - to the benefit of the European Union as a whole.

Point of Contact:
European Space Agency,
8-10, rue Mario-Nikis,
75738 PARIS Cedex 15,
France.
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Main plc, Figure 6: Solid rocket
booster in assembly structure.
French Guyana

Right Inset.Figure 7: Solid
rocket booster being test fired
in French Guyana
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TEEN ET
8 CAVANS WAY,

T
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773mum Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy
access

OSCILLOSCOPES
Gould 0S3000/ADVANCE 3000 - 30MHz Dual ch £200
Gould 4035 - 20MHz Digital storage £500
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage £650
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope £850
Gould 0S4000. 0S4200, 0S4100, OS1000B from £125
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch from £350
Hewlett Packard 1707A. 1707B - 75MHz 2ch from £275
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing £1750
Hewlett Packard 54501A - 100MHz - Digitizing 4 channel £1950
Hewlett Packard 54504A - 400MHz Digitizing £3500
Hewlett Packard 54100D - 1GHz Digitizing £4500
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz - D.S.O £800
Lecroy 140 - 100MHz - D.S.O. £POA
Hitachi V212 20MHz Dual Channel £175
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S.O £1100
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O £750
Phillips 3206, 3211, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
3243. 3244. 3261, 3262 (2ch + 4ch) from £125 to £350
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel £1950
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel £425
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace £450
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £800
Tektronic 2236 - 100 Mhz - 4 channel with Counter/Timer/D.M.M £995
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £750
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch £450
Tektronix 2465B - 400 Mhz 4 channel £3950
Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage from £350
Tektronix 465/465B - 100MHz dual ch from £350
Tektronix 7313. 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch from £300
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch from £650
Tektronix 7844 - Fitted with 7A42, 7B80, 7B85 Plug -Ins £1500
Tektronix 7904 500MHz from £850
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digital Storage £800
Telequipment D68 - 50MHz Dual Channel £200
Iwatsu TS 8123 - 100 Mhz - D. Storage £850

Other scopes available too

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Ailtech 727 - Spec. Analyser 22.4 GHZ with
AI!tech 70727 - Tracking Generator (10KHz - 12.4 GHz) } £2000
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-50KHz £995
Hewlett Packard 3709B - Constellation Analyser with 15709A High
Impedance Interface (As New) £6750
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz) £3750
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel £2500
Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface £1000
Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4 - 1300MHz £3250
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz £995
Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 200MHz £1250
Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz £1500
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz £2500
Schlumberger 1250 - Frequency Response Analyser £2500
Tektronix 7L12 with 7603 mainframe (1.8GHz) £1500
Tektronix 7L14 with 7603 mainframe (1.8GHz) £2000
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 mainframe (18GHz) £2950
Texscan AL51A (4MHZ - 1GHZ) £850

MISCELLANEOUS
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator £1500
Ballantine 323 True RMS Voltmeter £350
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder £350
Dyanpert TP20 Intelliplace - Tape peel Tester - immacualte condition£1950
Farnell 2081 R/F Power meter £350
Farnell TSV 70 Mk11 Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A) £200
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1 £500
Fluke 8010A/8012A/8050A Digital multimeters - from £125
Fluke 5101A AC/DC Calibrator £3500
Fluke 5101B AC/DC Calibrator £6500
Marconi - 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator £1950
Hewlett Packard 8662A - (10KHz-1280MHz) - Synthesised Signal
Generator £7950
Hewlett Packard 4953A - Protocol Analyser £3500
Hewlett Packard 1630G - Logic Analyser - 65 Channels £850
E.I.P. 548A - Frequency Counter (26.5 GHz) £3500
Marconi 6950 Power Meter with 6910 Sensor £800
Racal 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter £850
Datron 1061 - Precision Multimeter £650
Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier (20A) £3000
Fluke 720A Kelvin-Varley Voltage Divider £450
Fluke 750A Reference Divider £450
Gould TA 600 - Thermal Array Recorder £400
Gould K1000 - 100MHz Logic Analyser with Pods £350
Heiden 1107 - 30V -10A Programmable Power Supply (IEEE) £650
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter £350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter £850
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector each £300
Hewlett Packard 3762/3763 Data gen + error detector each £350
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser £350
Hewlett Packard 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyser £350
Hewlett Packard 54470B Digital Filter £100
Hewlett Packard 54410A Analogue/Digital Converter £100
Hewlett Packard 7402 Recorder with 17401A x 2 plug -ins £300

Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. 0.1Hz-20MHz £500
Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with IEEE £300/400
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe £400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser £375
Hewlett Packard 8684A 5.4GHz to 12.5GHz Sig -Gen £3000
Hewlett Packard 8640B - AM/FM Signal Gen (512MHz) £850
Hewlett Packard 5340A - 18GHz Frequency Counter £900
Hewlett Packard 5356A - 18GHz Frequency Converter head £450
Hewlett Packard 432A - Power Meter (with 478A Sensor) £275
Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A) from £750
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter £200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current source £150
Hewlett Packard 59501B HP.1B isolated D/A power
supply programmer £150
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Link
Analyser £3500
Hewlett Packard 5316A Universal Counter HP1B £550
Hewlett Packard 53168 Universal Counter HP1B £775
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B)
with OPTS 001/003/004/005 £995
Hewlett Packard 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser £1000
Hewlett Packard 6623A Triple output system power supply £1950
Hewlett Packard 3764A (Opt 002) Digital Transmission Analyser £2250
Hewlett Packard 3586A Selective level meter £1750
Hewlett Packard 3325A 21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen £1500
Hewlett Packard 8152A Optical Average Power Meter £1250
Hewlett Packard 81588 Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011) £1100

HEWLETT PACKARD 6261B
Power Supply 20v -50A £500 Discount for Quantities

International Light - IL 1700 Research Radiometer with Erythermal Sensor
Head £1250
Krohn -Hite 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator £995
Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator £250
Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter £250
Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG Pulse generator from £225
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter £200
Marconi 2337A Automatic dist. meter £150
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator £300
Marconi 2306 Programmable interface £450
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester £850
Marconi 2831 Channel access switch £250
Marconi 2019 AM/FM Signal generator - 1040 MHz £1800
Multicore "Vapourette" Bench Top Vapour Phase SMD Soldering Machine
iNew + Unused) £650
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen £400
Phoenix 5500A - Telecomms Analyser with various Interface Options...£2500
Raca Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A £300
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A £400
Raca Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser £750
Raca Dana 5002 Wideband evel meter £650
Raca Dana 5003 Digital m/meter £150
Raca Dana 9000 Microprocessing timer/count. 520MHz £550
Raca Dana 9081 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz £550
Raca Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz £450
Raca Dana 9303 True RMS/RFevel meter £650
Raca Dana 9341 LCR databridge £250
Raca Dana 9500 Universal timer/counter 100MHz £200
Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz £175
Raca Dana 9302A R/F millivoltmeter (new version) £375
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz) £500
Raca 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivoltmeter £300
Raca 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter £450
Rohde & Schwartz BN36711 Digital 0 meter £400
Rohde & Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set £995
Rohde & Schwarz - LFM 2 Sweep Generator 0.02 - 60MHz £1500
Rohde & Schwarz SUF 2 Noise Generator £300
Rotek 3980A AC/DC Precision Calibrator with Rotek 350A High
Current Adaptor £POA
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy
1GHz Radio Test Set £5950
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set £1500
Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter £500
Solarton Schlumb 1170 Freq. response analyser £250
Systems Video 1258 Waveform Analyser + 1255 Vector Monitor + 1407
Differential Phase and Gain Module + 1270 Remote Control Panel £2250
Systron Donner 1702 Synthesised Sig. Gen 1GHz £990
Systron Donner 6054B or D 18GHz or 24GHz Freq. Counter from£800
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer £250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen f1750
Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser £750
Tektronix 1480 Waveform Monitor POA
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor POA
Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser £500
Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,
PG508. FG504. FG503, TG501, TR503 + many more £POA
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance £600
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator £750
Wayne Kerr 8424/N LCR Component Meter Set £200
W&G SPM12 Level Meter (200Hz - 6MHz) £500
W&G PS12 Level Oscillator (200Hz - 6MHz) £500
Weller D801/D802 Desoldering station £175
Wiltron 560 Scalar Network Analyser £800
Wiltron 352 Low Frequency Differential Input Phase Meter £350
EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz £700

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE - SEND LARGE S.A.E.
FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED - WITH 30 DAYS
GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING
- CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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BULL C
WIRELESS VIDEO BUG KIT Transmits video and audio
signals from a minature CCTV camera (included) to any
standard television! All the componentsinckiding a PP3 battery
will ht into a cigarette packet with the lens requiring a hole about
3mm diameter Supplied with telescopic aerial but a piece of
wire about 4" long will still give a range of up to 100 metres A
single PP3 will probably give less than 1 hoursoperating time
£99 REF EP79 (probably not licensable!)
GOT AN EXPENSIVE BIKE? You need one of our bottle
alarms, they look like a standard water bottle, but open the top,
insert a key to activate a motion sensor alarm built inside Fits
all standard bottle carriers, supplied with two keys SALE
PRICE £7.99 REF SA32
GOT AN EXPENSIVE ANYTHING? You need one of our
cased vibration alarms, keyswitch operated, fully cased just fit
it to anything from videos to caravans, provides a years
protection from 1 PP3 battery, and protect UK made SALE
PRICE £4.99 REF SA33
DAMAGED ANSWER PHONES These are probably
beyond repair sothey arejust£4 99 each Mainly response 200
machines REF SA30
COMMODORE GAMES CONSOLES J ust a fewof these
left to clear at £5 ref SA31 Condition unknown
COMPUTER DISC CLEA ROUT We are left with a lot of
software packs that need clearing so we are selling at disc
value only! 50 discs for £4, thats just 8p eachil(our choice of
discs) SALE PRICE £4 ref EP66
IBM PS2 MODEL 1502 CASE AND POWER SUPPLY
Complete with fan etc and 200 watt power supply SALE
PRICE £9.95 ref EP67
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES 145 watt, .5.-5.12,-12,
150x 150x 85mm complete with switch, flylead s and I EC socket
SALE PRICE £9.99 ref EP55
1.44 DISC DRIVES Standard PC 3 5' drives but returns so
they will need attention SALE PRICE E4.99 ref EP68
1.2 DISC DRIVES Standard 5 25" drives but returns so they
will need attention SALE PRICE E4.99 ref EP69
PP3 NICADS New and unused but some storage marks
SALE PRICE £499 ref EP52
SOLAR PANELS 3v output with two flyleads, 100x60 mm
pack of 10 SALE PRICE £6.99 ref EPS6
DELL PC POWER SUPPLIES (Customer returns)
Standard PC psu's complete with fly leads, case and fan. pack
of two psus SALE PRICE £5 FOR TWO!! ref EP61
GAS HOBS AND OVENS Brand new gas appliances,
perfect for small flats etc Basic 3 burner hob SALE PRICE
£24.99 ref EP72 Basic small built in oven SALE PR10E£79 ref
EP73
BITS AND BOBS We have a quantity of cased modems,
multiplexers etc different specs but ideal strippers SALE
PRICE £4 each ref EP63
RED EYE SECURITY PROTECTOR 1.000watt outdoor
PI R switch SALE PRICE £9.99 ref EP57
ENERGY BANK KIT 100 6"x6" 6v 100rnA panels, 100
diodes, connection details etc £69 95 ref EF112
CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm, 30 grams,
12v 100mA auto electronic shutter, 3 6mm F2 lens, CCIR
512x492 pixels, video output is 1v p -p (75 ohm) Worksdirectly
into a scart or video input on a tv or video IR sensitive £79 95
ref EF137
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the
camera to be used in total darkness' £599 ref E F138
PASTEL ACCOUNTS SOFTWARE, does everything for
all sizes of businesses, includes wordprocessor, report writer.
windowing, networkable up to 10 stations, multiple cash books
etc 200 page comprehensive manual 90 days free technical
support (0345-326009 try before you buyI)Current retail price
is £129, SALE PRICE £9 95 ref SA12 SAVE £120111
MINI MICRO FANS 12V 1 5" sq SALE PRICE E2 Ref
SA13
C ITOH PRINTERS 80 col, 9 pin matrix serial/parallel.
NLO/draft, 3 mth warranty. good condition, SALE PRICE £39
ref SA14
REUSEABLE HEAT PACKS. Idealfor fishermen. outdoor
enthusiastsekierly or inhrm, warming food, drinksetc, defrostng
pipes etc reuseable up to 10 times, lasts for up to 8 hours per
go, 2.000wh energy gets up to 90 degC SALE PRICE £9.95
REF SA29
A4 DTP MONITORS Brand new, 300 DPI Complete with
diagram but no interface deteils.(so you w ill have to work
it out!) Bargain et just £7.99 eschl!!! Ref EF185
12V2AMP LAPTOP psu's 110x 55x4Ornm(ncludes standard
IEC socket) and 2m lead with plug 100-240v IP SALE PRICE
£6.99 REF SA15
PC CONTROLLED 4 CHANNEL TIMER Control (ortioN
times etc) up to 4 items (8A 240v each) with this kit Complete
with Software, relays. PCB etc £25 99 Ref 95/26
COMPLETE PC 300 WATT UPS SYSTEM Top of the
range UPS system providing protection for your computer
systemand valuablesoftwere against mains power fluctuatons
and cuts New and boxed, UK made Provides up to 5 mins
running time in the event of complete power failure to allowyou
to run your system down correctly SALE PRICE just £89.00
SOLAR PATH LIGHTS Low energy walklights powered by
th sun! builtin PI R so they work when you walk past Includes
solar panel & rechargeable bat SALE PRICE E19.9REF EP62

LEAROU
BIG BROTHER PSU Cased PSU, 6v 2A output,
2m o/p lead. 1 5m input lead, UK made 220v SALE PRICE
£4,99 REF EP7
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you
information on setting up different businesses, you peruse
these at your leisure using the text editor on your PC Also
included is a certificate enabling
you to reproduce the manuals as much as you like SALE
PRICE E14 REF EP74
RACAL MODEM BONANZA) 1 Racal MPS1223 1200/75
modem, telephone lead, mains lead, manua and comms
software, the cheapest way onto the net' all this for just £13 ref
DEC13
HOW LOW ARE YOUR FLOPPIES? 35" (1 44)
unbranded We have sold 100,000+ so okl Pack of 50 £24 99
ref DEC16
6 TIN LASER POINTER. Supplied in kit form, complete with
power adjuster 1-5mw and beam divergence adjuster Runs
on 2 AAA batteries Produces thin red beam ideal for levels, gun
sights, experiments etc Cheapest in the UKi just £3995 ref
DEC49
RADIO PAGERSBrand new, UK made oocket pagers
clearance price is just £4 99 each 100x40x15mm packed with
bits' Ref SEP5
BULL TENS UNIT Fully built and 'ested TENS
(Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation) unit, complete
with electrodes and full instructions TENS is used for the relief
of pain etc in up to 70% of sufferers Drug free pain relief, safe
and easyto use. can be used in conjunction with analgesics etc
£49 Ref TEN/1
COMPUTER RS232 TERMINALS. (LIBERTY)Excellent
quality modern urrts.(like Wyse 50.$) 2xRS232. 20 function
keys, 50 thro to 38.400 baud. menu driven port, screen, cursor.
and keyboard setup menus (18 menu's) £29 REF NCV4
PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER Converts a colour TV
into a basic VGA screen Complete with built in psu, lead and
s/ware Ideal for laptops or a cheap upgrade Supplied in kit
form for home assembly SALE PRICE £25 REF SA34
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2
double bulb floodlights, built in charger and auto switch Fully
cased 6v BAH lead acid req'd (secondhand)£4 ref MAG4P11
SWINGFIRE GUIDED MISSILE WIRE. 4,200 metre reel
of ultra thin 4 core insulated cable 28Ibs breaking strain, less
than 1mm thick' Ideal alarms, intercoms fishing, dolls house's
etc SALE PRICE £13.99 ref EP51
ELECTRIC CAR WINDOW DE-ICERS Complete with
cable, plug etc SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA28
ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU BM41012 Gives +5 ©
3 75A, +12621 5A. -12Q 4A 230/110, cased, EM41012 £599
ref A UG6P3
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel wth diode
and 3 metre lead fitted with a cigar plug 12v 2watt SALE
PRICE £8 99 REF SA25
TOP QUALITY CENTRIFUGAL MAIDS MOTORS
SALE PRICE2 :OR JUST £2.60 REF SA38
ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flashing
lights etc full spec supplied, 60-100 flashes a min SALE
PRICE £6.99 REF SAIS
24v AC 96WATT Cased power supply New SALE PRICE
JUST £999 REF SA40
MILITARY SPEC GEIGER COUNTERS Unused
anstraightfrom Her rnajestys forces SALE PRICE E44 REF
SA16
MICRODRIVE STRIPPERS Small cased tape drives ideal
for stripping lots of useful goodies including a smart case and
lots of components SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 FOR FIVE REF
SA26
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6"x6" 6v
130mA solar cells 4 LEDs wire buzzer switch plus 1 relay or
motor Superb value kit SALE PRICE JUST £4.99 REF SA27
RGB/CGA/EGAITTL COLOUR MONITORS 17 in good
condition Back anodised metal case SALE PRICE E49 REF
SA16
SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip, 60w+5445A, -5v@ 5A,
+12va2A,-12v@ 5A 120/220vcased 245x88x. 55mm I ECinput
socket £699 REF MAG7P1
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w,£299 REF MAG3P10
POWER SUPP-Y fully cased with mains arid o/p leads 17v
DC 900mA output Bargain price £5 99 ref MAG6P9

'SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UN

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD. HOVE. SUSSF,IX

BN3 SQT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
\JAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE

WITH ORDER PLUS £3 POST PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7-10 DAYS FOR MIT VERMIONE ORDERS

(A(X7ESS.VISA, swrecii, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

TEL: 01273 20350))
FAX 01273 3234)77

T SALE
ACORN ARCHIMEDES PSU .5v ©
4 4A ontaffswuncased.selectablemainsinput 145x100x45rnm
SALE PRICE £4.99 REF SA1
13.8V 19A psu cased with leads Just £9 99 REF MAGI OP3
PPC MODEM CARDS These are high spec plug in cards
made for the Amstrad laptop computers 2400 baud dial up unit
complete with leads Clearance price is £5 REF: MAG5P1
200 WATT INVERTER Converts 10-15v DC into either 110v
or 240v kiC Fully cased 115x 36x 156mm, complete with heavy
duty power lead, cigar plug, AC outlet socket Auto overload
shutdown. auto short circuit shut down, auto input over voltage
shutdown, auto input under voltage shut down (with audible
alarm), cuto temp control, unit shuts down if overheated and
soundsa udible alarm F used reversed polarity protected output
frequency within 2%, voltage within 10% A well built unit at an
keen po:e Just £64 99 ref AUG65
UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by
us for the C5 motor but ok for any 12v motor up to 30A
Complete with PCB etc A heat sink may be required £1700
REF: MAC17
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS PACK Kit contains
100m of 6 core cable, 100 cable clips, 2 line driverswith RS232
interfaces
and all connectors etc Ideal low cost method of communicating
between PC's over a long distance Complete kit £8 99
ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT Comprehensive educational kit
includes all you need to build an electric motor £9 99 ref
MAR10P4
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS made by Phillips, complete with
internal 1200/75 modem, keyboard, psu etc RGB and composite
outputs menu driven, autodialler etc SALE PRICE £12.99
REF SA18
AIR RI=LES .22 As used by the Chinese army for training
puposes, so there is a lot about' £39 95 Ref EF78 500 pellets
£450 re' EF80
PLUG IN POWER SUPPLY SALE FROM E1.60 Plugs
in to 13A socket with output lead three types available, 9vdc
150mA 1 50 ref SA19, 9vdc 200mA £200 ref SA20, 6 5vdc
500mA £2 ref SA21
VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video
signals Norm either a video camera, video recorder, TV or
Computer etc to any standard TV set in a 100' range! (tune TV
to a spa' e channel) 12v DC op Price is £15 REF: MAG15 12v
psu is £5 extra REF: MAG5P2
'FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand held unit
with a 500' range' 2 transmit power levels ReqsPP39v battery
Tuneable to any FM receiver Price is £15 REF: MAGI 5P1
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A pair of walkie
talkies with a range up to 2 km in open country Unrts measure
22x52x155mm Including cases and earp'ces 2xPP3 req'd
£30 00 or REF: MAG30
FUTURE PC POWER SUPPLIES These are
295x 135x60mm. 4 drive connectors 1 mother board connector
150watt. 12vfan, lec inlet and on/off switch SALE PRICE £7.99
REF SA 22
'FM TRANSMITTER KIT housed in a standard working 13A
adapterll the bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever'
why pay £7007 or price is £15 REF EF62 Transmasto any FM
radio Mils is in kit form with full instructions )
'FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED superior design to kit
Supplied to detective agencies 9v battery req d £14 REF
MAG14
TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER COMPLETE WITH
COINS LOT MECHA N ISMS originally made to retail at £79
each, these units are designed to convert an ordinary phone
into a ayphone The units have the locks missing and
sometimes broken hinges However they can be adapted for
their original use or used for something else'? SALE PRICE
JUST £2.50 REF SA23
GAT AIR PISTOL PACK Complete with pistol, darts and
pellets £12 95 Ref EF82 extra pellets (500) £4 50 ref E F80
6"X12" AMORPHOUSSOLARPANEL12v155x310mm
130mA SALE PRICE E4.99 REF SA24
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for
£4 99 ref MAG5P13 idealfor experimenters' 30 mfor £1299 ref
MAGI 3P1

N% E BUY SURPI IS SI 0( FOR C %SI!

FREE CATALOGUE
1995 100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE. 45P STAMP OR FREE

WITH ORDER.
PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

WITH NEW COMPUTER INTERFACE £59
A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray detec
tor. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes, has a 4

digit LCD display with a Piezo speaker, giving an
audio visual indication. The unit detects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy
from 30K eV to over 1.2M eV and a measuring
range of 5-999911RM or 10-99990 Nr/h. ref NOV18



Dry Battery
OT

Most ETI readers could probably turn up, without much
effort, several sizes of dry cell in unknown states of
charge, and the proud owner of a multimeter will be
familiar with requests to "just check these out". A meter
can tell you when a battery is beyond hope, of course,
but to determine whether the remaining charge is
sufficient for a particular application requires something
a little more. Equally, cells known to balk at the 500mA
drain of a torch might give hours more service in a
portable radio and, with the tester presented here, it only
takes a moment to check.
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Fig. 1. Dry battery tester circuit
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he common types of non -rechargeable batteries
- zinc/carbon, zinc/chloride, and
alkaline/manganese - give a nominal terminal
voltage of 1.5V per cell when fresh. As a cell is
discharged by its load, its internal impedance

rises and this impedance forms a potential divider with :he
load, resulting in a reduced terminal voltage. Transplanting a
partially discharged cell from a high to a low -drain application
can therefore temporarily "restore" some extra terminal
voltage, and allow some more life to be squeezed from what is
nowadays a fairly expensive commodity. Of course, the
environmental advantages of this approach are well known.

This design offers the following combinations of battery
type and loading (suggestions are made of applications with
similar loading):

The self -test position should be used occasion", though
with sporadic use the life of the internal batteries should be
long. Suitable replacements can be auditioned using the IOmA
test Position!

How It Works
The reference voltages to which that of the cell under test is
compared are derived from a pair of forward biased power
rectifiers, D2 and D3. At the low current fed to them by RIO,
the forward voltage of an 1 N4001 is approximately 0.6V (a
signal diode such as a IN4148 is somewhat higher), giving an
upper reference of 1.2V which is fed to comparator ICIa. RII
and R12 divide this down to a lower reference of 0.9V for the
second comparator IC1b.

SWI carries out the combined task of selecting both the

Table 1
Battery types

Battery
type

Voltage Current
loading

1) 1.5V lmA
2) 1. 5V 10mA

3) 1.5V 100mA

4) 1.5V 500mA
5) 9V 10mA

6)

Application

alarm clocks

portable radio, remote control

personal stereo

torch, doorbell
multimeter, smoke alarm, etc.

Internal 6V battery check

I have found that an alarm clock running off one 1.5V AA cell
will work for in excess of a year on a battery that is no good
for anything else.

Construction
Figure 2 shows the component overlay if the PCB is used, but
experienced constructors should have no trouble laying it out
on stripboard. As usual, take care with the polarities of the
diodes and IC. The rotary switch is likely to be supplied in
solder tag form, so it will be necessary to snip off the "eyes"
leaving pins to fit through the board. The off -board wiring is
also shown in Figure 2, and the whole circuit is a comfortable
fit into an ABS box, type MB3, as long as the tags on SW2 are
bent perpendicular to its body to avoid fouling the circuit
board. Figure 3 shows the box drilling details used on the
prototype, although there's plenty of scope for personal taste.
Connections to the battery under test were made with extra -
flexible wire terminated in standard test prods.

In use
Operation of the unit is straightforward. To see if a battery is
sufficiently charged for a given application, use the rotary
switch to select a similar loading to that which the battery will
see when in use (refer to the above table for examples). Then,
with the test prods held to the corresponding battery
terminals, depress the push-button. A green light indicates that
the battery can maintain its voltage while operating into Vie
selected loading, and hence that it is suitable for the chosen
application. A yellow light implies a borderline situation. usually
meaning that the battery will operate into the selected !oading
for only a short period of time before becoming too deeply
discharged to be suitable - this advance waming can hopefully
be used to obtain fresh cells. Finally, red indicates that the
battery under test is incapable of sustaining the selected loading,
and is suitable only for lower drain applications or the dustbin.

LED1
Omm

G3
LEI

SWI

_=!/ ÷1°1-
ttt

BAT-ERY
UNDER(I
TEST

BM

Fig. 2. PCB component overlay and wiring

S 2

,x6Xj

type of cell to be tested and the loading presented :o it. The first
four positions are intended for l.5V cells, and the loading ranges
from ImA (from a IK5 load resistor, RI) to 500mA (with 3R0 of
resistance from R4). In these positions, the cell voltage is fed
directly - except for R7 and DI, which protect the tester against
reverse cell connection - to the non inverting inputs of the two
comparators. The fifth position is for 9V PP3 batteries, R5 and
R6 providing IOmA of loading whilst also dividing a 'ull scale
input of 9V down to I.5V for the comparators. With the switch in
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the final position, the tester gives an indication of the state of its
own batteries, with R8 and R9 dividing in a similar way.

To translate the comparator outputs - ICIb output goes
high with a cell voltage exceeding 0.9V, ICla when it exceeds
1.2V - to ones suitable for driving a tri-colour LED requires a
bit of simple logic. Rather than use another IC, it seemed
better to exploit the fact that a quad op -amp is often as cheap
as a dual, and configure ICIc and ICId as crude logic gates.
The 1.2V reference is used to set their "logic threshold", and
IC1 d acts as an inverter while ICIc with D4, D5, and R13 is an
OR gate. To get the LED to illuminate red for cell voltages less
than 0.9V, amber for between 0.9V and I.2V, and green for
1.2V or greater, the following truth table is needed:

Table 2
Truth table for different devices

ICla 0/P IC1b 0/P red half LED green half LED
O 0 1 (

O 1 1 1

1 0 0 1

1 1 0 1

Keen -eyed logicians will notice that the third row of the
truth table is actually irrelevant, since a cell voltage cannot
simultaneously register as less than 0.9V AND greater than
1.2V, and that this makes D5 similarly redundant. I have to
own up to this oversight, and it is up to the constructor
whether to save three pence by leaving it out!

The outputs of ICIc and ICId drive the LED sections directly
through current limiting resistors. D6 and D7 protect the LEDs
while in the off -state from a reverse voltage of 6V (they are
specified at 5V maximum).

SW2 provides power to the circuitry only while held down,
preventing accidental battery drain while out of use. By its
nature, the unit will only be used "every so often" so this is a
useful measure. Note, however, that the cell under test is
loaded even when the tester itself is off, so it is important not
to leave one connected for any longer than necessary.

Resistors
(0.25W, 5% unless
otherwise stated)

 RI IK5 R8 3K0
 R2,6 150R R9 IKO

 R3 15R RIO 2K7
 R4 2 off IR5 0.6W RH IK8
 R5 750R RI2 4K7
 R7,13 10K R14,I5 330R

Semiconductors

 ICI LM324
 DI,4,5,6,7 1N4148

 D2,3 1N4001

 LEDI 10mm Tricolour with clip

Switches

 Swl 2 -pole, 6 -way rotary
 SW2 Miniature

push -to -make (momentary action)

Miscellaneous

 Plastic box type MB3

 Red and black test prods

 Red and black extra -flexible wire

 14 way IC Socket (optional)

 Knob for Switch (to personal taste)

 4 off AA batteries plus plastic holders

 PCB or Stripboard welcome datacomp

Fig. 3. Case constructon
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hobby and small scale schematic and PCB
design. CADPAK includes both schematic
drawing and 32 -bit PCB drafting tools but as
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The ETI Basic
microcontroller

N

In this introductory look at ETI's new
autumn premiere project, Robin Abbott
looks at the overall design philosophy

ext month ETI will be sold with a free PCB
which is specially designed for the ETI Basic
microcontroller. This is a major new project
starting next month concerning a BASIC
language for use with PICs. In this brief article

we will take a look at the circuit of the PCB and how the
peripherals may be programmed. The PCB will also be useful
to anyone designing with 18 pin PIC devices since it can act
as a PIC prototyping board. It will hold any 18pin PIC with
crystal oscillator, a 5V power regulator, a low cost RS232
serial interface and an 12C interface for 8 pin devices. I/O
access is provided through a 16 pin IC socket.

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of the PCB. IC3
provides the power supply, the 78L05 may be used for lower
consumption projects and the 7805 can be used for projects
of up to 1A consumption.

IC2 is the I2C device. The pin out shown is for EEPROM
devices. However, most 12C devices have the same pinout.
Operation of 12C devices is described in detail below. R1 and
R2 pull up the data and clock lines used on the 12C interface.
Link 1 is provided for use with the BASIC project. For normal
operation, the link is left unconnected.

IC1 is the PIC. Any 18 pin device may be used - 16C54,
56, 58, 71, 84 etc. The lower 4 bits of port A are used for the
I2C interface, and for the external serial interface. These bits
are not available for use directly by the application- however,
the RTCC input (which forms the RA4 input of the PIC16C71
and PIC16C84) can be freely used. TR1 and its associated
circuitry form a power down reset circuit which clamps the
clear input of the PIC to OV when power is removed and drops
below 4V. Without this, the PIC may write invalid values to the
serial port or I2C device when power is removed.

The oscillator circuitry around pins 15 and 16 of the PIC is
based on crystal or ceramic resonator devices. The frequency
of the oscillator may be selected between 4MHz and
20MHz to allow the timing of the EEPROM and serial
interfaces to operate successfully; the actual frequency is
selected at compile time. Rs is shorted out by a copper track
on the PCB, which should be cut if Rs is to be used with
certain high frequency crystals.

The serial interface is provided as standard. It may be used
with any serial interface which provides standard RS232 levels

such as a PC; the output levels below Ov are taken from the
input. The interface at the PIC is inactive high - i.e. when the
interface is idle the input and output of the PIC is held at +5V.
The start bit is signalled by a low going pulse followed by
the 8 data bits.

The serial interface is a simple (and cheap) circuit which
works well in practice with half duplex or full duplex links.
D201 ensures that C201 can store the negative voltage which
is normally present on the inactive input line, filters it, and uses
it as a negative supply for the signal driven from the module. In
testing, the average voltage on pin 2 of PL101 stayed below -

3v which is sufficient to maintain RS232 levels although this
will depend on the input impedance of the interface being
driven, This circuit worked well with all PCs with
which it was tested.

The I/O support from the module is provided through PL1.
This is a 16 pin IC socket which should be connected to the
application circui-. using 16 -way IDC cable with a 16 pin DIL
IDC header. The pin out of the socket is shown in
figure 2.

Using the serial port
I have found that a serial port is very useful when developing
PIC applications, mainly as a debugging tool, even if the final
project is to be a stand-alone system. It is often convenient
when some trigger event occurs to print a value to the serial
port which can then be read using a terminal emulator
program on the host PC. Serial port driving routines take very
little code on a PIC. Figure 3 shows a simple 9600bps serial
driver for use with 16C5x or 16C71/84 devices and the
general purpose PCB with a 3.58MHz crystal,. This example
was taken from the PIC Programmer project recently featured
in ETI. It occupies only 41 words of program space and needs
only three bytes of memory, two of which are temporary
variables which can be used elsewhere in the program.

To use the receiver, simply call RXCHAR which will wait for
the next incoming byte and stores it in RXSER; on the 71/84
devices, the byte will also be returned in W. To use the
transmitter save the byte to be transmitted in RXSER and call
TXCHAR. As an example the program below is a complete
16c84 program which uses the code in Fig 3 to read every
byte received on the serial port and send it back twice.
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RSIN >

RSOUT(

+5V <

OV<

+5V

3 A2 IC? sun

We

e4 v,

Al
22k

-J

6

R2
2k

17

.=,c,
7,0u

Elm C2 -0 15/16
100n

14

5 18

IBOOT

T

J_

+5V

RAO

iAl

RA2

RA3

Rs
OSC2

XL

MIN Imo
C4 C5 mim
15p1 15p

3

2<

050>

R6
2206

R4
1M

Vdd

ICI

RBO

RBI 7

RB2 8

RB3 9

RB4

RB5

RB6

RB7

RTCC

RA4

10

12

13

3

R3
10k

iF SF

RESET
CIRCUIT

R5
1M

D201

R205
300R

C201
1 00uI6

Fig.1 . General purpose PIC PCB circuit

R201
22k

1020,

R204
267

4

0'3,14

01

0-
03

04
0

06
0
08
0 14

NOTE
ICI 16C54. 56, 58, 61. 71, 84 etc

IC2 24LCI 6
IC3 7805
01 BC557

R202
4k7

<+5V

) RStN

SERIAL FORT INTERFACE

0202

R203
10k

PL1

RSOUT

< 0140

C3
POWER

IN

SAVEBYTE EQU .15
ORG 0

MOVLW OF7H
DRIVE
TRISA
CLRW
OPTION

; SET SERIAL OUTPUT TO

LOOP CALL RXCHAR ;

MOVWF SAVEBYTE ;

CALL TXCHAR ;

MOVFW SAVEBYTE ;

MOVWF RXSER ;

RECEIVE CHAR
SAVE IT
TRANSMIT
STORE IT
BACK IN RXSER

CALL TXCHAR ; TRANSMIT AGAIN
GOTO LOOP ; AND GO AGAIN

Interrupt driven serial port
The code shown above is extremely simple, and will not
transmit and receive simultaneously. Any incoming bytes
during times when the processor is busy will be missed or
misread To correct this, Figure 8 shows the code for an
advanced interrupt driven serial port. The application shown
receives information on the serial port and sends it straight
back at a full rate of 300bps with no flow control while the
processor is free to perform other tasks. This is only available
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Fig 2
Socket Pin
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Port B bit 0

Port B bit 1

Port B bit 2

Port B bit 3

Port B bit 4

Port B bit 5

Port B bit 6

Port B bit 7

Not Used

Not Used

Ground

Ground

Ground

RTCC/RA4, pulled up with
+5V

+5V

10K resistor

Fig.2. Pin out of General Purpose PIC PCB control socket

for the 16C71/84 devices as it uses timer interrupts.
The serial port operates at 300bps with a crystal of 4MHz,

and would operate at 1200 BPS at 20MHz. The serial port
operates in full duplex mode and can receive and transmit
information simultaneously and at the same time as the
application program is running, using about 20% of the
processor time with bytes being sent and received
continuously, a lot less when the port is idle. It uses 63 words
of program memory in the interrupt routine, and 11 bytes of
RAM (although this could be cut down by making memory use
more efficient at the cost of interrupt processing time).

Examine the example for the initialisation code which sets
RTCC to operate at the 1MHz clock and to interrupt on
overflow. To transmit a byte, write the byte to TXVAL, and
execute the instruction BCF FLAGS,TXFREE. When the byte
has been transmitted the TXFREE bit of register FLAGS will be
set back to 1. When a byte has been received then the
RECEIVED bit of register FLAGS will be set and the received
byte will be found in RXBYTE.

Use of 12C devices
The operation of the l'C bus is explained here - it is used for a
serial EEPROM ii the BASIC project and may also be used for
other peripheral devices which can be controlled from the
module. We will ook in detail at driving a 24LC16 serial
EEPROM which provides a 2Kx8 EEPROM function.

The protocol 's serial in nature, the SDA line is the data
interface and the SCL line is the clock. In normal operation,
both the SCL and SDA lines are high. The SDA line is only
allowed to change when the SCL line is low. However, the
exception to this is when a start or stop condition is signalled.
A start condition is signalled by the SDA line dropping whilst
the SCL line is high, a stop condition is signalled by the SDA
line rising whilst the SCL line is high. All commands and data
operations are preceded by a start condition, and transfers are
ended with a stop condition. Fig 4 shows the timing for a start
and stop condition.

An I C bus has a master device (in this case, the PIC) which
controls all transfers on the bus by using the SCL and SDA
lines. Data is transferred on the SDA line when the SCL line is
high, and may change when the SCL line is low. Data is
transferred 8 bits at a time, followed by a single acknowledge
bit. Data is transferred most significant bit first. The
acknowledge bit is sent either by the master or the slave
device depending on the transfer, and is low for an
acknowledgement, or high for no acknowledge.

Fig 5 shows a transfer for reading the current address of a
24LC16 device. In this cast the first byte (Al hex) is the
command for reading the byte at the current address. There is
no acknowledgement of the transfer and the master generates
a stop condition at the end of the transfer. If the master device
acknowledges the transfer then the EERPROM will continue to
output bytes from the EEPROM incrementing the address
counter at the end of each transfer. This is the mode used by
Control BASIC for rapid reading of the EEPROM when a
program is runnirg.

Figure 7 shows the full code for interfacing to a 24LC16 (or
similar serial EEPROM devices). It uses four temporary
registers - temp4 to temp7. Port A must be set on initialisation
to drive the serial port and the TC SCL line. Call the routine
EEREADRAND with a 2 byte address to which FSR points to
read the contents of any address in EEPROM. Calling
EEREADNEXT will read consecutive addresses in the

EEPROM, and is much faster than calls to

SDA

SCL

BUS INACTIVE
1

START
CONDITION

P

1st BIT
TRANSMITTED

(BIT 7)
VALUE '1'

IN THIS EXAMPLE

Fig.4. Start and stop conditions on 12C bus

ACKNOWLEDGE
BIT BUS INACTIVE

1 1

STOP
CONDITION

EEREADRAND. In both cases the read value
is written to temp7, and to the W register. To
write a byte put the value in the TOS register,
point FSR to a 2 byte address and call
EEWRITE, which takes a minimum of 10mS.
Consult individual device data sheets for the
control bytes and modes for l'C devices. In a
later article, a control program for interfacing
to TC devices will be shown.

PIC BASIC
Next month, ETI will be starting a new series
which allows developers to program PIC
aevices in BASIC. It is based on the general
purpose PCB and uses 16C56, 16C71, or
16C84 devices, together with an EEPROM to
hold the program. The BASIC language
allows programs to be developed and tested
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much more rapidly than programs using PIC assembler. The
EEPROM may be up to 8K in size, allowing programs of up to
about 1,000 lines of BASIC code to be developed, although
smaller and cheaper EEPROMS may be used. The language
saves memory by allowing variables to be anywhere between
1 and 16 bits in length. Versions are also available for the
larger PIC devices in the series making use of the extended
memory and peripherals on these devices. The system is
based on the Windows development system which allows
multiple files to be edited, assembled, and linked, and for
programs to be downloaded and tested. Finally, an autoboot
facility allows the module to automatically run programs when
it is powered up allowing stand-alone systems to be
developed.

temp EQU tosh+l ; Two
temporary files
temp2 porta EQU 5
Address of port A
rx EQU 2

tx

rxser

intindex

intindexl

; Bit on port A used for
receiving

EQU 3 ; Bit

on port A used for
transmitting
EQU .12 ; Holds byte
received or transmitted
EQU .13 ; Temporary

variable
EQU .14 ; Temporary

variable

; This is the receive handler - used for
; reception of data on the serial port
at9600bps
; at 9600bps and clock=3.58MHz then 1 bit=93
;

instructions, 1/2bit=47 instructions

; Return character in rxser and W

rxchar btfsc porta,rx ; 1/2

average time out of here = 2T
goto rxchar ; 2 Wait for start bit

movlw 8
movwf intindex
call delay46

after middle of start

1 pick up 8 bits
; 1

; 48 delay to just
bit

so that
first sample is 1.5 bits after start

rxloop call delay83; 85
nop ; 1

bcf status,c
bit

btfsc porta,rx

;

;

1

1/2

sample incoming

bsf status,c ; 1

rrf rxser,f ; 1 rotate in data,

LSB arrives first
decfsz intindex ; 1

goto rxloop
movfw rxser

; 2

waitend btfss porta,rx now wait
for end of last bit if it was 0.

goto waitend
return

; Transmit single character in W

txchar movlw
total send stop afterwards

movwf intindex
bcf status,c

txloop
Set output bit

9 ; 9 bits in

; first bit is start bit

btfss status,c ; 1/2

bcf porta,tx ; 1

btfsc status,c ; 1/2

bsf porta,tx ; 1

call delay83 ; 85

rrf txwork,f ; 1

decfsz intindex ; 1

goto txloop ; 2

bsf porta,tx ; 1

call delay83 ; 85 ; should be long
enough for stop bit

return ; 2

; delay routines for serial port stuff

delay46
time=3.(n-1)+7
delex
d34locp

goto d34loop
nop
return

delay83
time=3.(n-1)+11

nop
nop
goto delex

movlw .14 ; 1

movwf intindexl
decfsz ritindexl

2

; 1

; 2

movlw .25 ; 1

; I

1

; 2

loop

; 1

; 1/2

Fig.3. A simple 9600bps serial driver for use with the

16C5x or 16C71/84 devices and the general purpose PCB with
a 4MHz crystal.

flags EQU FIRST ; Flags byte (see below)
cpc EQU flags+l ; Program

counter lower
cpchEQU cpc+1

sp EQU cpch+l
pointer
tos EQU
Top of Stack
toshEQU
tempEQU
temporary files
temp2 EQU
tempi EQU
temp4 EQU
temp5 EQU
temp6 EQU
temp? EQU
temp8 EQU
for use during program -only
temp9 EQU
for use during program -only
templ0 EQU

last EQU

; Bits in flags byte

rfshadd

int EQU
occurred

rfshaddv
into

; Communications

picic

scl EQU
a, bit
sda EQU
rsin
rsout

sclvEQU
sdavEQU
rsinv

ports

; PC upper
stack

sp+l ; Useful storage for

tos+1
tosh+1 ; Two

temp+1
temp2+1
temp3+1
temp4+1
temp5+1
temp6+1
temp7+1 ; Available
used by PC control
temp8+1 ; Available
used by PC control
temp9+1

temp7+1

EQU 0 ; Set to
indicate EEPROM

address need refreshing
1 ; An interrupt

EQU 1

EQU 2

EQU 5

0 ; Serial clock, port

1

EQU
EQU

2

3

serial data

1 ; values of bits
2

EQU 4
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START

NOTES: 1

Fig.5. Example l'C bus read

CONTROL BYTE

0 1 01A1AIA

(2)

MSB

MASTER
(NO ACKNOWLEDGE)

LSB

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

ACKNOWLEDGE
(SLAVE)

DATA (1)

STOP

DATA IS SENT FROM SLAVE. MASTER MUST TRI-STATE SDA DURING THIS PERIOD

2 AAA IS THE ADDRESS OF THE 12C DEVICE. HOWEVER FOR SOME DEVICES (EG. 24LC16)
IT IS THE UPPER ADDRESS BITS OF THE MEMORY BEING ADDRESSED

rsoutv

; 12 bit addressing model

; Read a random byte from EEPROM - address in
FSR return in temp7 & w

EQU 8

eereadrand call eewrtadd ; set write address
bsf picio,sda
bsf picio,scl ; drive clock high
movlw 5
movwf temp6
incf fsr
clrc

rlf O,w
iorlw OAlh
call weepromOw

ack & start bit
address upper
move address left into
control
; address upper

; control byte

; Read next byte from EEPROM
w

return in temp7 &

eereadnext movlw Och
eerdgo movwf temp6 ; ack, no

start or stop
movlw -(sclvIrsoutv) ; Now read from data

line
tris picio
call weepromOw

retee
return

; read byte, generate
STOP

movfw temp7

; Write a byte to EEPROM, address
in TOS

eewrite call eewrtadd
movlw 6
movwf temp6
movfw tos
goto weepromOw

; Write address part of
eewrtadd movlw Cab

call eerdgo
bit set to end seq read

movlw 5
movwf temp6
incf fsr
clrc

rlf O,w
iorlw OAO
call weepromOw
decf temp6

decf fsr

in FSR, byte

; ack & stop bit

read or write algorithm

; Read a byte with stop

; ack & start bit
; address upper
; move address left into
control

address upper
; control byte
; write control byte
; Set temp6 to 4 - ack
low from eeprom
; MUST LEAVE FSR

POINTING AT LOWER ADDRESS!
movfw C ; address lower

Write/read 8 bits to EEPROM, check ack
Call with scl driving
sda is set to read for a read, and drive for
write
temp4 is index
temp5 is the data to write
temp6 bit 0 indicates to generate start
temp6 bit 1 indicates to generate stop
temp6 bit 2 indicates to generate ack if set
(nack if reset)
temp6 bit 3 indicates to read
temp7 reads input byte
Ends driving sda & scl

weepromOw movwf temp5
weeprom9 movlw 8

movwf temp4
btfss temp6,0
goto nostart
bcf picio,sda

nostart bcf picio,scl
btfsc temp6,3
goto rdeelop

check startbit

start bit drops
; drop clock

leap forward if

wrteelop bcf picio,sda
rlf temp5 ; now get correct

bit
skpnc
bsf picio,sda
bsf picio,scl
bcf picio,scl
decfsz temp4
goto wrteelop
goto endthis

rdeelop
clrc
btfsc
setc
rlf temp7
bcf picio,scl
decfsz temp4
goto rdeelop

; clock now high
; clock low again
; and loop

bsf picio,scl;

picio,sda ;

clock now high

now read input

Read in bit
clock low again
and loop

data

read

port

endthis bcf picio,sda; 1 Ack low or high ?
(low if eeprom is acking)

btfss temp6,2
bsf picio,sda
movlw -(sclvIrsoutvlsdav)

& sda
tris picio
bsf picio,scl ; 1 Send a clock
bcf picio,scl

; Drive scl
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btfss temp6,1
return

bcf picio,sda
bsf picio,scl

bsf picio,sda

return

Fig.7. Code for interfacing to a 24LC16

; 1/2 stop bit ?

; 1 If no stop
bit return with scl low

; otherwise clock
high
; If stop bit return

driving high on scl/sda

include 16c84.equ"
rx equ 2
tx equ 3
seropt
saveintst

saveintw

txintmt

txcnt

txval

rxval

rxintcnt

rxcnt

rxbyte

flags
txfree

txgoequ 1
rxgoequ 2
received

ORG 0
goto start

; Interrupt handler

org 4
movwf
swapf
swapf
movwf

saveintw
saveintw,f
status,w
saveintst

decfsz txintcnt
goto chkrx
moviw .13
movwf txintcnt
btfss flags,txgo
goto chktxst
tstf txcnt
skpz
goto chktx
bcf flags,txgo

chktxst
btfsc flags,txfree
goto chkrx
bsf flags,txgo
moviw 9
movwf txcnt
bcf porta,tx
goto chkrx

chktx
transmitting

goto txlop
bsf flags,txfree

; Bit for receiving
; Bit for transmitting
equ 8 ;options reg
equ .12 ; save

status in intrt
equ .13 ; saves w in

interrupt
equ .14 ; Interrupt

counter
equ .15 ; Transmit

bit counter
equ .16 ;transmitted

byte
equ .17 ; Receiving

work space
equ .16 ; Interrupt

counter
equ .19 ; receiving

bit count
equ .20 ; received

byte
equ .21
equ 0 ; 1 if tx

can start
; 1 when transmitting
; 1 when receiving
equ 3 ; 1 when

byte received

; save w and status

; 13 interrupts/bit

; stop bit over
; so clear flag

tx request ?

We are sending
9 bits in total

; start bit

decfsz txcnt; flag

; Free for tx got('

setop ; stop bit high
txlop rrf txval

btfss status,c ; Set output bit
bcf porta,tx
btfsc status,c

setop bsf porta,tx;

; Receiving interrupt check

chkrx btfsc flags,rxgo; receiving ?
goto rxing
btfsc porta,rx ; start bit ?
goto endint
movlw 8 ; 8 bits
r.)vwf rxcnt
moviw .19
movwf rxintcnt
bsf flags,rxgo
goto endint

rxing decfsz rxintcnt
check timer count

goto endint
tstf rxcnt
skpz
goto nxtbit
bcf flags,rxgo ; Stop bit
goto endint

nxtbit moviw .13
movwf rxintcnt
bcf status,c
btfsc porta,rx
bsf status,c
rrf rxval
decfsz rxcnt
goto endint
movfw rxval ; save rxid byte.
movwf rxbyte
bsf flags,received ; Show received

byte

; delay to 1/2 way
; thru 1st bit
; show receiving

; end of byte ?

; sample input bit

; move to rxval

; Interrupt over - restore flags & w

endint
flags

restore w

; Start up code and
start
clear port a

movwf porta
movlw Of7h ; set drive
tris porta
movlw seropt ; option reg.
option
bsf status,rp0
mcvlw gievlrtiev ; enable interrupts
mcvwf intcon
bcf status,rp0

moviw OfSh ; clear

andwf
swapf
movwf
swapf

intcon,f
saveintst,w
status
saveintw,w

mcvlw .13
mcvwf txintcnt
clrf txcnt
clrf flags
bsf flags,txfree ;

retfie
test routine

moviw Offh

; Test - look fcr bytes

loopbtfss flags, received
goto loop
bcf flags,received ;

movfw rxbyte
movwf txval
bcf flags,txfree
goto loop

; Initial transmit
states

free to transmit

and send back

Byte rxid ?

clear flag
; send it back

; request tx

end
Fig.8. Code for an advanced interrupt driven serial port
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TRANSISTORS + ICS + SEMICONDUCTORS

/ in the new
£30 /-

WORTH OF

\Airy hillrAffseth
se- RESISTORS +CAPACITORS+INDUCTORS

SURVEILLANCE+SECRECY+SECURITY" PLUGS+SOCKETS+LEADS+CONNECTORS
far TV & VIDEO SPARES (INC. VIDEO HEADS)
re' HIFI+DISCO+HIFI GADGETS+SPEAKERS

AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS (inc capacitors)
14. IN CAR AUDIO+SPEAKERS (inc bass tubes)
rag COMPUTER ACCESORIES+BOARDS

TOOLS+TEST EQUIPMENT+BENCH WARE

& much much more (over 10,000 lines).
send today for the very interesting catalogue.

Pay by PO, cheque, credit card or tape coins to paper.

Please send me copies of the 1995 Cricklewood Catalogue.
I enclose E2.50 per copy (UK & Europe) E.5 overseas.

Name

Address

Please charge my credit card. No 
Expiry Date Tel. No.: Ell

Cm. klewooki minks Ltd, 40-42 Criddeivood Broadwa,
London NW2 3ET. Tel: 0181-4500995 Fax: 0181-208 1441

JCG Electronic projects
PO BOX HP79 WOODHOUSE STREET

HEADINGLEY LEEDS LS6 3XN

RADIO KITS/TRANSMITTERS/REMOTE CONTROL
MICRO FM (a) 1KM range transrutter 100Mhz preset received on any FM radio. Includes FET rue
MICRO FM (b) Variable me senertnaly Tuneable 80.110 Mhz 1KM range 2x3 Sun PCB
ULTRA MINI FM 200m range & - 100 Mhz runs oft watch battery (inc) only 1 2cm PCB
FM TRACKER Transmits a cons ant tone for direction finding tracking etc 80 - 110 Mhz
FM RECEIVER (a) Small high quality FM receiver Corers standard FM broadcast bands
Will drive headphones (not inc)
FM RECEIVER (b) As la) but win 3 wall audio power amp and tuning LED.
CRYSTAL RADIO Great introduction to radio eiectrones Includes tuner. ferrite aerial and earphone
AM RADIO o rat o for use with headphones i nor ix) or an external amplifier
R REMOTE CONTROL Snot channel for lights Garage doors etc

TRANSMITTER E6 9i RECEIVER (with mains relay/
MICRO TRANSMITTER GUIDE Packed with useful circuits and info - How to build surveillance devices
short range To s etc

PURPOSE PREAMP for audio applications where low noise writ a prionty guitar amps etc 9-15v
PA uRIE0AMP5/

GENERALA

UDO

.arable gain and nigh output E4.20
AU11 LOW NOISE PREAMP for :oboe' input stapes Ideal for mixers etc 9 - 155. venable gain E4.50
AU12 ULTRA LOW NOISE PREAMP P/ntessPonal standard Uses an NE5534 IC 9 15v. variable gain E5.99
AU13 SMALL SIGNAL. Single F veamp for boosting i0w output pe,o pickups or acoustic transducers £3.90
AUTO SMALL SIG .5 EC. An AO LI v!, a 5.i -pie twee nand cars...E0 ',nit Designed tor pezo pus Oh 90
AUI5 SINGLE TRANSISTOR or- c,1 .c e ect, etc Preset gain EICIBAL E390
AU16 ACTIVE TONE CONTROL 121B d s s' bass rod treDle with prawn includes cots £8.95
AU17 7 BAND Ell board for Wart ,ntr, applications ,nc,ded E12.95
AU18 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM. High quality dynamic noise gate with variable effect and level
AU19 ANALOGUE DELAY. Buclet brigade delay line Venable clock frequency for producing double track and

£15.95cho

effects etc Delay times from 2 5 5s Sims

AU21/21 DIGITAL DELAYS 200 and 800ms digital delay hoes wren 10 tal a/d ea conversion Venable sample rate torn

AU20 CONTROL OSC. Low fregeency osc to modulate Ire analogue delay Sr. tor tianging
chorus and other effects

25 - 50Khz venal* delay lime 2a0ms E20.40 80Orns  E24.95

POWER Akin
P2 15WATT General purpose upgrade Uses TDA2030 24v hove rail supply with heat sink £9.95
P3 40 WATT High quarry powerane for compact disc and other demanding applications Switch on Mole thermitt. hsh;
protection Distortion less than 0.003% 27v wet) heat she
P4 150 WATT Rugged and powerful MOSFET design excellent response nn,t, SP, acr, sink 11.
guitar amps PA or sr .nit s,s-an 022 95

GUITABiiNSTRUMENT KITS
Most of the kits in Ins section are ai-igt ctr. ser sr, cr,LJ ,stroments out can eas
adapted for other applications such as effects pedals
TLIO VOLUME BOOSTER. Compact orcuit for low outpput pickups
TLI1 OVERDUE Will provide enough clean output to overdnve any guitar amp. Venable
TLI2 DISTORTION Smooth detorbon and sustain Venable
TL20 HI BOOST Variable hi frequency booster for guitar or bass
TL21 LOW BOOST Vviabie low frequency booster for guitar or bass

E6 95
E7.95
E8.95
E111.50

£10.90
£1350
£750

90

E15A5

Only E3.95

E3 95
E7.95
E7.95
£6.50
E6.50

TL22 MID BOOST - irae mid range booster for guitar and sass Can also produce Wah Wah effects
'125. .9750TL23 GUITAR ACTIVE TONE. Fun, active tone controls for gate, Includes control pots

TL24 BASS ACTIVE TONE. As above but for bass gutter E12.95
T L 25 HALL EFFECT WAH WAH Tuneable band pass filter controlled by the proximity of a magnet to a hall effect

see fryer sweep without the noise associated with potentiometer arrangement..

T L26 HALL EFFECT VOLUME. Circuitry for making a high quality volume pedal (Pedal assembly not included) eEti":5075
,,.'dal a,Sentbi, q,CluCied)

SEND FOR A LIST OF OUR FULL RANGE OF RADIO AND AUDIO KITS. ALL KITS
COME COMPLETE WITH PRE DRILLED P.C.B.'S. HIGH SPEC COMPONENTS AND

FULL INSTRUCTIONS - MAIL ORDER ONLY - MAKE CHEOLIES/P.O.s PAYABLE TO:
J.C.G. PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING

PCB Designer
For Windows 3.1

Looking for the price?
It's just £49.00 all inclusive!
...no VAT..no postage...
...no additional charges for
overseas orders.
Dealers and distributers
wanted.

Runs on any PC running Windows 31 in standard or
enhanced mode with 2MB RAM
Will work with any Windows supported printer and monitor

PCD Designer - Ic:lpcblsample I .pcol

SOTO9

W ,h,AMOMMEMMMI7F -Fr -
 Produce Single or Double sided PCBs.
../ Print out to any Windows supportea printer. F.F.17-
v Toolbar for rapid access to commonly used

components. 17.17.F.
 Helpful prompts on screen as you work

.T71 -V Pad, track & IC sizes fully customisable.
 No charges for technical support. 717-FrIT

,

 Prints at the resolution of your printer - mirk It
V SMT pads and other pad shapes.

hi:er than the screen shot shown here.

-..FrFri
71'17F

V Snap -to grid sizes 0.1", 0.05" 0.025' and
c#,L) jio r unrestricted.

' 1

O 1

Internet -

, . IFFI-1im....hilliiiimompommr pr-FiA working demo is available via anonymous FTP from

e-mail enquiries can be addressed to orders@niche.demon.co.tik :17'FM

02,

ftp demon co uk as /publibmpc/windows/pcbdemo/pcbdemo zip

rr-
11111111ERO 1:11.1111ffincirinc, 7

Niche Software (UK
22 Tavistock Drive. Belmont. Hereford. HR2 7XN Phone (014321 355 414
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-OIMMERS-
LOUDSPEAKERS-1S INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS SERV= * LAME CAC S.A. .   STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE 

.

OMP MOS-FET
HIGH POWER.

.

.

THE RENOWNED
FOUR MODELS:-

MXF600
ALL

FEATURES: *Independent
Level controls  Illuminated
proof  Latest Mos-Fets
distortion * Aluminium

USED THE WORLD

SIZES:-

PRICES:-

POWER AMPLIFIERS THOUSAND PURCHA E 
TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

14 VV . - TT yT 11 a t 1

Iiability and perlormisnc it,  relislic price Four
models are ...table lo sun the r tads of th protessuanal and hobby market I I. Industry, Ltsure Instrumental and Hi -Fl
elc When comparing prics NOTE that all models Include toroidal power supply ontgral heal sink plass fib,. P C B and
drive circults to power  compatible Vu motel all ma:Ws are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts

4i. R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 45V/uS.

-. / T.H.D. typical 0.002°c. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE C40.85 - C3.50 P&P

,:7-:.,111 .::-.7- - "..":"
. .

tallc

__
...,

_...-- .
2.7..hoo OMP/MF 200 Mos-Frit Output power 200 watts

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

- '4) -3dB. Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 50V/uS,
--- T.H.D typical 0.001°0, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
-PRICE 064.35 04.00 P&P

MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
MXF200 (100W 100W) MXF400 (200W 200W)

(300W 300W) MXF900 (450W - 450W)
POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L E D Vu meters
on/off switch  XLR connectors  Standard 775mV inputs  Open and short circuit

for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rale * Very
cases * MXF600 A MXF900 fan cooled with D C loudspeaker and thermal protection.

OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.
-

MXF200 W19 .H3'2 (2U),1131 1" 1,9-

MXF400 W19 aF45 ' (3U)s131 2"
MXF600 W1 9 ,H5'  (3U).013"
MXF900 W19 sli5' . (3U),,Cit4."
MXF200 C175.00 MXF400 C233.85
MXF600 C329.00 MXF900 C449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 EACH

*

low

OMP/MF 300 MOs -Fat Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

p -3dB. Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 60V/uS,
- T.H.D. typical 0.001,0, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

110d8. Size 330 x 175 x 100Mm
PRICE 081.75 C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor - 300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2

.- Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE C132.85 C5.00 P&P

WaiddratMligalgillaaajaialigai:MULU

the

M
))) - .

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19" a 1U case Each channel has hree level controls
bass, mid 8 lop The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL sw iches to adjust
cross -over frequency Bass -Mid 250/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1 8/3/5KHz. all at 24413 per octave Sass invert switches
on each bass channel Nominal 775mV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules

Price C117.44 , £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms.
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB. Damping
Factor 300, Slew Rate 75VIuS. T.H.D. typical
0.002°,0. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.
PRICE 0259.00 ' 012.00 P&P

NOTE: MOS-FST MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN 'TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100104,
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH SOK Hz. ORDER STANDARD OR PLC.TEREO DISCO MIXER SDJ3400S = * ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band --- .... ...

L 8 R graphic equalisers with bar graph :::: Pa

LED Vu meters MANY OUTSTANDING
- - -- -

FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat 8
speed control, DJ Mk with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8 -
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the I-
following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3

mine 5 Line for CD, Tam, Video etc.

Price C144.99 ' £5.00 PAP SIZE: 482 it 240 x 120mm
1

1

I

LOUDSPEAKER LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREOJENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(50p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

EMINENCE- INST - UMENTS. P.A., DISCO, ETC

1TZ:17111-44FIT4-TITT-UTTINTriTriFripn

for

sys-

high

trim.

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 6 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8 100 WATT R.M.S. ME3-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO
RES. FRED. 72Hz, FREO FESP TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB. PRICE C32.71 C2.00 PIP
10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID
RES. FREO. 71Hz. FREO FESP. TO 7KHz, SENS97c18. PRICE C33.74 C2.50 PIP
10 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR. KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES. FREO 65Hz. FREO RESP TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB I PRICE £43.47 02.50 PIP
12 1 CO WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO, STAGE MONITOR
RES.FFE0 49Hz, FREO RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 100dB. PRICE 035.64 - C3.50 PIP
12 100 WATT RAILS. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P A.. VOCAL. STAGE
MONITORi2 WRAE S FREDm .4 N2 Haz FRED.220 RGEESNP PURPOSE,TO1OK h I z

GUITAR,
SENS98cIB

RES FREO 58Hz. FREO RESP TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB
DISCO. VOCAL.

PRICE
EX £C3E6L.L6E7N T CM3I1)50 PIP

PRICE 046.71 C3.50 PAP
12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARD, DISCO ETC
RES f 1E0. 47Hz. FRED RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE C70.19 C3.50 PIP
15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME13-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES FRED 46Hz, FRED. RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB PRICE 050.72 C4.00 PAP
15 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FRED. 39Hz. FRED RESP TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE C73.34 C4.00 PIP

Join the
transient
these units
EXPLANATORY

TYPE
-A

TYPE C'

TYPE

I

Piezo revolution!
response

can be
LEAFLETS

TYPE Et

.

0

The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover is not required
added to 411,111.19 speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more it two are put in series. FREE

ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER,

----..... ,. TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wive mesh. Ideal
4 ,

,bookshelf

and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90 - 50p P&P.
---." 4 TYPE '8' (KSN1005A) 3.,, super horn for general 3urpose speakers.

disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99 ' 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi

'-- tams and quality discos etc Price 06.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 x6 wide dispersion horn Upper frequency

TYPE 'E
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price C9.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A)3,. horn tweeter with attractive silver finish
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cabinet input jack socket 85x85mm Price C4.10 - 50p P&P. rm7EARBENDER 81.n.til

UNITtExcispl EBS-SO A EBIO-SO which are dual ornpednce tapped ll 4 11. B ohm)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8. 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FRED 40Hz, FREO RESP TO 7KHz SENS 97dB. PRICE 08.90 C2.00 PIP
10 SOWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
RES. FRED. 40Hz. FRED RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB PRICE C13.65 02.50 PIP
10 100WATTE810-100 BASS. HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FRED. 35Hz. FRED RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB PRICE 030.39 03.50 PIP
12 100WATT E1112-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES.FUi. FREDRANG2E6 H

TWINz
. FRED CONE,RESP

HIGH
T TO 3KHz. SENSCOMPLIANCE93d E l

ROLLED SURROUND
PRICE C42.12 03.50 PIP

5'  60WATT EBS-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FRED 63Hz. FRED. RESP. TC 20KHz, SENS 92dB. PRICE C9.99 01.50 PIP
6's EOWATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO 38Hz. FRED RESP. TC 20KHz, SENS 94dB. PRICE C10.99 1.50 PIP
8 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FRED 40Hz. FRED. RESP. TC 18KHz, SENS 89dB. PRICE 012.99 C1.50 PIP
10 60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREO RESP. TC 12KHz, SENS 98dB PRICE C16.49 02.00 PIP

A new range of quality loudspeakers. designed to lake advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality ai
12. cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles. wide dispersion
constant directivity horns. extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures

IP- -""As.
arefitted as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands r
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET )

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz - 20KHz
ibl FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0159.00 PER PAIR i
Ibl FC 12-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C1 7 5.00 PER PAIR

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL f 12 50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00
Delivery C6.00 per pair

11:q1.7.1:14111:141:IH.E.1114:CIM:&1.
-TFIRSIESUPEPTII ?HUN IKUWEW

CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS

of

8-B.K.BK

1 i ITI 1-i" I luai 43=r*I-Atlibt-'
150 WATTS (75 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono

4. 250 WATTS (125 - 125) Stereo, 250W
AW

.A. Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 - 200) Stereo. 400W
Bridged Mono

^0 ALA ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

!
Features:

0 le el
 Stereo. bridgable mono  Choice
high 8 low level Inputs * L & R level

PRICES: 1 50W C49.99 250W C189.99
400W C109.95 PIP E2.00 EACH

controlIW(msisoLRtertioonte. on -off * Speaker

PROVEN TRANSMITTER D I II IN ELIDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND H1311 QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W TRANSMITTER SO -10(114112 VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL

PERFORMANCE RANGE UP T01 MILES sin 38 4123ms SUPPLY 12V : 0 5AMP

PRICE 014.86 - C1.00 PAP

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 190.1011M912. VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH

VERY 5 )15 FIT AOC RANGE IOC -300m, SIZE 56.46mm. SUPPLY 8V BATTERY

PRICE 08.80 (1.00MP PHOTO1 3W FM TRANSMITTER

ELECTRONICS
UNITS 1 & S COMET WAY, SOUTHEND ON -SEA.

ESSEX. SS2 6TR
Tel 01702 527572 Fax: 01702-420243

,

POSTAL
ORDERS
PRICES

e3 CHARS= SOS apcmpt rum MINIMUM. OFF CIAL aSACISYCARO
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"Hello Mum" - this is just one of the
printable messages that have been
illuminated in the following project

couple of years ago I was asked to design, build
and supply a sign for a local primary school
which would flash "Merry Christmas" in a way
that would attract attention, just in case any of
the parents had not been aware of the

impending season of "I want". It was felt that flashing lights
would add a Christmassy touch.

Recently, this project has been re -vamped to allow a class
of fifth form secondary students to participate in a class
project to build a message board display that would allow a

message to be changed easily and that would bring into play
several of the skills learnt in CDT lessons; these were to
include electronics, woodwork, metalwork, corriflute
construction graphics, planning delegation etc. The spec
stated that the message board had to run independently of
any external computers etc but could have a mains supply -

only after the expense of rechargeable batteries had ruled their
use out.

Three separate new PCBs were laid, the original having

been built on vero board or strip board. The principle is that
the display consists of 15 little boxes side by side in one larger
box; each of the little boxes has an oblong cut out in the front
and contains a Christmas tree lightbulb in its holder. The
message is made up on transparent film and placed in front of
these boxes and behind a diffusion screen (or nobbly bit of
plastic to you and me). This has the effect of hiding the
message until the light bulbs illuminate it from the rear. One of
two methods can be used here - either to use a black
character on a clear background or a clear letter on a
blackened background.

The display scans from left to right building up the message
one letter at a time. When a letter illuminates it stays on until
the sequence has 'inished i.e. all 15 lights are on. After a delay
it then blanks out and the message now builds up from the
other end, one letter at a time, until all the lights are on, then
after another delay the lights blank. This sequence repeats
itself continuously - the speed is externally controllable. A
switch option allows the direction to be frozen i.e. only build up

55mm

k. 4 4 4 \
2 1

TOP VIEWr
I* 44mm

NOTE: TOP PIECE SHOWN REMOVED ON PLAN TO SHOW BULB HOLDERS
AND SPACERS. INSIDE OF BOXES COVERED IN METAL FOIL TO REFLECT
ALL LIGHT TO THE FRONT.

WINDOW 35 x 50mm

MATERIAL USED 3mm CORRIFLUTE
HARDBOARD WOULD DO BUT HARDER
TO CUT WINDOWS IN

HICKNESS AT REAR TO SUPPORT BULB HOLDERS

BULB HOLDER SHOWN AS SEEN THROUGH WINDOW

80 68

11.

0
I I
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15 35 15

50

15
1.

FRONT

TOTAL = 15 WINDOWS x 35mm.14 DIVIDERS x 12mm 2 ENDS x 15mm TOTAL LENGTH = 723mm

15 lamp boxes, one box divided into 15

GLUE FROM A GLUE GUN
IN CORNERS TO PROVIDE
ADDED STRENGTH

2 x 3mm CORRIFLUTE
FOR REAR

CHRISTMAS TREE
BULB AND HOLDER

NOT TO SCALE
ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm
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MUM"
ANY SUITABLE CASE/BOX MAY BE USED. REAR PANEL MUST B= METAL
AND USED AS A HEATSINK.
ALL PIECES - FRONT. BACK, BASE AND LID IF OF METAL MATERIAL

MUST BE EARTHED

BACK

2 OFF METAL FINS
BOLTED ON REAR PA NEL

2mm ALI. SIZE NOT -2.111TICAL
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FRONT

300mm

FRONT 2mm ALI.
BASE 2mm ALI
BACK 3mm ALI.

BACK

1
13. 4E1 --

270mm

FRONT BOLTED TO BASF

BACK BOLTED TO BASE

Suggested layout and construction of control box
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Pal PCB component layout
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INPUT SKT 7 -MPS FROM SKTS 1 AND 2

VALUES OF Ra AND Rb TO SUIT THYRISTORS USED. OTHER THYRISTOR PINOUTS MAY VARY.

Driver board PCB component layout

from one end and, to allow instant 're-setability' after all the
lamps are on rather than allowing a short time to read the
message: this facility is provided with the option switch.

By using different coloured bulbs from a string of Christmas
tree lights and metal foil reflectors in the little boxes behind the
bulbs, an extremely interesting and effective multi -coloured
display is produced very economically. The display is limited to
15 letters because of the way the direction change works; if
the direction is limited from left to right then 16 letters can be
used i.e. after a direction change, lamp 16 comes on before
lamp 1; although this could have been sorted out electronically
it would have complicated an otherwise simple, easy to follow
circuit.

As well as "Hello Mum", "Happy New Year" other
messages like "Torets " and "Sale This Way" have been
displayed with great effect as flashing lights always attract
attention.

For domestic use it is best for the control box to be
separated from the display and connected via a multiway lead.
This keeps the size of the display box to a minimum and has
only 12 volts on any of the wires to it so it is completely safe
when little Jimmy tries to modify it with his new Duplo
screwdriver set. The mains and controls are kept well clear in a
metal case out of harm's way.

For work or school use the control box can be built on to
the display box, care being taken not to expose any mains
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SKT1 FUNCTION TO SKT3 FUNCTION TO

1 NOT USED 1 +12 VOLTS OUT 3/2

2 '7' OUT 7/13 2 PSU SWITCH OUT 611

3 '6' OUT 7/14 3 SPEED POT RV1

4 '5' OUT 7/15 4 SPEED POT RV1

5 '4' OUT 7/16 5

6 '3' OUT 7/20 6

7 '1' OUT 7/18 7 OV NO- USED

8 '2' OUT 7/19 8 HOLD SET SW1

9 '0' OUT 7/17 9 OV VOT USED

10 OV 5/3 10 DIRECTION SET SW1

SKT2 FUNCTION TO

+12 VOLTS IN
NOT USED

'10' OUT
'11' OUT
'8' OUT
'9' OUT

'14' OUT
'15' OUT
'12' OUT
'13' OUT

7/8
717

7/10
7/9
7/5
7/6'
7/3
7/4

1 15VAC IN -7 § E5

2 15VAC IN --I 2

3 TRANSF. CT. i .; CS

4 TRANSF. CT. te i
5 15VAC IN 7 z

15VAC IN ---J

PCB LINKED

1

2

3

4
5

SKT6

FUNCTION

21VDC UNREG
NOT USED

OV

OV

OV
Dow NETTPUT
DIRECT DC OUTPUT

NOT USED

1/10

FUNCTION TO

PSU SWITCH IN
LAMP SUPPLY OUT
LAMP SUPPLY OUT -I
OV LAMPS
OV LAMPS
+12 VOLTS OUT

3/2
7/11
7/12
7/1

7/2
2/1

THY 0 TURNS ON BULB 0 F RST
THY 1 TURNS ON BULB 1 SECOND
THY 2 TURNS ON BULB 2 'FORD

Inter -board connections

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19

20

FUNCTION TO

OV

OV

INPUT TO THY 12
INPUT TO THY 13
INPUT TO THY 14
INPUT TO THY 15
INPUT TO THY 11
INPUT TO THY 10
INPUT TO THY 9
INPUT TO THY 8
LAMP SUPPLY (+V)
LAMP SUPPLY (+V)
INPUT TO THY 7
INPUT TO THY 6
INPUT TO THY 5
INPUT TO THY 4
INPUT TO THY 0
INPUT TO THY 1
INPUT TO THY 2
INPUT TO THY 3

6/4
6/5
2/9
2/10
2/7
2/8"
2/4
2/3
2/6
2/5
6/2
6/3
1/2
1/3
1/4
1/5
1/9
1/7
1/8
1/6

 ONLY USED ON 16 ONE DIRECTION SET UP

circuitry when the lid is removed to change the message. The
one described in this article has separate boxes connected
with a cable. To make transporting it easier, plugs anc sockets
were used to connect the cables between the two boxes; this
is expensive but is a useful addition.

Board I: Electronic Control Board
(Sequence Board)
An oscillator built around IC3b and using an external
potentiometer RVI 220kn as the resistive element provides the
running speed of the unit (R1 is there to prevent the
potentiometer from shorting out the IC at minimum resistance).
Pulses from this oscillator are fed to a counter, IC1. This is a
rather complex counter but several of its features are nct used;
the features used in this project are binary/denary.

The counter is selected to binary, a "1" on pin 9 which
gives it a count of 16 volts rather than 10. The direction pin 10
is used to change the direction of the build up of lights and is

driven by a stat (see later in text). The outputs A to D build up
in binary from all zero's to all l's. This is fed to a E. to 16 line
decoder, IC2. It is enabled by holding pin 23 down to OV and
not engaging the latch faciky i.e.. holding pin 1 high via R3.
This IC has 16 active outputs i.e. they are normally low (OV)
and switch to a high one at a time giving an output according
to the inputs on A -D. The outputs are from 0-15 - a little

confusing but this is because zero out of the counter is
decoded to an output on the decoder - this activates lamp 1,
output 1, controls lamp 2 and so on.

These are taken off the control board to the dryer board via
sockets 1 and 2. The 16th output, output 15 is taken to the
clock input of a "D" type stat wired as a ÷2. The first time pin
15 - the 16th output of the decoder - goes high, it clocks the
0 of the D type to the O oLtput remains in this state until the
clock receives another pulse i.e. the decoder has gone
through the complete count again this time the 0 changes
state again. The effect of this is to divide by two the signal

present at pin 15 of the decoder.

CORRECT WAY TO JOIN

TAPE TO HOLD IN POSITION

NOTE: TO JOIN CORRAFLUTE HOLD
IN PLACE WITH TAPE AND APPLY
GLUE GUN IN CORNER

INCORRECT WAY TO JOIN

GLUE

=CM

DC NOT USE GLUE GUN TO BUTT
JOINT AS THE GLUE ADDS TO
TI SIZE

7

BLACK CORRAFLUTE WAS USED ON PROTOTYPE.
TO MAKE LINES SHOW UP. STICK MASKING TAPE ON THE

CORRAFLUTE AND DRAW ON THE TAPE

CUT WITH CRAFT KNIFE THROUGH BOTH AND
REMOVE MASKING TAPE WHEN PIECE CUT TO SIZE.

MASKING TAPE ON PANEL

TO CUT PERSPEX FRONT PANEL, AGAIN USE MASKING TAPE.
THIS IS EASY TO DRAW LINES ON AS WELL AS HELPING TO
PREVENT SPLITS. USE A FINE TOOTH TENON SAW AND CUT

VERY SLOWLY

Construction details

Now the direct output from pin 15
is ANDed with the divide by two
signal from the D type. This ANDing
is done in IC3a because it is a NAND
gate and the output only goes low
when the two inputs are high. As
there are two unused gates they are
placed in series. This saves
grounding their inputs as unused
gates but has no electronic effect.
This ANDed output is fed to the
output switch to switch off the lamp
supply on the power supply board.
The other stat in IC4 is used as
another divide by 2 using the already
divided by 2 signal from the decoder,
pin 15. The output of this is fed back
to the direction pin on the counter,
making a total ÷ 4.

The combined effect is to
ituminate the bulbs in turn until they
are all on. They stay on for another
complete scan 0-15 when they are
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EXTN. POT. SPEED

1 3/30
RV1 5

220k
LIN

4

2

3

+12V

TR2

10k

9

NOT USED

NOTE:

IC1 4029
IC2 4514
IC3 4093
IC4 4013

EXT. SWITCH (FUNCTION)

3/8

6

0
IC.49

CL

/0
R

011'0

o+12V
6/6

1 POLE
CENTRE OFF

2 WAY
R4

10k

2

0 3/1 0

8

0
IC4b

CL

/0

R

R5
10k

10

10

BIN DIR

CI

JA

JB

JC

JD ICI

PR

OV

V CL

A

11

A

IC2

2 22

+12V 16

L
R1 10k

3/4

C1

:2u2

IC3

15 120
1/30
1/40
1/50
1/60
1/70
1/80
190

1/100

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

7
6'

5

'10'

'11'

'8'

.1.

'15'

'0' '12'

OV '13'

+12V

24

R3

10k

owl
on/c
02/3

19 02/4
18

02/5
17 02/6
16 02/7128
14

13

23

02/9
02/10

2/1

1'10

2

C2
47u

IC3

12

13

Electronic control circuit

+V (+12V)
3/1

3/7

oOV
3/9

9
IC3 10 03/2

TO PSU

THYR RESET

4,1 0
D21

4/2

4/5 0 04

4/6 0
D22

4/3 0

4140

C21

10000u

5

5/1

0

11 12

IC21

3

021'

10

2

3

' MOUNT ON LARGE HEATSINK ON MICA WASHER

5/5 5/6
0 0

OR22 3W
I

No. C26
470p

SET VOLTS

R22

1k R25
98
2 5W

RV21

5k

R23
1k

R26
15k

R27
10k

R24

1k

022

NOTE

IC21 723
IC22 7812
021 BU807
022 BC109
023 TIP126

023' C22' x.6/6-
C22 C24
2u2 2u2

0 0 0
5/2 5/3 5/4

0 0
6/4 6/5

0
6/1

0 0
612 6/3

+
= C23

BT.

R281,
10k

SKT PINOUTS LINKED ON PCB
L4/1 AC IN - 12V 5/1 +VOLTS UNREG (15V) 6/1 1 VOLT SWITCH INPUT
4/2 AC IN - 12V 5/2 OV r6/2 OUTPUT VIA SWITCH
4/3 AC CENTRE TAP 5/3 OV L 6/3 OUTPUT VIA SWITCH

L 4/4 AC CENTRE TAP 5/4 OV r 6/4 OV
i 4/5 AC IN - 12V r 5/5 +VOLTS OUT REG

L 5/6
- 6/5 OV

L 4/6 AC IN - 12V +VOLTS OUT REG 6/6 12 VOLTS REG OUTPUT

Power supply and switch circuit

= C25
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ALL ICs ARE MOUNTED IN HOLDERS

S

Ccntrol PCB component layout

all reset. Now the bulbs illuminate from the other direction and
stay on for a complete scan before resetting and starting all
over again, making a total of 64 pulses from the oscillator for a
complete sequence.

Both of the D type stats have their sets brought out to a
switch. If the set of a stat is taken high, the 0 output goes

high and stays high, overriding the clock and D signals. If IC4a
set is taken high, there is no holding the light on for one scan
and the direction freezes. If C4b is taken high, the hold still
works but the direction is always the same.

Although all the inputs and outputs to this board can be
connected directly with wires, the use of plugs and sockets
aids fault-finding and any possible modification or 'epair is
highly recommended as the board can be completely
disconnected and worked cn without the restriction of wires
connected to other boards etc.
Board 2: The Power Supply Board
Firstly the bulbs used set the voltage required. The ones used
in our model were a cheap string of 20 lights sold as
Christmas tree decorations. They consisted of 20 lights so,
with a 240 supply, the voltage of each bulb must be 240 over
20 = 12V to produce long lite in the bulbs they must be run
slightly under this voltage.

Because the supply is going to be subjected to very light
loads i.e one bulb or, to heavy loads i.e. all 15 bulbs on, a
regulated supply is necessary to maintain this voltage. Each
bulb, depending upon type, may require up to 150MA - a total
of around 2.25 amps may hen be required, although not
continuously. The regulator must be variable to allow the
voltage to the bulbs to be adjusted to just below its rated
voltage i.e. a 12 volt bulb should be run at around 11.5 volts
across the bulb. Allowing fcr voltage drops in the switching
darlington the supply is set to around 12 volts.

To produce this supply, a transformer of 15-0-15 is
required at, at least, 50Va. As we have already seen, the
maximum load is not contiruous and is averaged out when
only one or two bulbs are cn. From here, the 15-0-15 is
passed on to the PSU PCB. As only three connections of the
6 -pin socket are required they are doubled up to 'educe the
current on each pin. From here, two large diodes, D21and
D33, convert the AC into DC which is smoothed by C21. A
723 regulator is usec to stabilise the supply; this is a standard
regulator circuit. As well as regulated, the supply is variable by
adjusting VR2I and current is limited by use of R21. This will
reduce the output voltage to maintain a maximum of about
0.65 volts across it,. This then acts as a current limit of around
3 amps. A power darlington is used as the main series pass
transistor - BV 807, TR21. These are both rugged and reliable
and easier to mount than a T03 style of transistor (note that its
metal heatsink is connected to its collector and so must be
mounted on the heatsink with an insulating set). To allow the
PCB to be used as a standard supply in other projects, the

USE FRONT PANEL WITH THE 15 WINDOWS AS THE MASTER TO MAKE A TEMPLATE. THIS IS THEN
USED BEHIND THE FILM WHEN MAKING THE MESSAGE TO ENSURE THE LETTERS ARE IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE WINDOWS.

THE MESSAGE IS BUILT UP USING A STENCIL SO ALL THE LETTERS ARE THE SAME SIZE AND STYLE.
GAPS BETWEEN WORDS CAN BE LEFT BLANK OR THE BULB BEHIND IT CAN BE REMOVED.

THE FILM USED IS DRAFTING FILM CUT TO SIZE OR PCB MASTER FILM OR SIMILAR.
SEVERAL MESSAGES CAN BE MADE TO SUIT TIME OF YEAR

The message film
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7/110

7/120

7/17

7/1

7/2

R31
22k

11 5V

o 8/9

o 8/10

LAMP

&is

THYRISTOR
2N5061

0V

THYRISTOR SWITCH CIRCUIT
15 OR 16 REQUIRED - SEE TEXT
15 ON BI DIRECTIOINAL SYSTEM
16 ON SINGLE DIRECTION

2N5061 SEEN FROM UNDER DEVICE

ANODE
GATE

CATHODE

THYRISTORS WITH SAME PINOUT
2N5062 - 100V
2N5063 150V
2N5064 - 200V

TICP106D/M PINOUT DIFFERS

CATHODE
ANODE

GATE

NOTE: OTHER TYPES MAY HAVE
OTHER PINOUTS

LAMP NO. INPUT SKT. OUTPUT SKT

0 7/17 8/18
1 7/18 8/17
2 7/19 8/16
3 7/20 8/15
4 7/16 8/14
5 7/15 8/13
6 7/14 8/12
7 7/13 8/11
8 7/10 8/8
9 7/9 8/7
10 7/8 8/6
11 7/7 8/5
12 7/3 8/4
13 7/4 8/3
14 7/5 8/2
15* 7/6 8/1

 NOT REQUIRED ON 15 LAMP SET UP

SUPPLY INPUT SKT OUTPUT SKT.

OV 7/1

OV 7/2
#+11.5V 7/11 8/9
#+11.5V 7/12 8/10

ACROSS BULB

Thyristor switches

variable DC output is provided in socket 5, pins 5 and 6 with
OV on pins 2, 3 and 4 (note that this output is not required in
this project). The unregulated supply across the reservoir
capacitor is also taken out. This can be used to ensure there is
at least 4 volts difference between this and the output voltage
to maintain stability on heavy loads (not used in this project).

Where this supply differs from most is the inclusion of TR22
and TR23; these form a power switch which, normally, is on
i.e. the output in the collector of TR23 is around 11.5 volts.
This is due to TR22 being turned on by a signal from the

control board. This in turn drives TR23 but, when TR22 is
turned off, TR23 is also turned off reducing the output to zero,
necessary to reset the thyristors. Note that TR23 requires an
insulating set to mount on the heat sink. When testing and
setting up this board by itself, a link is required from socket 6,
pin 1 to socket 5, pin 5 otherwise there will be no output to
the bulb supply as TR22 and TR23 will both be turned off, i.e.
it requires an active high signal to turn it on. A separate 12
volts is used to supply the control board logic. This is catered
for in IC22, a 7812 standard 12 volt regulator, the input of
which comes from the unregulated supply across the reservoir
capacitor. Although all the power devices are mounted on a
heatsink, the 7812 will not get hot because of its minimal load
in the CMOS logic on the control board. Again, all the inputs
and outputs are via plugs and sockets to allow testing,
modifications, repairs etc.

The heatsink used on the PCB is a piece of aluminium
angle 3mm thick and 35mm x 35mm x 140mm long, size not
critical. It is essential that even this is bolted to a metal back
panel to minimise the temperature increase while in use. A
couple of extra fins bolted onto the exterior of the back panel
will aid this (see diagram).

Board 3: The Driver Board
Although at first glance this board looks a little daunting, a
closer look shows that the same circuit consisting of 4
components is repeated 15 times. The drive to the lamps is via
a thyristor. These devices, once turned on by a positive drive
signal on the gate input, stay on until the supply is removed.
R31, R32 produce a potential divider to limit the drive current
from the 12 volts from the control board. The small capacitor
C31 helps prevent false triggering. The values of R31 and R32
and the 14 other pairs may need to be altered if different
thyristors are used. It is recommended that if different
thyristors are used, one of them is wired and the values of R31
and R32 checked that they work before the other 14 are
wired. If a less sensitive type is used R32 may be removed
altogether and if an even less sensitive type is used, the value
of R31 may be reduced accordingly. Do not reduce below 8K2
as this may overload IC2. Once one of the thyristors is working
reliably, the others can be wired using similar values if different
from the ones shown in the drawing.

Again, all the inputs and outputs are taken in and out on
sockets to aid fault-finding and modifications or repairs. The
input socket is a 20 -way 0.1 type while the output is an 18 -

way 0.156. This prevents them from being swapped during
construction.

Great care must be taken when connecting these plugs
and sockets because they do not run in sequence.

Construction
The small lamp boxes were made out of corriflute, a fantastic
material similar in construction to corrugated cardboard but
made out of plastic. It is reasonably cheap and is very easy to
work with. It can be joined either by tape or glue from a glue
gun. The 15 boxes each contain a coloured bulb mounted in
its holder at the rear of the box and a foil reflector behind (take
care the foil does not short out the bulb). The holders were cut
from the Christmas tree string of lights with about 6" (about
1500mm) of cable. These were then joined to longer wires to
connect to the driver board. Care must be taken not to allow
these to short. Heatshrink sleeving is useful here to protect the
joints. These corriflute boxes, each the same size, allows the
message to be made up from a template. I used the front

V
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759mm

8mm

15 WAY LAMP BOX

TOP

I I

10mm

TOP LARGER THAN BOTTOM TO PROVIDE SHADE SC BULBS SHOW UP MORE
LID REMOVED TO SHOW INSIDE

Main display box

723mm

FRONT OF DISPLAY BOX

OUTSIDE BOX 8mm MDF WITH 10mm FRAME 70 HOLD PERSPEX PANEL

SIZES GIVEN ARE AN INDICATION ONLY
THEY MAY BE CHANGED TO SUIT PROJECT

FRAME 10mm x 10mm FOR ADDED
STRENGTH AND TO SCREW LID TO

FILM MESSAGE BETWEEN
WINDOWS ON BOXES AND
PERSPEX PANEL

PERSPEX
PANEL

GAP BETWEEN BOXES
AND BACK OF OUTSIDE
BOX FOR REAR OF BULB
HOLDERS AND WIRES

10mm

ar

111

END

10 mm FF'AME

BULB
HOLDER

panel of the boxes i.e. one piece with 15 oblong holes cut in it
as the template. The oblong cutouts were traced onto a piece
of card. This was then placed under the transparent film when
making the message, thus ensuring that the letters on the film
are in the centre of the cutout of each box. Great care must
be taken to ensure it is the right way round. Common sense
should prevail here.
The boxes containing the bulbs are placed in a larger box
leaving room to slide the message film between the boxes and
the plastic front panel. The outer box is made from MDF board
3/8" (10mm) thick. The size is determined by the size 01 the 15
boxes and if they are each only 1/4" different to the sizes
shown, the outer box must be nearly 4" different to
accommodate this - so each one must be measured and built
to the size required rather than working to a drawing. To
enhance its appearance, the MDF box is covered in sticky -
back wood effect plastic - yes, I used to watch Blue Peter.
The control box, if built separately, should be big enough to lay
each of the three boards flat with the mains transformer
mounted far enough away from them so as not to risk shorting
the terminals that normally protrude. All mains connections
should be shrouded and, if in any doubt, a qualified engineer's
help should be sought.
The box must have a metal rear panel and the heatsink should
be bolted to it. Extra fins should be added on the outside to
help dissipate the heat (see diagram). Nearly all the heat is
produced by the series pass regulator transistor TR21. This is
because TR21 has voltage across it as well as current through
it, whilst the switching transistor TR23 is either on or off and
therefore does not produce so much heat.
In the prototype (yes, I actually made one), the front panel, rear
panel and base were three separate pieces bolted together
which enabled the project to be laid out and gave better
accessibility while constructing and working on the project.
Doing it this way means that more people can work on it at

the same time.
Again, the actual size is not critical but safety must always be
at the top of the list when deciding - if in doubt, go for a larger
rather than smaller box.
The whole project uses reasonably priced compor+nts. The
cable cornecting the two boxes could have a plug and socket
at each end but this increases the overall cost. A cheaper
method is to have a long lead on the display box and mount
the 18 -way housing for plug 8 on this lead. It is slightly less
conveniert but much cheaper and still retains the boxes as
completely separate units, making moving them
around much easier.

Off PCB pieces

 15-0-15 volt 50Va transformer (Maplin DH 315)

1 pole 2 way certre off switch (toggle)

 2 pole on/3ff ma ns switch
220kn linear pot

1 piece of aluminium angle approx
30 x 30 x 160mm long x 3mm thick

To make 1) and 20 way sockets
2 strips of pins (Maplin JWS9P)

 5 x housings to silt 10 way (Maplin PY94C)

 Terminal pons, 5 packs of 10 (Maplin YW2SC)

 3 x 6 way plugs (Maplin JZO1B)

 Pins for above (Maplin JY9 1 Y)
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Mid
Robert Penfold takes a look at how to
link MIDI musical instruments using
fibre -optic cable

F
ibre-optic cables are now beginning to play a
major role in the world of telecommunications,
but they have had less impact in the home and
office. Optical cables are used to some extent in
computer network systems and digital audio

gear, but they remain relatively rare outside these niche
markets. In truth, fibre -optic cables have no real advantages in
many day- to -day applications and would simply provide lower
performance at higher cost. However, there are some areas
where they have one or two potential advantages, and for the
home -constructor fibre -optics have a strong novelty value.
Although fibre -optic communications tends to be associated
with expensive hi -tech systems, surprisingly simple and
inexpensive circuits can be used in applications that involve
the interchange of data at relatively slow rates.

The system described in this article is for use with MIDI
(musical instruments digital interface) systems. MIDI is basically
just an ordinary asynchronous serial communications system,
much like a standard RS232C computer interface. It uses a 5

nk
milliamp current loop system and an opto-isolator at each
input, rather thar the RS232C positive and negative signal
voltages. Interfacing a fibre -optic system to this type of signal
presents no difficulties though. The MIDI baud rate is quite
high at 31250 baud, but this baud rate is well within the
capabilities of inexpensive fibre -optic LEDs and photocells.

This system has two potential advantages over ordinary
wire cables. One of these is simply that this system will work
reliably at up to at least 30 metres, which is twice the
maximum cable length that should be used with normal
MIDI interfacing.

The second advantage is that an optical cable radiates no
electro-magnetic interference. This can be an important factor
in situations where there are long cables, some carrying digital
signals and the others carrying audio signals. Digital noise is
very good at finding its way into audio signal paths. Even with
a fibre -optic cable running alongside a sensitive microphone
cable there is no possibility of any cross -coupling.

How It Works
With equipment of this type it is possible to use a modem style
f.s.k. (frequency shift keying) technique, or a very simple d.c.
system. With modern optical cables and photocells it is only
necessary to resort to an f.s.k. system if a very long operating

FIBRE -OPTIC

CABLE

LED

PHOTOTRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIER

ELECTRONIC
SWITCH

OPTO-
ISOLATOR

Fig.1. The MIDI fibre -optic link block diagram

o OUTPUT

-0 INPUT
NOTE:
ICI 6N139
D1 SFH750

R1

220

D1

R2

82

R3

2k2

Si ON/OFF

Cl
10u

Fig.2. The fibre -optic transmitter circuit
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RV1

10k

S2 ON/OFF

R4

1k

R5

330

Q1

NOTE.

Q1 SFH350
02 BC559

02

R6

220 0
C2

04 22u
02 SK2

15R7

1.

220

Fig.3. The fibre -optic receiver circuit

range is required, which is highly
unlikely in a MIDI application. A
simple d.c. link is therefore used in
this case.

Fig.1 shows the block diagram for the
MIDI fibre -optic link. The transmitter could just
consist of a LED and a current limiting resistor,
but the limited drive current from a MIDI
output would probably not give very good results. The LED
would only have an "on" current of about 5 milliamps,
whereas a current about ten times higher than this is needed
in order to guarantee good performance. The LED at he
transmitter end of the system is therefore driven via an
amplifier which provides a suitably high drive current.

The amplifier is driven with the MIDI input signal via an
opto-isolator stage. The latter is to a large extent superfluous
in this case, since the fibre -optic link is effectively a sort of
giant opto-isolator! However, the MIDI specification stipulates
that all items of MIDI equipment should have an opto-isolator
input stage, and MIDI outputs are designed to drive the LED in
an opto-isolator. It is advisable to use an opto-isolator input
stage, if for no other reason than ensure good compatibility

Fig.4. The transmittercircuit layout and wiring

with the MIDI output which drives the transmitter circuit.
At the receiving end of the system there is just a

phototransistor driving an electronic switch. When the LED at
the transmitter is switched on, the phototransistor has a
relatively high leakage current, and this is used tc turn on the
electronic switch. When he LED at the transmitter is switched
off, the phototransistor has only a minute leakage level, and
the electronic switch is turned off. The switch controls the LED
in the opto-isolator at the MIDI input of the unit driven from the
receiver circuit, and this LED switches on and off in sympathy
with the one at the transmitter.

The Circuits
Fig.2 shows the circuit diagram for the

transmitter section of the system. The
transmitter could consist of an opto- isolator plus a

discrete ampifier circuit, but it is easier to use an up-
market opto-isolator which has a built-in
amplifier stage.
The onto -isolator used in this circuit is a 6N139,

which has the usual infra -red LED on the input
side, plus a photodiode, emitter follower stage, and

a common emitter switch on the output side. This
*arrangement provides high-speed operation by the

standards of opto-isolators, and the 6N139 can actually
handle baud rates of up to about ten times the MIDI baud rate.
It also provides good efficiency, with an output current at
around ten times the 5 milliamp input current. R2 is the current
limiter for D1 which is a special fibre -optic LED. R1 provides
part of the current limiting for the LED at the input of IC1. The
remaining current limiting is provided by resistors in the MIDI
output circuit that drives SKI. R3 is the load resistor for 101's
emitter follower stage. The current consumption of the circuit
depends on the amount of MIDI activity the unit handles.
Under standby conditions the current consumption is
negligible, but it rises to a maximum average level of about 20
milliamps with a continuous stream of data. In normal use, the
average consumption is unlikely to be more than a few
milliamps, and the four HP7 size batteries have an extremely
long operating life.

The receiver circuit appears in Fig.3. TR1 is the
phototransistor, and this is a special fibre -optic type. Its base
terminal is externally accessible, but in this circuit it is left
unused. TR1 drives a p.n.p. common emitter switching
transistor (TR2), wh ch in turn drives the output socket via
current limiting resistors R6 and R7. When TR1 is in darkness,
its leakage level is negligible and TR2 is turned off. When TR2
receives a pulse of light from the optical cable, its leakage level
increases to a few hundred microamps, and TR2 is biased
hard into conduction. This arrangement is similar to the one
used it the 6N139 opto-isolator, and it provides a switching
speed that is more than adequate for the present application.
VR1 controls the sensitivity of the circuit, and it is adjusted to
give ar output signal that accurately retains the mark -space
ratio of the input signal.

Like the transmitter circuit, the current consumption of the
receiver depends on the censity of the data fed through the
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system.
The average

current
consumption of

the receiver is very
much lower though, and

is never likely to exceed a couple of
milliamps. The 6 volt battery pack should

therefore have virtually its "shelf" life even if the
system is given a large amount of use.

Construction
Details of the stripboard for the transmitter are

shown in Fig.4 (component side) and Fig.5
(underside). The top and bottom sides of the receiver

board appear in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The
transmitter board measures 12 holes by 17 copper strips. Cut
out a board of this size using a hacksaw, and then file any
rough edges to smooth finish. Then drill the two 3.3 millimetre
diameter mounting holes, which will take 6BA or metric M3
mounting bolts. Next, make the four breaks in the copper
strips, using either the special tool or a hand-held twist drill of
about 5 millimetres in diameter.

The board is then ready for the components and the two
link -wires to be fitted. The cathode (4-) lead of D1 is the shorter
lead. Use single -sided solder pins at the points where
connections to off -board components will be made. Virtually
any small plastic case will accommodate the board and other
components. Fit the component board on the rear panel of the
case, and SK1 and S1 on the front panel. A 2.3 millimetre
diameter hole for the fibre -optic cable is drilled in the front
panel directly in front of Dl. The cable is a push -fit into D1
(and TR1 in the receiver) and it may tend to pull out of place
unless it is clamped or glued in place. If it is clamped in place,
be careful not to clamp it too hard, or the inner filament might
be damaged.

Fig.5. The receiver board component layout and wiring

The stripboard for the receiver measures 18 holes by
14 strips. Construction of the receiver follows

along much the same lines as construction of
the transmitter. The shorter lead of TR1 is the

emitter leadout, and the middle one is the
collector leadout. The base lead of TR1 is not

needed in this circuit, but it is connected to an otherwise
unused copper strip in order to secure TR1 firmly to the
component panel. Note that TR1 is sensitive to extraneous
light and the receiver might not function properly unless the
case shields TR1 reasonably well from any strong light
sources.

Cable
The SFH350 and SFH750 are designed for use with 1/2.2mm
or 1.2.25mm fibre -optic cable. In other words, with a cable
that has an inner filament which is one millimetre in diameter,
and an overall diameter of 2.2 or 2.25 millimetres. As supplied,
the cable will probably have rather roughly cut ends which will
not provide an efficient coupling. It is easy to cut the ends
properly, and it requires nothing more than a sharp modelling
knife and a cutting board. Simply trim a few millimetres from
each end of the cable, using plenty of pressure so that each
cut is completed in a single stroke. Make the cut reasonably
perpendicular to the cable. Also, make sure that the cable is
fully pushed home into TR1 and D1, or only a weak coupling
will be obtained.

Even using an old fibre -optic cable that was not particularly
efficient with the red light from the SFH750 I found that an

Resistors
(0.25 watt 5% carbon film)

 2
 R3
 R4
 R5

82R

2k2
1k

330R

Potentiometer
 VR1 10k min hor preset

Capacitors
 Cl iOu 25V radial elect
 C2 22u 16V radial elect

Semiconductors
 IC1
 TR1
 TR2
 D1

6N139 opto-isolator
SFH350

BC559
SFH750

Miscellaneous
 B1,2 6 volt (4 x HP7 size cells in

holder -  2 off)
5 way 180 degree DIN (2 off) SK1,2

 S1,2 p.s.t. min toggle (2 off)
 0.1 inch stripboards having 12 holes by

17 strips, and 18 holes
 by 14 strips, battery connector (2 off),

8 -pin DIL IC holder,
 1/2.2mm fibre -optic cable, wire, solder, etc.
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Fig.6. The underside of the transmitter board
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 41110

Fig.7. Underside of the receiver board

wavelength of the SFH750, and a much greater operating
range should be possible using a cable of this type. I have not
tested the system over a range of more than 30 metres
though. Do not take fibre -optic cables through tight bends as
this can seriously damage the inner filament. Most fibre-optio
cable have a minimum benc radius of about 15 to 25 millimetres.

In Use
SK1 on the transmitter connects to the MIDI OUT socket of
the master unit via a short MIDI cable. SK2 on the receiver
connects to the MIDI IN socket of the slave device via another
short MIDI cable. A suitable setting for VR1 can be found by
trial and error. Any setting that gives reliable operation is
suitable. Provided a strong signal is reaching the receiver,
there wi I be a wide range of settings that give reliable results.
Simply set VR1 at roughly the middle of this range.

 Gong Programmers
 Development Programmers
 Universal Cross Assembler

 Package Converters
 Development Too s
 Emulator Pods + Adapters
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ICs - or, by their real name, Peripheral Interface
Controllers - have been around for some time
now. They are present in many of the common -
or -garden mice that we use with our ever more
powerful personal computers and in many

embedded control applications.
In their 16/17/1 8cxx clothing they are programmable in

machine code via various development tools which also vary in

price from the sublime to the ridiculous, depending what you
want to pay. C compilers are available for the so inclined
making things easier.

In this article we are going to use one of the newer
derivations of the PIC, the Basic Stamp. Manufactured by
Parallax Inc, Rocklin, CA, USA, the Basic Stamp is produced
in three forms - the original Basic Stamp with the processor,
memory and voltage regulator mounted discreetly on a pcb,

Vcc

DATA

4k7

BUSY

RA2 RAI

2 RA3 RAO

3 RTCC OSC1

4 MCLR

PIC
16C56

XT

OSC2

Vdd

6 RBO RB7

7 RBI RB6

8 RB2 RB5

9 RB3 RB4

1

17 T

14

2

3

4

CS Vcc

CLK NC

DI ORG

DO Vss

7

93LC56
4k7

11

I -I 4MHz

VCC

13

40-

12

11

10

O

0

0
0
O

O

Fig. 1. Basic Stamp circuit diagram

0
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vi v0
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complete with PP9 battery clips, 14 pin sip and prototyping
area. The second style of Basic Stamp is hybridised on its own
pcb and is terminated with a 14 pin male sip, which is soldered
into the stamp motherboard . The motherboard also has a
prototyping area (larger than the original Stamp), 14 pin sip
and battery clips, part number for this Basic Stamp is BS1-IC.

The third type of Basic Stamp is the 24 pin dil version - its
part number is BS2-1C.

The Parallax Basic Stamp is about as basic as you are
going to get with any processor. Programming is carried out in
Parallax PBASIC- an interpreter developed by Parallax to run
on a PIG 16C56 Micro controller.

PBASIC is available complete with a parallel interface cable,
extensive notes, programming manuals, built in Editor and free
Technical support ready to run on any IBM compatible PC.
Note that this development kit does not include the Basic
Stamp itself. These must be purchased separately. The price
of the development kit is roughly £99 in the UK and $99 from
Parallax in the US . The Basic Stamps themselves run at £29
in the UK and $39 in the US.

Basic Stamp topology
Referring to photo of the Basic Stamp we see it is mounted on
a roughly 4 x 6.5 cm board with header (SIP) pins with which
to connect the 1/0 and two battery clips to connect the ppt 9
volt battery. A further three pins are provided to connect to the
parallel cable which in turn connects to LPT 1 on the PC
(arrows on the cable connector and the board make sure you
are connected the right way round).

Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram for the Basic Stamp.
Communications with the PC are carried out via the PC
programming connector connected to pin 3 (RTCC) of the
Stamp with handshaking on pin 2 (RA3). Power up reset is
applied to pin 4 (MCLR) resetting the stamp to the beginning
of the programme in memory. A 4MHz resonator is connected
to pins 15 and 16 ,OSC 1-OSC 2 to serve as a clock.

Connected to pins 1 - 17 - 18 is a 931056 serial EEPROM
of 256 Bytes capacity pin 17 (RA0) being the data 1/0 (bi
directional), pin 18 (RA1) is the clock to sync the serial data
line to the EEPROM Pin 1 (RA2) is the chip select for the
EEPROM and is held high during read/write cycles, pin 8 (Vcc)
of the EEPROM is also held high via pin 3 (RA3) of the M cro
Controller during read writes to supply power to the EEPROM.

The 1/0 for the Basic Stamp consists of pins 6 through to
pin 13 (RBO - RB7) or 8 pins in total. All eight pins are pin
programmable as either input or outputs and can sink a
maximum of 25 ma or source 20 mA when used as outputs.
However, parallax recommends a maximum chip total of 50 ma

Power supply parts

 BR1 GI W04-9027 full wave bridge rectifier

 C1 1000 micro farad 16 VDC
electrolytic capacitor

 C2 0.1 microfarad mylar or
equivalent capacitor.

 voltage regulator LM 7805 +5VDC regulator

Basic stamp based RS232
relay driver

 IC1 75492 relay driver

 D1 -d4 1N4001

 LED1-4 general purpose LEDs

 R1-4 870 ohm quarter watt resistors

 R5 22 K quarter watt resistor

 REL 1-4 rs 349-648

 DB 9 male connector
(pcb right angled mount type)

 14 pin stripline 0.1 inch type

 2 female 10 ph connectors
(stripline) available from RS

 length cf ribbon cable 10 core
(to suit), see text.

when sinking and 40 mA when sourcing.
All the above refers to the original BASIC stamp which we

are using in this project. The 051 is the hybridised version of
the original and conta ns all its features, including the Voltage
regulator. but will fit in a much smaller PCB footprint thanks to
its sip construction.

The Basic Stamp Type BS2-IC as mentioned above is a 24
pin DIL device, and has all the characteristics of the other two
Basic Stamps plus the advantage of 16 1/0 pins.

As I have not had the chance to review this latest addition
to the Parallax range I cannot comment on it in derail but
looking at its specifications - 2048 bytes of programme space,
enough for 600 lines of code, 20 MHz clock and serial port
baud rates up to 9600, it sure gladdens the heart of a old
hardware Techi ,(it even has a real time clock interface).

Basic Stamp 'basic's & hardware'
I grew up in a teletype world where you loaded the bootstrap
loader from a paper tape, fitted to the teletype into a DEC pdp
8 with 4k of memory and you thought you were in heaven with
such a powerful machine. However, times have changed and
booting up' means nothing more than switching on the PC
and waiting for the 'C:' prompt or Bill Gates' Windows
Programme Manager. How boring.
Oh for the days when the exhilaration of debugging a
programme coupled with "Am I reading this hardware right?"
and then finally it comes good.
Stamp Basic is like that. You get hooked on its capabilities,
and try to get more and more out of it.
Looking at the Basic Stamp you first think its too basic to do
anything but very rudimentary stuff like switching on a LED etc,
but on further observation you find it contains a lot more than
expected.
Instructions such as SERIN, SEROUT, PWM, SOUND, PAUSE,
OUTPUT, LOW HIGH, TOGGLE - the list goes on. We are
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I TRANSFORMER 12vaC @
500mA. 12 - 14 Vdc TYPE

I WILL ALSO WORK

going to use SERIN and SEROUT as the main highlights of
this project.
The Basic Stamp has a built in UART (universal asynchronous
receiver transmitter) which can be assigned to any pins of the
Stamp by issuing the appropriate SERIN pin, baud rate,
(qualifier, qualifier), variable, variable - for instance:

SER1N 7,n2400, ( `>00" ) , BO, B1

would tell the Basic Stamp to wait at the serial port pin
assigned - in this case, pin 7 for a 2400 baud signal
transmitted from the FC (let's say COM1) with the ASCII
characters >00 embedded as a lead in code,. If the lead in
code was not transmitted, the Basic Stamp would sit and wait
for the next set of characters that matched the lead in code.
Once the lead in code was detected the Basic Stamp would
then store the next two ASCII characters transmitted into
registers BO and B1 for later processing - its that simple!

If half a dozen Stamps were hung on a net then the lead in
code becomes useful as it uniquely identifies each individual
Stamp. For instance, STAMP 2 could have a lead in code of
">01" and so on - all it takes is to programme each Stamp
with its own address at programme time.

Of course, any good programme sending serial data has a
feedback or error checking loop (somebody may have pulled
the serial plug out of the PC connected to the Stamp) In this
case we would retransmit the data we received back to the
PC from the Stamp using the SEROUT pin, baudrate, (data,
data, ....) ,for instance SEROUT 6,n2400, (">00",BO,B1 ,"
RECEIVED",13, 10) would transmit the lead in code the
contents of BO B1, the ASCII characters "RECEIVED" and
finally a carriage return ,linefeed, to the PC.

This, of course, is not foolproof error checking but is good
enough at this Baud rate and the distances involved.

Now that we have got the data into a couple of registers
(BO B1),and we have established how to format a reply to the
PC's com port, we can start organising the Stamp to do some
work, which in this project is to control four relays connected
to the Stamp via a Driver (IC1 see fig 2).

Relay controller criteria
The criteria for this project was based on the premise that I
would be able to use any old communications programme on
my PC to communicate to the Stamp and, as most comms
programmes in Terminal mode communicate in ASCII, the
Stamp programme would have to allow for this.

I required that once a relay was switched on by a
command from the PC then it stayed on until a further turn off
command was transmitted from the PC (except under power
failure condition when the relays would switch off anyway and
remain switched off until the PC commanded them on again).

First panic set in - "how am I going to convert all of those
ASCII characters to Hex or binary to get the ones and zeroes
out on the pins without running out of memory - I only have

256 bytes?". Well, once the panic died down, it proved simple
- a lookdown table is another one of the Stamp's instructions
which we will attack In just a while.

First thing I needed to do was to get the Stamp to
recognise a lead in code, I decided to use >00 . This code is
not strictly needed, but as I had grander ideas of setting up a
net based on a RS 422/RS485 multidrop , then eventually I
would need the lead in codes so that the net could broadcast
to all the Stamps, and only the Stamp addressed would respond.

RELAY
TO WALL SOCKET TYPE

12Vdc
& LED SUPPLY

5Vdc SUPPLY TO
STAMP & IC1

COM

RIBBON CABLE

BASIC STAMP
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folejJ
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0

0
0

4 0
0
0
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NOT
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22k
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Fig. 2. Basic Stamp RS232 reley driver circuit diagram
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The next step was to assign a register to hold the switch
on/switch off character so BO was chosen for this. The
characters chosen to signify switch on and switch off were K
(uppercase) for ON and L(uppercase) for OFF.

After this, all I had to do was assign register B1 to the data
the Stamp was going to see coming from the PC corn port.
This data of course contains the ASCII code for the particular
relay I wished to switch on, or off. If I also wished to have the
facilities to switch on and off multiple. or all relays in one go I
could also do this with the one data byte.
Pin 13 (bit 7) of the Stamp was then selected to use as the
serial input (see circuit diagram fig 2) Note the strangely
simple connection from pin 3 on the DB9 connector to pin 7
on the Stamp and the lack of a RS232 line receiver - only a
22k resistor limiting the current, apparently Parallax included
clipping diodes on all the inputs so the Stamp will accept the +
and - RS 232 signals with ease.
Pin 12 (bit 6) of the Stamp was chosen as the serial output
and is connected directly to the DB9 connector pin 2. You
may ask where the RS232 line driver is. Well,
Parallax say in their manual "The Stamp's serial output uses 0-
5 volt levels, so it may not drive RS232 devices without
additional circuitry .We have found however, that most PC
serial ports will work without additional circuitry".
Do you think they are telling you porkies here? Well they are
not the three totally different PCs I tried the project on, all
worked well at 2400 Baud.
However, if you intend to use the project over long lines then
you should consider using line driver/receivers such as
the MAX 232.
Finally, pins 6 through 9 are used to drive the relays
(see fig 2) via a 75492. The 75492 is really a MOS digit driver
that I found in my parts box, which is capable of sinking the
relay currents at the required 12 vdc so I pressed it into
service for this project.
D1 through D4 are 1N4001 diodes to protect the Driver IC
from relay back EMF,LEDS 1 through 4 and their associated
resistors give visual indication which relays are switched on.
The relays used are 12vdc types RS part number 349-658.
This brings us to another Basic Stamp instruction, PINS. First
you set up the direction you want the data to flow eitner in or
out. The instruction for this is DIRS. This can be in decimal hex
or binary - just add the appropriate prefix symbol nothing for
decimal, $ for hex, and for binary, pick the pins you wish to
use as input they are signified by a '0', then pick the pins you
wish to make outputs signified by a '1'.
In our case we would start the programme with a line that
looks like this DIRS =%00001111. This will set up the pins in
binary, RBO-RB3 will act as outputs RB4-RB7
will be inputs.
After setting up the DIRS we just issue the statement (let's say)
PINS = $OF and all the relays switch on.

Serial relay controller software
I remember not so long ago been asked to design arid build a
Relay controller similar to this project, using a 1015 LIART all in
hardware and one of the constraints was that it had to fit in a
box not bigger than 4 x 4 x 2 inches.

After looking at the size of the UART chip, the baud rate
generator and all the support devices needed, it lookec like an
impossible task and indeed it was. It ended up on a piece of 8
x 4 inch strip board, and that did not include the
Transformer or Relays.

The moral of this is why use complicated hardware when

with a little software you can do it better with a Basic Stamp.
The whole programme for the Serial relay controller fits in

just 13 ines of code so there is plenty of scope left to expand
on the basic theme.

Referring to figure 3 Software listing. notice the familiar
DIRS statement setting up the pins. Line 2 declares a label;
this is signified by the colon following the word loop; this is
followed by a statement to zero out b3 separated by a colon
from the now familiar SERIN (Multiple statements can be
included in Stamp Basic use a colon to do the separation.

Line 3 tells the program to gosub to label 'txout' on line 12.
This line retransmits the contents of b0 and b1 back to the PC
to signal that is has received the transmission, line 13 returns
the programme back to line 4.

As I mentioned earlier, a lookdown table is used to convert
the ASCII characters received in bl back to a binary number
the Pins can handle.

The Stamp handles the lookdown table like so; first give the
Stamp the Instruction LOOKDOWN, then the register it is
going to find the data, in our case b1. After this, give it a series
of ASCII numbers (48, 49) (the table) Finally assign it a register
to store the result b3.

In our case, during operation, the lookdown instruction will
look through all the numbers in the table, until it finds a match
for the ASCII character it has stored in b1; if it does not find a
match it ignores the line arid b3 stays set at '0'.

If it does find a match it counts which number it was from
left to right within the table. If it is the first number in the table
b3 will store the number '1' ,if it is the fourth number in the
table b3 will store the number 4, and so on.

Notice that the numbers in the table are the ASCII
numbers 0 through 9 and uppercase A through F, or 0 -15 in
binary; b3 will be used later in the programme to
operate the relays indirectly.

Line 5 looks to see what character was transmitted into b0
and directly analyses the ASCII character, hence the quotation
marks around it. If the character "k"' is not found ,the
programme moves to line 6.

If the character "k" is found (switch on) then the programme
jumps to the label 'swon' line 8. At this point the PINS
instruction comes into action. The outputs on the lower four
bits of the Stamp will assume the result of the OR operation,
based on the present state of the lower 4 bits (pins 6, 7, 8, 9)
ORED with b3 (remember our LOOKDOWN table stored b3),
note the OR symbol:

As can be seen from the line we have just looked at, the
OR operator will switch on further relays as instructed by the
last PC transmission but will mask off any that are already
switched on, leaving them in the on state.

Line 11, GOTO returns the programme to the 'loop' label
line 2, and the processor waits for the next character to be
transmitted from the PC.

In the above we assumed that the Stamp had received the
"k" character in b0. However, it could easily have been the "L"
character (switch off).

Figure C.. Basic stamp serial relay driver, basic programme
listing.FLEARS.TXT

iDirs =%00001111 'Set up the pin directions
2loop : b3=0 : serin 7 ,n2400, (">00') ,b0 ,bl
'Zero b3,set pin 7 ser input
3gosut txout 'GOSUB to label txout and Return the
data to the PC
'Select the Hex ASCII code and put it in b3

4 lookdown bl, (43, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54,
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55, 56, 57, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70),
5 if b0 = 'K' then swon 'If lead
is "K' then goto label swon
6 if b0 = "L' then swoff 'If lead in char in
bo is "L" then goto label swoff
7 goto loop
8 swon: pins = pins : b3 'OR the PINS with b3
and set PINS
9 goto loop
10 swoff : pins = pins&/b3 'AND/NOT the PINS
with b3 and set PINS
11 goto loop
12 txout : serout 6,n2400,(13, 10, '>00', b0
,b1," received", 13,10)
13 return
NOTE Line numbers are for reference only and are
not included in the programme, Stamp Basic uses
labels as line identifiers.

b3
in char in b0

The programme in this case would have analysed line 6 ,and
moved to the label 'swoff' line 10. Here we go again with the
PINS instruction except this time we do an AND/NOT
operation, then the result is put on the lower 4 bits (pins
6,7,8,9) of the Stamp.Again note the AND/NOT symbol &J.

This again checks the relay output pins and makes sure
that only the relays instructed in the last transmission will be
switched off and the rest will stay on.

Line 11, GOTO the label 'loop' instructs the programme to
return to line 2 and wait for another transmission.from the PC.

Talking to the Stamp from the PC
Well that's your department, as I do not know what
communications programme you are using. You may wish to
write a BASIC programme, or in some other language; I can
only give you the codes you use to switch the relays on and
off. Here are some tips though.
First thing is to make up a suitable transmission cable with
female DB9 connectors at either end, the PC transmits out on
pin 3 and pin 3 on the Stamp end is set to receive so connect
pin 3 to pin 3 on the DB9 connectors.
The PC receives data on pin 2 and the Stamp end is set to
send data on pin 2 so, again, connect pin 2 to pin 2 on the
DB9 connectors.
We also need a ground or earth. This will be pins 5 at both
end of the DB9 connectors.
NOTE: You may have to experiment some with the above.
With some comms programmes, the PC may refuse to send
out data until the handshaking lines have been either
Jumpered or disabled in Software. In this case, you have no
alternative but to read the appropriate manual, to find out how
to do it.
Set your baud rate to 2400,8 data bits, no parity,1 stop bit put
your comms into terminal mode; Teletype will do just fine.
Make sure you do not have a modem selected; this contains
lead in characters for the modem itself. Turn on the local Echo
so you can see what you are typing to avoid confusion.
If you have Windows, you have it made. Go into terminal and
set up the above, and you are online.

Codes to send to the Stamp
it does to .witch . The relay otf the data byte
is transmitted as ASCII but formatted in Hex for
transmission.
If you wished to switch on relay '1' and leave
all the others off you would type >00K1 and relay
1 would switch on. If you already had relay 1
switched on and wanted to switch it off, you would
type in >00L1 and the relay would switch off.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the ASCII
characters matching the Hex numbers 0-9 and
(uppercase) A -F. This is to enable you to switch
on any or all of the relays with one byte of data
instead of having to switch on individual relays
with separate transmissions
Example: Typing in >00KF would switch on all the
relays and as the same applies to switching off
relays >00LF would switch them all off.
Individually the relays can be switched on and
off

using using the following codes
Relay 1 >00K1 (Dn) ,>00L1 toff).
Relay 2 >00K2 (Dn) ,>00L2 (off).
Relay 3 >00K4 (on) , >00L4 (off).
Relay 4 >00K8 (on) , >00L8 (off).
welcome datacomp

When typing in the codes for transmission, type
exactly as it appears above; do not include spaces
,if you type in lower case the Stamp will ignore
the transmission.

What can I use it for?
The Basic Stamp is a quick and easy method of getting

your project up and running fast. After that, you could machine
code it into one of tqe cheaper Pics for production use.
Although I can see it being used in its own right (SIP Version)
in limited production situations such as programmable
thermostats, serial transmission humidity detectors, and
portable equipment applications.

Maybe I will get to try the 24 pin version next.

BASIC Stamp -Stamp sized Computer runs BASIC

The Basic Stamp by PARALLAX measures
only 40x6Omm yet is a true microcom-
puter that runs BASIC programmes written
on your PC. Its size, ease of use and
extensive I/O features make it an ideal
tool for both educational and industrial
applications os well cs for the serious
hobbyist.

Typical
Application

Writing programmes for the Stamp is easy. A
3 -pin cable connects the Stamp to your PC
printer port. One piece of software is used to
enter,debug and download your programme
Features include 8 I/O lines, non-volatile
memory, serial comms, pulse measurement
and PWM; all achieved with a minimum of
external components.

The BASIC Stamp Development Kit at £99 includes; 1 BASIC Stamp, instruction manual, PC
cable, software and extensive application notes. Further Stamps ore available from £29.

Muscle Wires -wires that contract when heated!

Fascinating, highly processed Shape Memory
Alloy wires that actually contract when
electrically heated producing a useful amount
of force.
Low cost linear actuators at last!
Their light -weight makes them excellent for
use in models, robots and many other types
of project. Low voltage and power allows
simple control by computer or electronics leg
The BASIC Stamp).
Detailed Data and Protect Book (128 pages)
plus Muscle Wire kit suitable for 13 projects
including BORIS the walking, six -legged
robot; only £44.95.

All prices excl VAT and £3 postage per order. For further details of the Stamp, Muscle Wires
and other products please call for our NEW colour catalogue.

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
24hr Answerphone 01977 683665, Fox 01°

rd House ' (th Street, South Milford LEE:
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Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you
thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still available.

Board aptur
Schematic Capture Design Tool

Direct netlist link to BoardMaker2
Forward annotation with part values
Full undo/redo facility (50 operations)
Single -sheet, multi -paged and hierarchical designs
Smooth scrolling
Intelligent wires (automatic junctions)
Dynamic connectivity information
Automatic on-line annotation
Integrated on -the -fly library editor
Context sensitive editing
Extensive component -based power control
Back annotation from BoardMaker2

1

17.. (LW) lie

SI"l

E395

S

II

111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111

BoardMakerl - Entry level

PCB and schematic drafthg
Easy and irtuitive tc use
Surface mount and metric support
90. 45 and curved track corners
Ground plar e fill
Copper highlight anc clearance checking

BoardMaker2 - Advanced level

All the features of BoardMakerl
Full netlist support- BoarcCapture,
OrCad. Schema, Tango, CadStar
Full Design Rule Checking
both mechanical and electrical
Top down modification from the schematic
Component renumber with back annotation
Report generator- Database ASCII, BOM
Thermal power plane support with fu I DRC

£95

£395

Router
Gridless re-entrant autorouter

Simultaneous multi -layer routing
SMD and analogue support
Full interrupt, resume, par
and zoom while routing

£200

Output drivers - Included as standard
Printers - 9 & 24 ph Dot matrix,
HPLaserjet and PostScript
Penplotters - HP, Graphtec & Houston
Photoplotters - All Gerber 3X00 and 4X00
Excellon NC Drill and Annotated
drill drawings (BM2)

For futher information contact
Tsien (UK) Limited

Aylesby House
Wenny Road, Chatteris
Cambridge, PE16 6UT

Tel 01354 695959
Fax 01354 695957

E-mail Sales@tsien.demon.co.uk

-40
tsien
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In part 3 of this short tutorial
series, Bart Trepak continues his
construction of a PIC based
alarm clock

L
ast month's article dealt with the instruction set
for the PIC and developed the circuit for the
digital alarm clock. This month, we will deal with
developing a flowchart and writing a programme
to generate a time base for the clock and also

discuss the use of an assembler programme.

Timebase
The most important part of the clock is the timebase which the
clock counts to determine when each second, minute or hour
has passed. This can be any regular waveform such as the
50Hz mains or that obtained from a crystal oscillator. This
circuit uses a crystal oscillator making it independent of the
mains supply, but the same basic programme could be used
for a 50Hz system, taking into account the much lower
frequency. This part of the programme will be tackled first but,

oiler

PART 3

before we do this, it is perhaps useful to look at how this
would normally be done when using a microprocessor and
then how it can be done using the PIC15C54.

In a microprocessor system, a timebase can be generated
in two ways. One way is to write the programme in such a way
that all programme paths take the same length of time to
execute. No matter which path the programme takes, due to,
say, someone pressing a switch or not pressing it, the same
number of steps are executed resulting in the same time being
taken to execute the programme. This can be done by
breaking down longer programmes into shorter sections and
padding out short sections with NOP instructions or other
short sequences. Thus, if it takes, for the sake of argument,
100uS to execute each section, then this can be used as a
time base. A counter can be initially set to 100 (decimal) and
decremented each time such a segment of code is executed.

3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

111'
PSO
PS1

PS2

CARRY BIT1 1
DIGIT CARRY BIT
ZERO BIT

PRESCALER ASSIGNMENT POWER DOWN
0 = RTCC 1 = WDT

RTCC SIGNAL EDGE

BIT
TIME-OUT BIT
GENERAL PURPOSE

0 ..VE 1 -VE READ/WRITE BITS
RTCC SIGNAL SOURCE
0 = INTERNAL 1 = RTCC PIN STATUS REGISTER f3

PS2 PS1 PSO RTCC RATE WDT RATE

0 0 0 1:2 1:1

0 0 1 1:4 1:2
0 1 0 1:8 1:4
0 1 1 1:16 1:8
1 0 0 1:32 1:16
1 0 1 1:64 1:32
1 1 0 1:128 1:64
1 1 1 1:256 1:128

Fig.2a. Pictorial representation of data memory in PIC
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Fig.3. I/O registers

PROGRAM DATA READ
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DATA
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It wouldwould therefore reach zero every 10mS which coulc be
further counted (divided) to obtain seconds, or half seconds or
whatever. Quite mind -boggling, especially in a complicated
programme with many different paths and, if the processor
has a counter/timer, this is often used instead.

With this method, the counter/timer is loaded with a
number and then decremented, either in response to a signal
at an input pin (such as the 50Hz mains frequency) or by an
internal signal obtained from the micro -processor clock which,
if a crystal oscillator is used, would also be a regular
frequency. Since this goes on independently of the processor,
the processor can get on with the other tasks that it has to do,
such as driving the displays, scanning keyboards etc. When
the counter reaches zero after some required period of, say,
0.01 second - which of course depends on the number
originally loaded into the counter and the frequency at which
it is decremented - an interrupt is generated. This causes the
processor to suspend execution of the current programme
and go to a subroutine which would increment another
counter which after so many counts, 100 in this example,
would increment the seconds counter and also the
minutes and hours counters if required before resuming the
original programme.

Although the PIC16C54 series micro controller has a
counter/timer (RTCC f01), it does not support any interrupts,
so a slightly different approach must be used. The RTCC
counter can be incremented automatically by the crystal
oscillator or by a signal to the external RTCC input pin. Here it
is also loaded with a suitable value but it must be read each
time it is incremented to ensure that the zero state is not
missed. Otherwise, the counter would simply overrun arid start
counting again leaving no indication that the zero point had
been reached and passed. From this it would seem that there
would be very little time to run any other programme because
each read instruction would increment the counter and would
need to be followed by another read and another to ensure
that the zero state had not been missed. However, if the
original number loaded into the counter was, say, 100, then
after a zero was detected we could execute, say, 90 or so
instructions before returning to the programme to read the
RTCC counter and still be sure that the next zero had not
been missed. (Note that the RTCC register can only be
incremented and not decremented by the clock so to count to
100 it would need to be initially loaded with 156 decimal so
that it reached 256, the equivalent of zero since the maximum
count is 255, after one hundred counts.) The PIC also has a
prescaler which can be set to give a division ratio of up to 256,

allowing the RTCC counter to be
incremented at a much lower rate than the
crystal frequency to provide a slower time
base.
If a 3.2768MHz crystal is used in the
oscillator and the prescaler division ratio
set at 256 by suitably programming the
OPTION register, the RTCC register will be
incremented at a frequency of 3200Hz (i.e.
3276800 divided by 4, divided by 256). By
loading the RTCC register initially with 224
decimal, the zero state (equivalent to a
decimal count of 256) will be reached after
256-224=32 cycles, giving a period of
32/3200=0.01Sec or 10mS. Therefore, as
soon as the RTCC zero is detected, the
processor can deal with this and then

happily execute the rest of the programme safe in the
knowledge that another RTCC zero would not occur for
another ten milliseconds. During this time, it would need to
execute the whole programme, including displaying all the
digits, reading the switches, adjusting all the counters,
comparing them to the alarm time set and switch ng on the
buzzer it required. As long as this took less than OmS, it
could get back to reading the RTCC before it reached zero
again. This may sound like a tall order until it is realised that a
3.2768MHz oscillator, even when divided by four, will result in
an instruction time of 1.2uS, thus enabling some 8,000
instructions to be executed in this time!

1_ED1

FEDI I

FED

 0

Fig.5a. PCB component overlay
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START

INITIALISE REGISTERS

Fig.6. Clock timebase flowchart

BEGIN

RELOAD RTCC
COUNTER WITH

192 dec

PROGRAM

After each 10mS period, it is an easy matter to decrement
another counter which, if it is initially loaded with 50 decimal,
will reach zero every 0.5 Seconds (to flash the colon) and this
can be further divided to give seconds, minutes and hours.
Note that a 10mS period is chosen because this will also
determine the frequency with which the display is refreshed
and lower frequencies could cause the display to flicker since
each digit is only on for a fraction of the 10mS period.

Timebase flowchart
A basic flowchart can now be drawn for this part of the
programme and this is shown in Fig 6. Starting at the point
marked BEGIN, the RTCC counter is checked to determine if it

has reached zero. If it has not (N), it goes back to BEGIN and
checks again. Eventually (once every 10mS) the test will be
successful and the programme will take the other branch,
reloading the RTCC counter with 224 decimal and executing
the part of the programme marked PROGRAM. This will
eventually consist of the various counting operations, display
driving, keyboard reading etc but, for the purposes of testing
this part of the programme, it simply complements port A and
then goes back to the beginning as shown in fig 6b.

Before this programme can work, the microcontroller must
be set up to run it. When it is powered up, all the ports are
configured as inputs and, if it is required (as in this routine) to
connect an oscilloscope or frequency meter to port A, then
this port must first be made into an output port. The OPTION
register must also be set up to assign the internal prescaler to
the internal instruction clock and set the division ratio to 256.
These functions are performed in the part of the programme
marked INITLSE and shown in fig 6a. As with the part marked
PROGRAM, this will also be expanded as in the final version
the initial conditions at power up of the various other counters
(not yet defined) wit also need to be specified in this part of
the programme when we come to add them.

The Assembler programme
The flowchart must now be converted into a programme using
the instructions shown in fig 3. The micro -controller itself,
however, does not "understand" these instructions any more
than it understands the flowchart as it deals only with data in
binary form (machine code) which consists of ls and Os. A
programme written using the mnemonics shown in fig 3.

(called the source code) will therefore have to be converted
into this binary form at some stage before it can be loaded into
the EPROM on the chip and executed. This could be done by
hand, by converting each instruction into its binary equivalent
by looking it up in a table, for example. All these ls and Os
could then be loaded into a programmer (bit by bit or typed in,
depending on your programmer) and a chip blown. This would
be a very tiresome and error prone process which, thankfully,
is not necessary because special programmes called
Assemblers are available which do the job quickly and
with no errors.
An Assembler programme for the PIC series of micro -
controllers is available from Microchip Technology which runs
on a standard IBM or compatible PC and converts the source
code into machine code. The mnemonics (or source code) are
simply typed into the computer using any standard word
processor programme which can produce ASCII code and the
Assembler programme produces the machine code version
ready to load into the programmer. To do this, however, the
mnemonics have to be written in a special format so that the
Assembler programme can operate on it and the rules for this
are shown (and explained) in fig. 7, together with a
typical listing.
Assembler programmes from other suppliers may have
different features and different protocols to those discussed
here. Even upgraded and later versions from the same supplier
may also have changed in some details. The reader should,
therefore, consult the manual supplied with the particular
Assembler programme before use and regard what follows as
typical of most Assemblers but not neccesarily correct for your
particular one.
Before going on to write the mnemonics for the timebase
programme, it wculd be useful to discuss some of the
advantages of a typical Assembler programme. This would
have a number of features which are very helpful to the
programmer beyond simply converting the mnemonics into
machine code. Often in a programme, instructions will refer to
registers such as the RTCC (01) or PORT B (06) as well as
other registers which the programmer may wish to invent such
as MINCTR (ie. minute counter) which would be assigned to
one of the general purpose registers such as 09 for example.

( INITIALISE REGISTERS )

MAKE PORT A 0/P

CLEAR PORT A

LOAD OPTION
REGISTER WITH

07h

LOAD RTCC
COUNTER WITH

192 dec

END

Fig. 6a. Clock initialise routing flowchart
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In a complicated programme, where many registers a -e being
used, it would be difficult to follow the operation if all the
registers had to be referred to as 01 or 09 and the
programmer would need to keep referring to a list to know
which register was which and what it was doing to be able to
follow the programme. The assembler programme therefore
allows such registers to be defined before the programme is
run so that instead of typing 01 or 09 the programmer may
write RTCC or PORTB or even MINCTR and leave the
programme to interpret this as required.

Many of the often used symbols such as the special function
registers RTCC, PORTA, STATUS and so on together with
words like "zero", "w" and "same" can be assigned values
such as 01, 05 and 03 or 0, 1. As these would always be the
same for every programme using the PIC (the RTCC register is
always register 01 for example), to save having to type them in
at the beginning of every programme these can be stored in a
separate list which can be included in the programme listing
by using the "include" statement. An example of such a list
(PIC.H) is shown in FIG. 8 where for example RTCC is equated
(equ) to 01h and PC equ 02 and so on. Programmes may
now therefore be typed using instructions such as MOVF
PORTA,w instead of MOVF 05,0 which makes the whole listing
much easier to understand and the assembler will substitute
05,0 or the binary equivalent of this in the instruction when it is
run. Thus although from the timebase listing shown in FIG. 9 it
may appear that RTCC, PORTA etc. have not been defined,
this has in fact been done by the "include PIC.H" statement.
Another extremely useful feature is the ability to use labels to
mark points in the programme. In FIG. 7, for example, there is
a point marked BEGIN to which the programme has to go to if
the RTCC register has not reached zero. Normally, the
programmer would use a "goto k" instruction in this situation
where k is the address (in binary or hex) of the point in the
programme where BEGIN is located. While this may be easy
to work out for the timing programme now, as more
instructions are added to the INITIALISE routine the point
marked BEGIN will move to another address and the -c in the
"goto" instruction will need to be changed. With many "goto"
instructions to keep track of, only some of which wou d need
changing as new instructions were added, there would be
many mistakes and finding them would be extremely difficult.
Instead, the assembler allows the programmer to write 'goto
BEGIN" and as long as there is only one unique label called
BEGIN, the programme will alter the address for all the "goto"
instructions affected as more lines are added and the
programme re -assembled.
This is not the end of the story and some assembler
programmes offer other features such as a Macro capability.
Macros allow solutions to frequently used functions to be
designed and stored as self-contained programmes. -hese
may be added to a programme as required without having to
re -define register names and avoid the tedium of re -typing the
same programme sequence each time it is used in a new
application. A discussion of these is beyond the scope of this
article but they are described in the manual supplied
with the programme

CHOOSING YOUR OPTIONS
We are now in a position to convert the flowchart to a source
code programme using the mnemonics and a solution to the
timing programme is shown listed in FIG. 9 using the layout
outlined above which will allow the assembler programme to

PROGRAM

COMPLIMENT PORT A

END

Fig.6b. Clock program flowchart

interpret it correctly and convert it into object code (the binary
1s and Os) required to programme the device. This can now
be explained in detail and compared to the flowchart of FIG 6.
The INT_SE routine starts by setting up the I/O ports which, as
mentioned, are all inputs at switch on. This is dore by first
loading the W register with a binary number (putting Os in the
bits which are to be programmed as outputs) using the
"movlw" instruction. This moves the literal number (specified as
00h in this instance which is of course 0000 0000 in binary)
into the W register and this is transferred to the TRISA register
using the Iris PORTA" instruction to make port A an output.
Note that in the case of port A, only the lower four bits are
used since the port is only four bits wide, so that the hex
number could just as well have been X0h (where X is any valid
hex digit). This does Ilustrate an important point as far as the
Microchip assembler is corcerned however and it is that all
hex numbers must Tart with a numeral so that FOh, A5h, C3h
etc. would not be acceptable and would generate an error and
so would have to be written as OFOh, 0A5h or 0C3h while

or 5Bh would be interpreted correctly.
If the port A were to remain as an input, then of course,
nothing would need to be done while if a mixture of inputs and
outputs were required on a port, then the literal loaded into W
would have a number with Os corresponding to outputs and
1s corresponding to inputs in it. These I/O lines may change
during the course of a procramme as some subroutines may
require certain lines which were outputs to function as inputs
or vice -versa so the "tris" instructions may be used again at
the beginning of sorre subroutines. Even if none of the lines
are required to change, it is often a good idea to redefine input
and output ports at intervals during the execution of a
programme because in noisy environments, the TRIS registers
could become corrupted with disastrous results as far as the
programme is concerned.
The rest of this routine is similar and simply loads different
values into W using the "movlw" instruction and transfers them
to the required register such as the OPTION and RTCC
registers using the approprate instructions "option" (which
loads the OPTION register) and "movwf" (which moves the
value in W into the register specified).
As mentioned in PART1 of this series, the OPTION register is a
special register which allows the programmer to define how
the RTCC counter MI work. By setting or clearing certain bits
in this register the prescale, may be set for a division ratio from
1:2 to 1:256. The signal source for the RTCC counter (ie
internal clock or external pin) as well as the signal edge
(positive or negative going) on which the RTCC is to be
incremented can also be defined. Setting bit 3 enables the
internal orescaler to be assigned to the Watch Dog Timer. In
this project, a division ratio of 1:256 is required with the
internal signal source and tne prescaler assigned to the RTCC
register and from FIG 2a. this translates to a value of XXOX
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0111 in binary (where X is don't care) so a value of 07h will
give the required results.
The timing routine starts at BEGIN and uses the "movf
RTCC,w" instruction which causes the zero flag to be set in
the STATUS register if RTCC=0 without actually changing the
value in the register. This flag is then tested using the "btfss
STATUS,2" instruction which skips the next instruction if the
zero bit is set. If it is not set (ie. RTCC is not zero) the next
instruction "goto BEGIN" is executed which takes the
programme back to BEGIN to check the RTCC for zero again.
If RTCC is zero, then the "goto BEGIN" instruction is skipped
and the RTCC is re -loaded with the value .224 by the
instructions "movlw .224" which moves the binary equivalent
of 244 into the W register and "movwf RTCC" which moves
the contents of the W register into RTCC. After this, the rest
of the programme PROGME (called PROGRAMME in the
flowchart) is executed.
In this case, as mentioned, the PROGME routine consists of
simply complimenting output port A so that it can be
monitored on an oscilloscope or frequency meter to test that
the timebase is operating correctly which is done by the
instruction "comf PORTA" followed by "goto BEGIN" which
will return the programme back to BEGIN to check the RTCC
for zero again. Once the programme has been checked, this
part will be deleted and replaced by other routines for
updating counters, driving displays, reading the key board
and doing all the other operations required.
The "ORG 1FF" statement at the end of FIG. 9 sets the
programme origin and this is the address 1FFh which is the
point that the PIC16C54 starts from following a power on
reset. The first thing that the PIC does after this is to
increment the Program Counter
the first instruction is therefore fetched from the EPROM at
address 0. This is the "goto START" instruction shown on
FIG. 9 and causes the programme to jump to the location of
the label "START" which in this instance happens to be the
next instruction anyway and seems pretty pointless. In this

This file defines labels for ports, reset
vectors, registers etc. for the standard PIC
parts. It is saved under the name PIC.}{

PIC54 equ
;define reset vectors

PIC55 equ
PIC56 equ
PIC57 equ

RTCC equ 01H
;define registers
PC equ 0211

STATUS equ 03H
FSR equ 04H

PORTA equ 05H
PORTS equ 06H
PORTC equ 07H

w equ OH
same equ 1H

Fig 8 Program Include Statement

1FFH

1FFH
3FFH
7FFH

BEGIN movf RTCC.w
bliss STATUS.2
goto BEGIN
movlw ,224
movw' RTCC
nop

test if W (RTCC) = 0
; if not zero

if zero
: load 244 decimal into RTCC

L Comment field
Begins with a semicolon
May use any characters as
the assembler program
ignores all characters after';'

Operand field
Begins after the first blank space following
the Command field and ends with the next
space. This may contain constants.
expressions or nothing depending on the
instruction. If it contains more than one
expression or constant, these must be
separated by a comma.

Command field
Begins with first blank space after the Label field.
Must contain a valid mnemonic.

Label field
Begins at the first column of line and ends at the first blank
space. Can use any alphanumeric character but the first
must De A - Z. ? $ or & Not more than 6 characters long.
the laoel is optional. \if there is no label then the first
colurrn must be blank or ';' if it is a comment line.

Fig.7. Source code fields

simple programme it is and the initial "goto START"
instruction could oe left out but with more complex
programmes, the start of the programme will in all probability
not be at the beginning especially when subroutines are used
as we shall see later. Finally the "END" statement is required
to tell the assembler that there are no more instructions to be
executed. Anything after the END statement will be ignored
by the assembler

FROM PAPER TO SILICON
As mentioned earlier, the micro -controller does not
understand the mnemonics that have been used so far and
the programme has to be re -written in binary with ls and Os
and this is the job of the assembler programme which is
supplied with the chip programmer for the PIC or can be
downloaded from Microchip Technology's bulletin board via a
modem. All that reeds to be done is to type the programme
of FIG. 9 into a PC using a standard word processor
programme and stored in a file called say CLOCK.ASM (the
.ASM extension presumably stands for "assembler code" but
it is in fact a standard ASCII file).
Once this has been done the assembler programme is run
and this goes through the CLOCK.ASM file and checks that
there are no errors such as "goto BENIG" which tells the
programme to branch to a label which does not exist, or two
or more identical labels have been used. It also checks that
correct extensions have been used on instructions which
specify a file register address and destination and that all
subroutine calls end with a return "retlw" instruction. What it
cannot do is tell if the programme is logically correct and
does what the programmer intended it to do. That is up to
him!

When this programme has run (which takes a few seconds
depending on your machine) it will show any errors
encountered on the screen. Errors are specified by the line
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number where they occur together with a brief description
and how serious the error is eg. fatal or just a warning that
something may be wrong. These have to be corrected
before the next step can be taken and will involve going back
into the CLOCK.ASM file, making the necessary corrections
and re -running the assembler programme again.
When the assembler has been run and no errors have been
detected, the programme will have generated a number of
files called CLOCK.LST, CLOCK.OBJ and various other
output files. Some of these are required for use with the
simulator programme and will not be discussed here. The
.LST file is a copy of the .ASM file with the location or
programme counter and object code (the code that will be
loaded into the EPROM in the micro -controller) also shown
together with the line numbers. This makes it possible to
locate any errors which are reported when the assembler
programme is run but it is the .ASM file which needs to be
corrected. Most mistakes are usually simple typing errors and
are easily found. At the end of the .LST file there may also be
a cross reference table listing every symbol used and which
lines it appeared on. The .OBJ file contains the object code
(the l's and O's) which can be loaded directly into the chip
using a suitable programmer. This file can be output in
different formats for use with Microchip's and other
manufacturer's programmers.
Microchip also supply a software simulator which enables the
programme to be executed or single stepped one instruction
at a time on the host PC or compatible computer while
selected registers are displayed on the screen. This is useful

LIST P=16C54
INCLUDE 1PIC.HI

goto START

START nop

INTLSE movlw 00h
tris PORTA
movwf PORTA

;f=inhx16

;INITIALISE ROUTINE

;ie 000 000
;make PORTA o/p
;make PORTA 0000

movlw 07h ;ie 0000111
OPTION ;int signal, L to H,

presclr 256 to RTCC
movlw .224 ;move 224 decimal into
movwf RTCC ;RTCC - gives 10mS with

3.2768mhz xtal

BEGIN movf RTCC, w
btfss STATUS, 2

goto BEGIN

movlw
movwf

PROGME

.224
RTCC
comf

;test if w (RTCC) = 0

;w (RTCC) not zero

;if RTCC=0 move
;224 dec. into RTCC

PORTA, same ;switch port A on
and off

goto BEGIN

ORG 1 f f h

END

FIG. 9. Code for CLOCK.ASM TIMEBASE (seeFlowchart 6)

in finding some faults in a crogramme which would not be
apparent from the logic. It is also possible to change inputs
at various stages in the programme execution to see what
effect these have and show up any faults which may then be
apparent. Another useful feature is the ability to set
"breakpoints" in the programme to make the programme
stop when it reaches a particular address in its execution,
enabling the user to single step the programme from that
location while executing sections of the programme known to
be working quickly. The use of this programme will not be
discussed but it is very easy to use and can be very useful in
finding tricky faults when the processor does not seem to do
what the programmer intended. Using the simulator and
observing how each register changes following each
instruction will usually reveal the source of the trouble.
A suitable programmer is now required to programme the
chip with the code generated by the assembler. There are
many programmers on the market and some have even
appeared as constructional articles in hobby magazines. A
low cost programmer, the PICSTART 16B is also available
from Microchip Technology which is a small printed circuit
board with a socket to accept an 18 or 28 -pin micro -
controller. This is powered by a small d.c. supply and
connected to a serial port of the IBM compatible PC via a
cable (all supplied). As well as this, the pack contains the
Assembler and Simulator software together with data books
manuals and a few sample chips all for around D 20. The
software supplied allows the assembled machine code (in
this case the CLOCK.OBJ file) to be sent to the programmer
module and a chip programmed. During this procedure, the
Oscillator configuration fuses must be set to "XT" and the
WDT fuse set to disable the Watch Dog Timer function which
is not used in this design. The details for doing this will
depend on the programmer used so the user is referred to
the manual supplied with the programmer.
Assuming that the printed circuit board shown in FIG. 5a has
been constructed, the programmed chip can be plugged into
the socket and any port A pin checked to see if it has a 50Hz
signal on it which would prove that, so far at any rate, the
programme is working correctly. Alternatively, the chip itself
may be connected up to a crystal as shown in the circuit
diagram on a breadboard and the operation checked.
Sooner or later however, the displays and keyboard will need
to be checked so it is probably as well to build the circuit to
begin with on a printed circuit board and perform all the
tests on this.
The chip can now be erased using a UV EPROM eraser and
the next new piece of code developed for the clock. This will
in turn be added to the current programme and the process
repeated so that the full programme for the clock
will begin to take shape.

Next Month...
Next month's article in this series will deal with
LED display driving and counting techniques and
introduce some of the other instructions
available to the programmer.
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Interrupt based control

computer
The first part of a new
computer project designed
by R. Grodzik based
around the popular 8088
processor and specifically
designed for multitasking
control applications

Last month we looked at the overall designof a
multitasking 8088 processor based single board
computer. In this issue we continue by first
looking in greater depth at one of the key
features of a multitasking system, the hardware

and software interrupts
Interrupts can occur by hardware (external) or software
(internal) means. The hardware interrupt system is controlled
by the 8259 peripheral controller. This chip is a complex IC
and contains several internal registers which have to be
initialised in order for the PIC to function. In a PC, the EPROM
resident software known as the BIOS, runs on switch -on and
is quite transparent to the user. This software locates all the
hardware peripherals attached to the system and allocated an
interrupt number (TYPE) to each. For example, the TYPE 9
interrupt activates when a key is pressed or released, a TYPE
14H occurs on the serial port. All these interrupts are termed
'hardware interrupts' since they are activated on the receipt of
a positive going logic pulse on one of the 8259 PIC interrupt
lines (known as IRO lines on the IBM expansion slot).

Associated with the 8088 range of processors are internal
'software interrupts' which occur when certain conditions are
met inside the processor. These are sometimes error
conditions which occur when the software is liable to 'crash'
i.e. a TYPE 0 interrupt occurs if a numerical division by zero is
attempted. A pocket calculator will usually indicate an E or
error condition. Both hardware and software interrupts can be
evoked at any time in software by the use of the 'INT <TYPE>'
instruction - useful in checking the effects of an external
hardware interrupt without one actually occurring in hardware.

As previously mentioned, the PIC supplies the identity of

PART 2

the hardware interrupt by sending an 8 -bit <TYPE> number to
the 8088. This TYPE number is internally multiplied by 4 by the
8088 to provide a 'pointer' (address) in external memory RAM
which holds the start address of the interrupt service routine
program. Since the start address consists of a CODE
SEGMENT word and an INSTRUCTION POINTER word
(CS:IP) - each po nter occupies 4 bytes. These 4 bytes are
located in the bottom of the 8088 memory map (0000-01FFH).
For example, a TYPE 6 interrupt will generate a double word
pointer of 0018H - an address location containing the IP offset
pointer and 001AH - the next word location containing the CS
of the interrupt service routine. When a TYPE 6 interrupt
occurs, a double word VECTOR address of 001AH/0018H
addresses external RAM and the 8088 'picks up' the CS:IP
start address at this location in RAM, at which point the 16 -bit
CODE SEGMENT register and the 16 -bit INSTRUCTION
POINTER are loaded with these new values. The old CS:IP
register contents are saved on stack, the interrupt program
runs until a RETI 'return from interrupt) software instruction is
encountered, at which point the old CS:IP values are reloaded
into their respective registers and the main 'background'
program re -commences execution. Similarly, a software
interrupt will generate an interrupt TYPE number which is again
multiplied by 4 to provide a vector address in memory which
contains the double word start address of the interrupt
service routine.

In summary, if the background program is interrupted by a
TYPE 6 hardware or software interrupt at address
C123:4567H and, for example, the interrupt service routine for
a TYPE 6 interrupt occurs at address F000H:1234H (CS:IP),
RAM location 0018H must be loaded with 1234H and RAM
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location 001AH must contain F000H. When the interrupt is
generated, execution begins at address F000H:1234H. On a
IRET instruction, the CS:IP registers are popped from the
stack and loaded with C123:4567H, and the background
program recommences execution.
The 8088 interrupt structure
Since at switch -on RAM contents are indeterminate, EPROM -
based software has to load the relevant locations in RAM with
the interrupt vectors of any hardware or software interrupt that
may occur during the execution of the main 'background'
program. This operation is described as the loading of interrupt
vectors into the interrupt vector table -the interrupt vector table
being the first two RAM page locations in memory. Since this
information is lost on power -down, this process has to be
repeated whenever the system is powered -up.

The 8088 SBC contains a 8155 peripheral i.c. which
contains a programmable 10 port, a timer and 255 bytes of
RAM. This RAM is selected by the YO line of the 74138
decoder, allocating addresses 0000 to 00FFH for this area of
RAM. Since this area is also used as a STACK orly the lower
addressing range is used to form the interrupt vector table.

The vector addresses for software interrupts we located at
the bottom of memory, specific address locations which are
unchangeable for the 8088/86 range of processors:

The first five locations of the interrupt pointer table are
reserved for dedicated 8088 processor functions as follows:
Type 0, divide by zero.
This interrupt activates when a DIV or IDIV instruction
produces a quotient that is too large to be contained in the
results register. If this occurs, the 8088 automatically
generates a type 0 interrupt.
Type 1, single-step
Usually this points to an IRET instruction. If the trap flag has
been previously set, a single instruction of the user program
will be executed, returning to the type 1 pointer.
Type 2, non-maskable (NMI)
Is reserved for interrupts generated by the NMI pin of the
8088. The IF flag status is ignored and therefore tiffs interrupt
will always be acknowledged, since it cannot be locked -out'
or disabled.
Type 3, one byte INT instruction
Used to implement a breakpoint function in a system. If byte
CCH (INT 3) is inserted in a program, execution of the program
will stop when CCH is encountered, and a type 3 interrupt
routine can then be used for example to examine the contents
of the CPUs registers.
Type 4, INTO.
An interrupt will be issued conditionally, where the INTO

instruction is executed if the OF (overflow) flag is set.
Type 6, Undefined opcode.
Interrupt occurs if an illegal OPCODE is generated - by a faulty
assembler of corruption of data.

Interfacing the PIC
The 8259 is a device specifically designed for use in real time,
interrupt driven micro -computer systems. The bi-directional
data bus (D0 -D7) interfaces directly with the system data bus -
control words, status information and interrupt vector
information is transferred on this bus. The 8 interrupt lines of
the 8259 labelled IRO - 1R7 can be programmed as level (high)
or edge (low to high transition). When an external device raises
any of these lines high, an interrupt (active high) signal is
issued from the INT -pin17 output of the 8259 PIC.

This interrupt request signal is applied to the 8088 through
the INTR (pin 18), - a logic active high input. Once the interrupt
is ed by th: : : the CPU es its c
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Programming the 8259 PIC
The PIC needs to be initialised and programmed, so that each
external interrupting device can be allocated its own pointer
number. Each interrupt line on the 8259 will, when asserted,
be allocated its own interrupt service routine. Additionally,
individual IR lines can be prioritised and also disabled by
software masking and thus preventing specific external devices
from generating an interrupt. Since the 8259 is a fairly
sophisticated device, only the basic programming details have
been included, which should suffice for most purposes. The
8259 is similar to any other programmable peripheral device in
that it contains internal registers which have to be
programmed.

The sequence of programming the PIC is as follows:
Loading the command words.
Loading further control words, if required.
Three ICW (initialisation command words) words-ICW1,

ICW2 and ICW4 are written to the internal registers by the
CPU. An additional operational control word (OCW1) specifies
which IRO lines are enabled.

ICW1
The eight interrupt lines (IRO -1R7) of the 8259 will generate
eight different pointer type numbers, which will each point to
eight separate interrupt vectors in the vector table at four byte
intervals. Level (high) or edge (+ve )triggering of interrupts is
controlled by bit 3 of the ICW1 command byte.

ICW2
TThe vector pointer generated by the 8259 when an interrupt
is asserted is dependent on a combination of the initial
programming of bits 3 - 7 of the ICW2 register and by the
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contents of bits 0 - 2. Bits 3 - 7 of the ICW2 word remain
common to all eight vector numbers, since they are written into
the ICW2 register during the initialisation of the 8259. Bits 0 to
2 of the pointer type are generated internally by the hardware
of the 8259 -an interrupt on IRO generates 0, 0, 0, an irterrupt
on IR7 generates 1, 1, 1. So for example. If the ICW2 was
initialised as 20H, interrupt IRO will generate a type 32 120H)
pointer, (the contents of ICW2 ( 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0), whereas IR7
will generate a type 39 (27H) pointer - (ICW2 contents 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1

ICW4
TThe programming of the ICW4 register determines the action
taken by the 8259 at the commencement and conclusion of
the interrupt service routine. Interrupt requests are ordered in
priority from 0 through 7, with an interrupt issued at IRO having
the highest priority. For a nominal mode of operation the ICW4
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at any time during the execution of a program. Masking of

ividual interrupt lines of the PIC is achieved by writing a logic
1 at the corresponding IR positions of the OCW1 word
disabling the interrupt sources of that particular line. Writing
FFH to this register will disable all of the interrupt lines.

Initialising the PIC
The example below shows how the 8259 may be initialised.
Four command words-ICW1, ICW2, ICW4 and OCW1 are
written into the control registers of the 8259. ICW1 is written
into PIC base address 6000H, the remaining registers are
written into at address 6001 H.

ICW1 =17H ;edge triggered interrupt
;level triggered interrupt ICW1 = 1FH

ICW2 =20H ;bit3 to bit7 of pointer
ICW4 =13H ;Fully nested mode
OCW1 =00H ;all interrupts enabled
PIC EQU 6000H ;8259 peripheral base address.
MOV AL, ICW1 ;Write control words to PIC

MOV
OUT
MOV
MOV
OUT
MOV
MOV
OUT
MOV
MOV
OUT

DX,

DX,

AL,

DX,

DX,

AL,
DX,

DX,

AL,

DX,

DX,

PIC
AL
ICW2
PIC+1
AL
ICW4
PIC+1
AL
OCW1
PIC+1
AL

;AO = 0

;AO = 1

;AO = 1

;AO = 1

Once the 8259 operational command and control words have
been written, the device is active and will respond to an
interrupt. The address of the interrupt service routine (interrupt
vector) for each interrupting device has to be pre -written Into
the interrupt vector table. An interrupt on the IRQO line of the
8259 will cause a TYPE 32 (20H) pointer which, when
multiplied by 4, the 8088 will result in a doubleword vector
address found at locations 80H and 82H in RAM. The following
program shows how the vector table is programmed for a
base pointer of TYPE 32.

This model program will assemble to 2 Kbytes o' ROMable
code which will run on the 8088 board. On reset, the 8088
boot adcress (FFFFOH) will generate address location 07FOH of
the EPROM area, at which a jump to start of EPROM (address
FF800H) instruction will cause execution of the procram. The
assembler directive 'page , 132 will allow the listing
(FILENAME. LST) to printed in a small font 132 column format.

;INTERRUPTS
page , 132

CODE SEGMENT
ASSUME CS:CODE
;MAIN PROGRAM
CLI

MOV SP, OFFH
top
CALL VECTORS
vector
CALL INITIALISE ;Initialise 5259
STI ;Enable interrupts

;Disable interrupts
;Stack Pointer at RAM

;Load interrupt

RAMTABLE =ICW2
pointer
;Interrupt pointers for

;ICW2 base TYPE 32

IRQO-IRQ7
IRQO = RAMTABLE ;TYPE 32 POINTER
IRQ1 = RAMTABLE +1 ;TYPE 33 POINTER
IRQ2 = RAMTABLE +2 ;TYPE 34 POINTER
IRQ3 = RAMTABLE +3 ;TYPE 35 POINTER
IRQ4 = RAMTABLE +4 ;TYPE 36 POINTER

IRQ6 = RAMTABLE +6 ;TYPE 38 POINTER
IRQ7

;Load

= RAMTABLE +7

vectors into table

;TYPE 39 POINTER

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQO*4), OFFSET ISRO
MOV WORD PTR DS:(IRQ0*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:(IRQ1*41, OFFSET 'ISR1
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ1*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ2*4], OFFSET ISR2
MOV WORD PTR DS:(IRQ2*4+2), CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ3*4], OFFSET ISR3
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ3*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ4*4], OFFSET ISR4
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ4*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ5*4], OFFSET ISR5
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ5*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:(IRQ6*4], OFFSET ISR6
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ6*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ7*4], OFFSET ISR7
MOV WORD PTR DS:[IRQ7*4+2], CODE_SEGMENT

RET
VECTORS ENDP

INITIALISE PROC NEAR ;Initialise 8259 PIC

ICW1 =17H ;edge triggered
interrupt

;level triggered
ICW2 =20H ;bit3 to bit7 of
ICW4 =13H
OCW1 =00H

= 1FH
pointer

;Fully nested mode
;all interrupts enabled
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OCW2 = 080H
:Rotate interrupts

PIC EQU 6000H ;8259
peripheral base
address.

MOV AL, ICW1 ;Write
control words to PIC
MOV DX, PIC ;AO =0
OUT DX, AL
MOV AL, ICW2
MOV DX, PIC+1 ;AO =1
OUT DX, AL
MOV AL, ICW4
MOV DX, PIC+1 ;AO =1
OUT DX, AL
MOV AL, OCW1
MOV DX, PIC+1 ;AO =1
OUT DX, AL
MOV AL, OCW2
MOV DX, PIC ;AO --,,

OUT DX, AL

RET
NITIALISE ENDP
;Interrupt service
routines for IRQO

RQ7

SRO: ;Start of
'Interrupt service
routine'

;USER CODE
GOES HERE
IRET ;Return from

interrupt.
ISR1: ;User

programs to service
Interrupts

RET
SR2:
RET
SR3:

RET
SR4:

.RET
SR5:
RET
ISR6:

:RET
,SR7:
IRET
ORG 07FOH
JMP FAR PTR BOOT
ORG 0800H
CODE ENDS
CODEBOOT SEGMENT AT
OFF8OH
ASSUME CS:CODEBOOT
ORG 0000H
BOOT PROC FAR
BOOT ENDP
CODEBOOT ENDS
ND

Since each interrupt service
routine (ISRO - ISR7) is
located at address CS:IP,
the vector table in RAM
occupies four addresses for
each pointer. Procedure
VECTORS loads the CS:IP
values for each interrupt
type in successsive RAM
locations start ng at address
0080H. Procedure
INITIALISE loads the 8258
control registers and

initialises the PIC. Any hardware interrupts will now cause the
relevant interrupt service routine to be activated.

Interrupts are ordered in priority from highest - IRQO, to
lowest -IRQ7. Thus, if two or more interrupts occur
simultaneously, The higher priority interrupt will be serviced.
Operational con:rol word OCW2 automatically rotates the
priority of interrupts so that even if all eight IRQ lines are
activated at the same time, all of them will be serviced in
sequential order.

Programming the I/O port
The 8155 consists of two 8 -bit ports (port A and port B) and
an additional 6 -bit port (port C). Port C port lines PCO - PC3
are connected to the DO - D3 pins of an intelligent HEX display
(0 - F) for a nibble input of 0000 - 1111. Line PC5 controls the
RH decimal point and line PC4 is used to blank (logic high) the
display. All ports can be configured as outputs or inputs, but
are not bit addressable. The port command register is located
in 10 space at address 0000, to which a command word is
sent to configure the ports. Command register bit assignments
are shown below. So, for example, to program ports C and B
as outputs and port A as an input the following byte is written
to the command register:
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO

XXXX1110
PORT_COMMAND REGISTER BIT ASSIGNMENT:

0000H D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO

PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT

C INPUT
C OUTPUT
B INPUT
B OUTOUT
A INPUT
A OUTPUT

0 0

0

1

0

1

The following prof edure will write the display the contents of
the CL register (lower nibble) on the intelligent display

DISPLAY PROC NEAR
PORT_COMMAND

PORT_C

PORT_B

PORT_A

MOV DX, PORT_COMMAND
MOV AL, 00001100B
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX, PORT_C
MOV AL, 5

OUT DX, AL
RET
DISPLAY ENDP

EQU 0000 ;COMMAND
register address

EQU 0003 ;Port C
address

EQU 0002 ;Port B
address

EQU 0001 ;Port A
address

;Port C output port

;Send 5 to hex display

The procedure can simply be called by instruction 'CALL
DISPLAY'

Programming the 8088 board
The MASM assembler was used in programming examples.
Since it does nct produce romable code (pure binary code)
which is sent to an EPROM emulator connected to the board's
EPROM socket, a small batch file (8088. BAT) needs to be
run. The procedure is as follows:
*The source code is written using any ASCII (DOS) text editor
such as 'EDIT' RPED' etc. The file is then saved as
FILENAME. ASM, the ASM extension signifying that the file is
text source code.
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Fig.2. Conponent overlay for 8088 SBC

*The (8088. BAT) batch file is run, :I. E. 8088 FILENAME
ENTER producing a list ng (FILENAME. LST) and the resultant
object code (FILENAME. COM) which is 2Kbyte in size.

'The code is then sent :o the 8088 board using DOS
command COPY FI._ENAME. COM LPT1 ENTER if the
emulator is connected 10 the parallel printer port. If connected
to the serial port (COM1), COPY FILENAME. COM COM1
ENTER will download the code via the serial link.

;8088. BAT
ECHO ASSEMBLE AID LINK %1
IF NOT EXIST %1. ASM GOTO END
MASM %1, %1, %Li;

IF ERROELEVEL 1 GOTO END
LINK %1, %1, $1;
IF NOT EXIST 81. EXE GOTO END
EXE2BIN %1. EXE %1. COM
ECHO OFF
ERASE %1. EXE
ERASE %1. OBJ
:END

Note. File Exe2bin. exe will be found in :he DOS directory.

The timer
The 8155 contains a 14 -bit countdown timer whose input at
pin 3 is a square wave signs. at 1. 8432 MHz from the 8284
clock generator. The cutput of the timer at pin 6 can be
programmed in 1 of 4 modes:
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*A single square wave
'Continous square wave
*A single pulse on terminal count
`Continuous pulses.

To program the timer 10 address 0005 is used to configure
the mode and to load the MSB (6 bits) count length. 10
address 0004 is used to load the LSB (8 bits) count length.
See diagram.

To program the timer for x N division, the count (N) value is
loaded into the timer's count length register as shown below.
0005H M2 MI T13 T12 T11 T10 T9 TN

MODE MSB OF COUNT --

M2 M1

0 0 Single square wave
0 1 Continous square wave
1 0 Single pulse on terminal count
1 1 Continous pulses
0004H T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 T2 Ti TO

LSB OF COUNT

Bits TO -T13 specify the length of the count, bits 14 and 15 will
specify the timer mode. For a continuous square -wave M2
will be 0 and M1 will be 1. In addition, the command register
at address location 0000 controls the timer start/stop
sequence. Bits 6 and 7 of the command word determine the
timer command as follows:

00 No operation
01 Stops the timer
10 stops the timer after terminal count is reached
11 starts the timer by loading the mode and count
length.

The following program demonstrates the use of the timer in
providing a frequency division of 3FFEH (16382). This will result
in a square wave 1/16383 of the Tin frequency (1. 8432
Mhz/16382 =112 hz), at the Tout output pin.

TIMER PROC NEAR
COMMAND EQU 0
TIMER_HIGH EQU 5
TIMER_LOW EQU 4

TIMER_COMMAND =11000000B
HIGH_COUNT =01111111B

;Continuous square
LOW_COUNT =11111110B

MOV DX, TIMER_LOW
MOV AL, LOW_COUNT
OUT DX, AL
MOV DX, TIMER_HIGH
MOV AL, HIGH_COUNT
OUT DX, AL

MOV DX, COMMAND
MOV AL, TIMER_COMMAND
OUT DX, AL
RET

TIMER ENDP

8088 SBC MEMORY MAP:
FFFFF
FFFFO reset
FF800

;COMMAND REGISTER ADDRESS
;TIMER MSB ADDRESS
;TIMER LSB ADDRESS

;START COUNTER
;MODE 01, MSB COUNT 3FH
wave
;LSB COUNT FEH

;LOAD TIMER

;START TIMER

2 K BYTE EPROM AREA

06000 8259 PIC ADDRESS
06001

00FF
STACK
VECTOR TABLE

0000
256 BYTES RAM

I/O Addresses:
0005 TIMER HIGH BYTE/MODE
0004 TIMER LOW BYTE
0003 PORT C
0002 PORT B
0001 PORT A
0000 PORT COMMAND

Programming the PC for Interrupts.
While we are on the subject of interrupts, and the fact that the
PC uses the same 8259 PIC, the following text describes how
the PC's serial port can receive data on an interrupt basis.

Program S_INT. PAS demonstrates how incoming serial
data is streamed to the hard disk in real time into file
'SAMPLES'. Since it is an ASCII text file it may easily be
inported into any spreadsheet - for example into Lotus 123
using the familia 'File Import Numbers' commands.

The program consists of the main PAscal program S_INT
and three assembler subroutines which are first converted to
OBJ code format before final compilation into an EXE file by
the Pascal compiler. The PC's serial USART needs to be
initialised to provide the necessary communications protocol of
9600 baud: Procedure 'COM. ASM', : the USART'S internal
registers are enabled for RS232 communications by Procedure
'ENABLECOM1. ASM'.

Part of the initialisation process in the Pascal program is to
write the CS:IP values of the interrupt service routine
('INTHANDLER') to the vector table (variable 'INTERVECTOR').
A TYPE 12 (OCH) interrupt is issued whenever a serial byte
enters the PC's serial port. Since the PC's BIOS has already
loaded the vector pointers for all interrupts into the interrupt
pointer table at the bottom of memory (0000:0000 onwards),
the users interrupt service routine address is loaded into the
vector table, having first saved the original pointer in variable
('ORGVECTOR'). The OCW1 PIC register - PC's port address
21H is loaded with 00 to enable all interrupts. Once the
interrupt structure has been enabled by setting the interrupt
flag by instruction 'STI' - inline code FAH, a serial byte entering
the PC's serial port will activate the COM1 interrupt and cause
the interrupt service routine to be executed: in this case
Procedure RSINT.

This procedure reads the byte received by the PC's USART
and assigns this value to variable 'HEX' by 'passing it over the
stack' to the Pascal environment. A sample number
associated with each sample increments for every byte and is
also written to text file 'SAMPLES'. Finally, if the ENTER key is
pressed, the original pointer is written into the vector table and
the program aborts.
PROGRAM S_INT(INPUT, OUTPUT);

{$f+)
{$I-}

{$L COM} (*External . obj file*)
{$L ENABLECOM1} (*External . obj file*)
{$L RSINT} (*External . obj file*)
USES dos, crt;
TYPE
DIGITS.° . . 255; (*data 00 - FF*)
VAR
ORGVECTOR:POINTER; (*Pointer in interrupt table

for serial*)
(*interrupt*)

INTERVECTOR :ARRAY [$00. . $FF] of POINTER
ABSOLUTE $0000:$0000;
NUMBER:INTEGER; (*Sample number*)
SAMPLES:TEXT; (*ASCII text file*)
HEX:DIGITS; (*serial data variable*)
PROCEDURE RSINT(VAR HEX:DIGITS);EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE COM;EXTERNAL;
PROCEDURE ENABLECOM1;EXTERNAL;
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PROCEDURE MESSAGE;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
WRITELN('Ready for data');
WRITE('Press enter key to exit to DOS');
END;

(*Main data acquisition program*)
(*Interrupt service routine*)

PROCEDURE INTHANDLER;INTERRUPT;
BEGIN
RSINT(HEX);
WRITE(SAMPLES, HEX:5);

WRITELN(SAMPLES, '

disc*)
NUMBER:=NUMBER+1;
number*)
PORT[$20]:=$20;

END;

(*Fetch data*)
(*Write ASCII

data + sample*)
(*No. *)

' NUMBER); (*to hard

(*increment sample

(*issue end ofinterruot*)
(*command to PIC*)

(*Initialise variable*)
BEGIN
ASSIGN (SAMPLES, 'SAMPLES'); (*Open textfile
'samples'*)
REWRITE (SAMPLES);
NUMBER:=1; (*Initialise sample No.

to 1*)
ORGVECTOR:=INTERVECTOR [$c]; (*get interrupt

vector for*)
(*COM1, ($b COM2)*)

INTERVECTOR[$c]:=@ inthandler; (*Place CS:IP
offset of*)

(*interrupt service*)
(*into vector table*)
(*Define RS232 protocol*)
(*Initialise USART

COM;
ENABLECOM1;
registers*)
PORT[$21]:=0;
interrupts*)

welcome datacomp(
MESSAGE;
REPEAT
interrupt*)
UNTIL KEYPRESSED;
key*)

(*pressed*)
INLINE(SFA);
CLOSE(SAMPLES);
INTERVECTOR [$c]:
interrupt

END.

(*Enable all IRQ

(*keyboard, video,
harddisc and*)

*serial port*)

(*Wait for serial

(*Exit to DOS if enter

(*Close data file*)
=ORGVECTOR; (*Restore original

(*vector*)

;Initilise COM1 (COM2) port for 9600 baud, 1 stop
bit, 8 data
bits, no parity.
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC

ASSUME CS:CODE
PUBLIC COM

COM PROC FAR
PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP

;Main Program begins

MOV AL, OE3H ;9600 baud
MOV AH, 0

MOV DX, 0

INT 014H

;com2=1
;coml.°
;BIOS interrupt

;Main program ends

COM
CODE

POP BP
RET 2

ENDP
ENDS
END

;Initialise USART registers
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC

ASSUME CS:CODE
PUBLIC ENABLECOM1
ENABLECOM1 PROC FAR

PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP
MOV DX, 03F9H

control register
MOV AL, 1

OUT DX, AL
MOV DX, 03FCH
MOV AL, OBH
OUT DX, AL
POP BP
RET 2

ENABLECOM1 ENDP

CODE ENDS
END

;Enable Rxd bit in

;02F9H = COM2

;Enable USART
;02FCH = COM2

;Fetch serial data byte and pass to Pascal
variable HEX
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC
ASSUME CS:CODE
PUBLIC RSINT
RSINT PROC FAR

CLI

PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP

base pointer
MOV DX, 03FDH

02FDH=COM2

;Save BP contents
;Copy stack pointer to

;Usart base address (COM1)

LDS SI, [3P+6] ;Point SI to stack
location for data

SUB DX, +5 ;Usart data buffer address
IN AL, DX ;Fetch data

MOV BYTE PTR [SI], AL ;Place data in stack
?OP BP ;readjust stack

pointer

RSINT
CODE

STI
RET 4
ENDP
ENDS
END

;and return

A floppy disk is available from the author which contains
'Boardmaker' PCB files for both the 80188 and
8088 SBC's, A86 assembler and source code example
software. Available from:

Mr. R. Grodzik (Micros)
53 Chelmsford Road
Bradford BD3 8QN

Wes' Yorkshire.

Price £12. 50 P&P inc. welcome datacomp
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SEETRAX CAE RANGER PCB DESIGN
WITH COOPER & CHYAN AUTOROUTER

RANGER2 + SPECCTRA £400.00

RANGER & SPECCTRA AUTOROUTER
Together giving the most cost effective

PCB design system on the market TODAY I
SEETRAX'S ease of use combined with
COOPER & CIIYAN'S renowned gridless
autorouter, at an outstanding price.

R2 Outputs: 8/9 & 24 pin printers, HP
Desk & Laser Jet, Cannon Bubble Jet,

HP -GL, Gerber,
NC Drill, AutoCAD DXF

Demo Disk available at £5.00 +VAT
RV

RANGER2 £150

411
Upto 8 pages of schematic linked to artwork

Gate & pin swapping - automatic back annotation
Copper flood fill, Power planes, B-ack necking,

Curved tracks, Clearance checking,
Simultaneous multi -layer auto -router

RANGER2 UTILITIES £250

COOPER & CtfrAN SPECCTRA auto -router C.)1'1)
Gerber -in viewer, AutoCAD DXF in & out

UPGRADE YOUR PCB PACKAGE
TO RANGER2 £60

TRADE IN YOUR EXISTING PACKAGE TODAY
Seetrax CAE, Hinton Daubnay house, Broadway Lane, Lovedean, Hants, P08 OSG

Call 01705 591037 or Fax 01705 599036 + VAT & F P All Trademarks Acknowledged

BOLTON
INSTITUTE

Study for a successful career in Electronic
Engineering on our BEng (Hons) Degree courses
Bolton Institute is an internationally renowned centre for providing Electronic Engineering
courses in the university education sector. Expertise, modern equipment and a friendly
atmosphere provide an ideal environment for study on our BEng (Hons) Degree courses,
which are accredited by the IEE.

Subjects include:

 Microelectronic Design
Electronic circuits, implemented directly in
Silicon and fabricated on single chips is rapidly
developing as a major industry of the future. We
are the DTI North of England Microelectronics in
Business Centre and our course equips prospective
engineers with the knowledge and skills to enter
this exciting and revolutionary technology field.

 Electronic Instrumentation and Control
This course provides a strong education in
Electronic Systems, in Instrumentation and
in Control and enables prospective engineers to
enter this flourishing area with an appropriate mix
of skills and knowledge.

 Electronic Signal Processing
This course focuses on Electronic processing of
the signals in communications, instrumentations,
control, medical and other applications. We arc
a centre of expertise in DSP, having many years
of experience in running MScs in this area.

We offer flexible routes of entry to our courses
including:

 3 Year Standard Degree, or
 One A level for entry onto 2 + 2

(HND first), or
 Foundation first then onto either

HND or Degree

Call us on 01204 528851, ext. 3478 for a copy of our
School of Engineering Prospectus and book your day to visit.
Deane Road, Bolton, Lancashire, BL3 5AB. Telephone 01204 528851. Fax 01204 399074

Establishing a new University
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Practically

SPEAKING
BY TERRY BALBIRNIE

Last month, we looked at repairs to mains -operated
appliances found around the home. This time we
shall look at electronic equipment where a low-
voltage supply is derived from the mains using a

step down transformer

or some tests, the equipment will need to have
its inner circuitry exposed and for it to be
plugged in to the mains. It is therefore essential
to shield any unprotected mains connections so
that it is impossible to touch them. If in doubt

about your ability to do this safely, confine yourself to those
tests which may be carried out with the equipment isolated
from the mains.

Most tests involve using a multitester set to either a low
resistance range (or buzz test) or to voltage. Current
measurements must be taken with great care and only with the
necessary knowledge to interpret the readings. One of the
worst things which can be done with a multitester is to leave it
set to a high (often unfused) current range and to apply the
probes direct to the mains. An enormous current will flow,
possibly ruining the meter and burning out the test probes. For
this reason, it is best to store a multitester set to a high voltage
range.

Regard any voltage over 20V as potentially dangerous. With
damp hands, it is possible for this
to send a lethal current through
the body. Remember, it is also
possible to receive a dangerous
shock from a capacitor which is
charged up to any voltage greater
than this. Certain pieces of
equipment - notably photoflash
units - charge a capacitor to
several hundred volts using a
battery -operated circuit. This type
of equipment needs special care
since it can deliver a lethal shock.

As mentioned in last month's
Practically Speaking, blown fuses
are probably the most common
reason for a piece of equipment.
failing to work. Fuses should be
removed to test them and the
multitester used on a low -

resistance range. A good fuse will indicate almost zero
resistance. Inspect the fuse in the standard UK mains plug first,
then check other fuses inside the equipment or those in panel
fuseholders. Do not assume that a blown fuse is the source of
trouble. It often indicates a fault elsewhere and this must be
investigated.

Practical example
One common source of trouble is the plug-in power supply
used for rechargeable tools, laptop computers, games, cordless
telephones and similar devices. These are not treated well by
their owners. The plug at the equipment end is often removed
by pulling on the w re itself. This causes the output wire to
snap or break from its soldered connections. The wire is often
twisted mercilessly and the device often knocked harshly or
dropped on the floor.

Damaged output plugs are easily replaced and joints re -
soldered. With the appliance unplugged from the mains, check
both input and output wires for continuity by applying the probes



between the ends of each. A wire often breaks near one end
where most bending occurs. By cutting off the last few
centimetres, it may be re -connected giving the unit a new lease
of life. If the break is near the middle of the wire, it should be
replaced with a length of the same type. If the plastic case is
cracked or the transformer is rattling around loose, the unit must
be discarded. Never tape over cracks and splits or attempt to
stick components down inside.

Often power supplies have a "polarity reversal" plug and
socket somewhere along the length of the output wire. This is
often pulled out by the owner and re -connected in the opposite
sense. The equipment fails to work and it is reported as faulty
when nothing else is amiss.

If a fault persists after checking wires and fuses for continuity,
test the switch if there is one. To do this, remove the wires from it
and check using the multitester set to a low resistance range. It
should show near -zero resistance when on. If there is a step-down
transformer, check that an a.c. voltage exists across the
transformer secondary winding. If it does not, check that mains
voltage exists at the primary. This must be done very carefully

indeed using the multitester set to an a.c. range greater than 240V.
If mains voltage exists at the primary but there is no output at the
secondary, the transformer has failed. Depending on the nature of
the equipment, it may not be worthwhile replacing it. If no mains
supply exists at the primary, the fault probably still lies in the input
lead, a fuse, connector or switch, so check more carefully.
If the fault persists, look for obvious signs of trouble such as
overheating. However, in the absence of a circuit diagram and
specialist knowledge, it may be as well to leave the repair to
the professionals.

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX  0131 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for -
* A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED AT

THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *

* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *

* FRIENDLY SERVICE *
* 1995/96 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE

Price £2.00 *
Open: Monday -Thursday 9.15-6.00

AFriday 9.1 5 -5.00 Saturday 9.30-5.00

t --to

TD STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and Product Design/Consultation
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manu'acture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 3112" disc
Cable Harness Assembly/loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wirigg
Full lrspection

Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable
Rates

Phone Angela on (01438) 360406 or fax details of your requirements to
us on (01438) 352742
EQT LTD. Cromer House, Caxton way, STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DF

High quality stepping motor kits (all including stepping
motors) 'Comstep independent control of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Via the parallel port) with 2 motors and
software.
Kit 067.00 ready built 039.00
Software Supped and 4 digital routs kit . £27.00
pow interface 4A lilt £36.00
power interface 6A kit £46.00
Stepper kit 4 (manual control) includes 200 step
stepping motor and control circuit £23.00
We are now stocking a range of stepping motors and
kits to dnve them please ask for the stepping motor
data sheet for full information.
Invertor toradal transformers 225VA 10.5.0.105
pnmary 0-260285 secondary
I EDs 3mm or 5mm red or green 7p each
yellow 119 each
cable ties 1p each £5.95 per 1000
f49.50 per 10,000
High quality photo resist copper clad epoxy glass

Dimensions single sided
3x4 Inches f 1 .09
408 inches f2.75
602 inches £6.20
12412 Inches £12.25
Rechargeable Batteries
AA (HP7)
AA 700maH
C 2AH will solder tags
D 4AH with solder tags
1/2AA with solder tags
AAA (HP16) 180mAH
AA 500mAH with solder tags
C (HP11) 1.8AH
D (HP2) 1.2AH
PP3 8.4V 110mAH

doble sided
£1.23
£2.99

£0 99
f 1 75
[360
£4 95
£1 55
f 1 75
£ 1.55
f2 20
£260
C4 95

Sub C with solder tags f2 50
1/3 AA with tags (philps CTV) C1 95
Standard charger charges 4 AA cells in 5 hours or
4Cs or Ds in 12 14 hours . 1aPP3 11, 2. 3 or 4 cells
nay be charged at a lime) £5.95
High power charger as above but charges the Cs and
Ds in 5 hours AAs Cs and Ds must be charged in 2s
or 4s £10.95
Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no
memory II charged at 100ma and discharged at
25Orna or less 1100mAH capacity (lower capacity for
high discharge rates) £3.75
Special otters please check for availability
stick of 4 42 x 16mm nicad battens 171mmx16mm
ma with red 8 black leads 4 By C5.95
Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals
58000u1 6(H 04.95
1150 ac 80v do motor 4rnm x 22mm shaft 50min dra
x 60 long body (excluding the shaft) it has replacable
thermal fuse and brushes £4.95 each C3.95 100.
7 segment common anode led display 12mm £0.45
M337k T03 case vanable regulator C1.95

£1.44 100.
GaAs FET low leakage current 08873 £12.95 each
£9.95 10. £7.95 100+
0S250 P channel mostet £0.45. BC559 transistor
£3.95 per 100
74LSO5 hex invert°, C10.00 per 100. used -

Microcontroller £3.50
SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface moo,
package with data sheet £1.95
AM27S02 £1.25 each 90p 100.* CD4007UB 10p
100.., 6p 1000.

Sinclair light gun terminated with a lack plug and PP3
clip gives a signal when pointed at 506z flickenng light
with output wave form chart 1:3.95
DC -DC convertor Reliabohly model V1 2P5 12v in 5v
200rtia out 300v input to output Isolation with data
£4.95 each or pack 01 10 £39.50
Hour counter used 7 digit 240v ac 50H, £1.45
OWERTY keyboard 58 key good goal ty switches new

C6.00
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping molar 14v 7 5' step
27ohrn 68mm die body 6 3mm shah f8.95 or £200.00
for a box 01 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22 5rnrn lead pitch
0 9u1 2` do 1 Op each 149 100. 9p 1000.
1 of 250vcIc 30p each. 20p 100. 109 1000.
3 3.1 100vdc 30p each. 20p 100, 15p 1000.
I of 50v bipolar electrolytic axial leads 15p each. 7.5p
1000+
0.22u1 250v polyester axial leads 15p each, 7.5p
1000. Polypropylene 1,1 400vdc .Wima
27 5mm pitch
32x29x17mm case 75p each 60p 10o.
Philips 123 series solid aluminium axe! leads
33u1 10v 8 2 2uf 40p each. 25p 100.
Philips 106 series long life 22uf 63v axial 30p each
15p 1000.
Mulblayer AVX ceramic capacitors all 5mm pitch 100v
100p1, 150p1. 2200 10.000p1 (10n) 10p each 5p
100., 3.5p 1000.
500pf compression trimmer 60p
40 of 370vac motor start capacitor (dialectrol type
containing no pcbs) £5.95 or £49.50 br 10
Solid carbon resistors very low inductance ideal for
RF circuits
27phm 2W. 68ohm 2W 25p each 15p each 100. we
have a range of 0 25w 0 5w 1w and ?w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P C 400W PSU (Intel pan 201035.0011 with standard
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors, Ian and
mains inleVoullet connectors on back and switch on
the side (top for tower case) dims
212x49x149mrn excluding switch 50 each
£138.00 lot 6
MX1/30 Digital multimeter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vac
2Mohm 200mA transistor Hle 9v and I/5v battery test

£12.95
AND 27256-3 Eproms £2.00 each, £1.25 100.
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC-3-023) 60p each
40p 100,.
Disk dnve boxes for 5.25 disk clove with room for a
power supply light grey plastic 67x268x247rnm £7.95
or £49.50 for 10
Hand held ultrasonic remote control 03.95
CV2486 gas relay 30 x lOmm de with 3 wire
terminals will also work as a neon licfltt 20p each or
07.50 per 100

All products advertised ar new and inused unless
otherwise staled Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC
74F Linear Transistors kits rechargeable batteries

capacitor, nuts eh i
Please I AP

vat included in all price,

JPG ELECTRONICS
ETI 276-278 Chatsworth Road.

Chesterfield S40 2131 -
Access visa Orders (012461 211202

Callers Welcome
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EASY -PC, Schematic and PCB CAD

Over 19,000 Installations
in 80 Countries World-wide!

 Runs on:- PC/XT/AT/
286/ 386/ 486 with
Hercules, CGA, EGA
or VGA display and
many DOS emulations.

 Design:- Single sided,
Double sided and
Multi -layer (8) boards.

 Provides full Surface
Mount support.

 Standard output
includes Dot Matrix /
Laser / Ink -jet Printer,
Pen Plotter, Photo -
plotter and N.C. Drill.

 Tech Support - free.
 Superbly easy to use.
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Only

£98.00!
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Options: -500 piece Surface Mount Symbol Library £48,
1000 piece Symbol Library £38, Gerber Import facility £98.

Electronic Designs Right First Time?

Active and Passive Filter Affordable Electronics CAD
Design - FILTECH -

Plumber One Systems FILTECH Professional Filter Design Synthesiser
Configuration Specify Parameters View ,Tools FlHelp Quit
File:ELLIPTIC.14E1 Model: Band Pass Type: Passive M -Scale: Lin.

Gain (dB) 7th Order Elliptic Filter

-0.0

-10.000

-20.000

-30.0D0

-40.000

-50.000

-60.000

-70.000
(

6.90M 7.61011 7.10M 7.20114

Frequency (Hz)
(1.-Stopi 6.950 Mlia L.Pess: 7.000 MHz U.Pass: 7.100 MHz )0.Slop: 7.150 MHz
Zsource: 50.0 0 Zload: 50.0 0 Atln: 60.0 dB Ripple: 1.0 dB

From only £145!

FILTECH: Active and Passive Filter
Design program

LAYAN: New Electro-Magnetic layout
Simulator. Include board parasitics in
your Analogue simulations. Links with
and requires EASY -PC Professional XM
and ANALYSER III Professional

From $276 £145

$950 £496

EASY -PC Professional: Schematic
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to
ANALYSER III, LAYAN and PULSAR.

From $376 £195

PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator From $195 £98

ANALYSER III: Analogue Linear Circuit
Simulator

From $195 £98

STOCKIT: New comprehensive Stock
control program for the small or medium
sized business

EASY -PC: Entry level PCB and
Schematic CAD.

Z -MATCH for Windows: Windows
based Smith -Chart program for RF
Engineers.

$275 £145

$195 £98

$475

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy.
US4 prices include Post and Packing
Sterling Prices exclude P&P and VAT.

£245

For full information, please write, phone or fax -

Number One Systems
 TECHNICAL SUPPORT FREE FOR LIFE
 PROGRAMS NOT COPY PROTECTED.
 SPECIAL PRICES FOR EDUCATION.

UK/EEC: Ref. ETI, HARDING WAY, ST.IVES, CAMBS., ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.
Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 01480 494042

USA: Ref. ETI, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (415) 968-9306

International +44 1480 461778

VISA

a a a
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HELLO MUM CONTROL BOARD
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0 5KVA 2.5 amp max

1 KVA 5 amp max

2KVA 10 amp max

3KVA 15 amp max

5KVA 25 amp max

Classified Access

Ark

James Gale
01442 66551
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 75p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£1 0.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be pre -paid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V

Price P&P
C31.90 C6.00

(144.53 inc VAT)
£41.15 C7.00

(156.58 Inc VAT)
£59.40 £8.50

(179.78 inc VAT)
C78.65 £8.50

(1102.40 inc VAT)
C139.15

(Plus Carnage)

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
THAN .1 .1.01 t & AUTO

"Y

WIDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES
Write/Phone your enquires

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLUORESCENT TUBES

II, 40 wan E14 00 rt all°, Only (016.45 inc VAT)
20 wan C9 00 icaiiers only) (C10.58 inc VAT)

121n 8 wan E4.80  75p pap (16.52 inc VAT
/in 8 watt £396  50p p&p (05.24 inc VAT)
ten 4 wan C3 96  50p pAp (15.24 inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either An 9in or 12in tubes £6.05  11.40

pap (08.75 Inc VAT)
The above Tubes are suitable lor Forged Bank Note

detection. security marlung etc.
Other Wave Lengths ol U.V. TUBE available please

telephone your enquiries
400 WATT UV LAMP

Only E38 00 . C4 00 p&p (E49 35 inc VAT, iR)
160 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK

LIGHT MERCURY BULB
Available with BC or ES fining. Price inc VAT
& PAP and VAT £25.55

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPH 15ft heed 3 amp C19 96vri2 1750 GPH 156need 9 amp C34 55
Also now available 240 D C 1750 GPH 15, head
5 amp C35 55 All skragneo to be used
submerged PRICES INCI UDE P&P & VAT

I

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Desrged for Disco, Theatrical uses etc.

Approx 16 eriiies Alm -Aida° speed £50.00  03.00 P&P
(6228 inc VAT)

Case and reflector E24.00  E3 00 p&p (131 73 Inc VAT)
SAE for further derails including Hy.Light and in
dustnal Strobe Kits

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -
UNIQUE OFFER

Surplus Precision Medical Unit, internally in
excellent condition. Designed primarily to elect a
precise controllable amount of fluid from a medical
syringe (latter not supplied). Contains the
following removable components: Dual Micro
Processor Boards and EPROMS Escap Precision
12V DC Motor with 1001 Gear Box and optical
encoder coupled to a precision threaded drive
mechanism. Mains supply with 6 x 1.5V NI -Cad
A.A. cells beck -up. L.C.D. Digital reed -out 17mm
high with legends. Audible warning.
These are sold for the dismantling of the exceptional
quality components. regret no Circuits available.
Ridiculously low price 120.00  £4.00 pap
(128.20 Intl VAT)

5KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex -equipment luny shrouded Line Nome

Suppression, Ultra Isolation Translomier with termata
covers and Knockout cable entnes. Primary 120/24h.

Secondary 120/2400 50/60 Ha 005 pF Capacolance
L 37 x W 19 x H 16cre Weight 42 Kilos

PRICE E120.00 .VAT
ex .warehouse Carnage on request

240V AC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
New Manuf Surplus Skeleton Blower surtabic
mounting inside an enclosure to cool equipment
Overall size 130x110x85mm. Outlet 80x35mm Impellor
60mm dia a 60mm long £14.10 Incl.P&P & VAT

SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 220/240v AC/DC SEW-TRIC 2 lead Brush
Motor Size L 100mm x H 70mm x W 55mm Spindle
1/4in dia x lin long £14.10 Incl. P&P & VAT

GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 201b inch torque reversable 115V AC input
including capacitor and transformer for 240V AC
operation. Price inc VAT & pap £27.73

SOLID STATE ENT UNIT
Input 230/240V AC. Output approx 15KV
Producing 10mm spark. Built-in 10 sec timer
Easily modified for 20sec. 30 sec to continuous
Designed for boiler ignition. Dozens of uses in the
field of physics and electronics. eg supplying neon
or argon tubes etc Price less case £8.50  12.40
pap (c12.81 Inc VAT) NUS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the
price of a made-up unit kit of pans less case includes
12in 8 wall 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit, pair of hi -pin
leads neon indicator. orSoff switch. safety microswitch
and circuit 115.00 .12.00 pap (119 98 Inc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 240V AC fan cooled Can be used for a vanety
of purposes Inlet l' an outlet 1 in dia Price includes p&p
& VAT E11.20 each or 2 lee 120.50 inclusive

MICROSWITCH
Pye 15 amp changeover lever microswoch, type S171
Brand new price 5 for 17.05 Inc VAT & pap

Showroom open
MonclAyAn.y

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB

FAX 0181-995 0549 0181-995 1560
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10

11021:13=11
VISA

Ample
Porto' Space

VISA
411; 

NA !IPA"

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS.

ANALYSERS. BRIDGES. CALIBRATORS. VOLTMETERS.
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES. POWER METERS. ETC

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

EXPORT, TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 OEB Tel (+44) 01243 545111/2 Fax 1+44101243 542457

WANTED TEST EQUIPMENT & MANUALS TO PURCHASE

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2

'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 081 559 1114

KINDLY MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTISEMENTS

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES SOFTWARE

TURN YOUR SURPLUS SMART CARD PRODUCTS For the best value in UsedTRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO
CASH immediate settlement.

We also welcome the opportunity to quote
Smartcards, Readers/Writers,
OEM couplers, Evaluation kits

Electronic Test Instruments
We buy, sell and service oscilloscopes, sign.:

generators, frequency counters. spectrur-
PC SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL

PROGRAM LIBRARYfor complete factory clearance and more. Analysers. Power meters, logic testers. etc
Spare pads available for most Textronlc

t.ow cost specialist software and
(;(9)0 Gl'ALITV PROGRAMS THAT WORKContact

COLES-HARDING & CO EPSILON ELECTRONICS scopes
Tel: 081-813-9946

err OUr lone
A, Stir tic Lap, s.icnrilis and Ramis al olio arc 'Nary as

Unit 58, Queens Road, Wlsbech,
Combs PE13 7P0

BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

Brynsengvn. 1A, 0667 Oslo,
Norway TEUFAX

Fax: 081-574-2339
Mobile' 0374 759984

Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall

Kell a. IN: by Ineiretreeni programs .Pallehlr am skittle.
Son, air supplied on lit R(151 or Flirteps

Diviner the true gent. ol .hares. ate with our 291.000 Kind
Not 'the I IA, loprdra of Shares. are R VIM) programsESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS +4722640810 Enterprise Centre, Bridge Road. inied. and dessnhed in 1711ditlerent sategones

Tel: 01945 584188 Fax: 01945 475216 Southall, Middx. UB2 4AI
We engineer what we buy, we support

what we sell.

Em sour sops send t2 91o0 phone/tit, your irder Major
coda cants Air -Heil also regni,e a mines mong special

otter sixisher
15irtscombe House. Beacon Rd. Crowb

Se, T1.6 It 'I. Tel 01892 66329a Fax 0189270.
THIS SPACE COULD BE WORKING FOR YOU!
FOR DETAILS OF ADVERTISING RATES CALL

JAMES ON 01442 66551 OR FAX YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT ON 01442 66998

7CsnaAsTRA Deck Top Accounting

SXS h, 'Ii l Ill
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COMPONENTS PLANS COURSES

EPROMS PLDs + MICRO
CONTROLLERS copied or
programmed. We supply
devices/convert discrete logic to
PLDs. PLDs for ETI PC Post
Card supplied at £10/P.C.B. £12.
PO Box 1561, Bath 01225
444467.

BOOKS &
PUBLICATIONS

THE BUG CONSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
All you will ever need to know about Bugs Over 40
Bug circuits for every application. Telephone. High
Power, Crystal Controlled and UHF bugs and
many pages of useful information. Many previously
unavailable circuits. This is the very latest book.
and the 'ONLY' book of its kind in the UK. A
valuable asset for the hobbyist and professional
Introductory offer once only £9.96 inc. P&P
For immediate despatch send cheque or P 0's pay., 

OAINSFORD ELECTRONICS
71 Gainsford Road, Southampton S019 7AW.

PRINTED CIRCUIT
SERVICES

I or the VERY best in:-

:Photoplotting

:Printed Circuit Design

:Screen Printing Metal Panels

:Graphic Reproduction

It's GOOD to talk to....
r'RP PHOTOGRAPHIC'i
L\ tel: 0181 - 777 4407

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices. pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue, SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit 7, Old Wharf
Industrial Estate, DymocK Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

DIY PLANS!! Windgenerators,
petrol generators, inverters,
portable welding generators,
engine crane, electric bike, solar
projects, boats and the famous
Homebuilt Dynamo. Plus books on
sterling engines, mechanical
wonders, the writings of Thomas
Tesla, electromagnets etc
Hundreds of exciting projects. 2xlst
stamps for descriptive catalogue.
Jemmett Engineering 8 Hallam
Gardens Pinner Middlesex
HA54PR.

PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS

PCB's, PROTOTYPES AND
PRODUCTION, Artwork copied
or raised from your draft designs
or schematics. Quoteline 01232
473533 or write to P Agar, 36
Woodcot Avenue, Belfast, BT5
5JA

FAX YOUR
ADVERT ON
01442 66998

Start training now with the specialists for
the following courses. Send for our
brochure - without obligation or

Telephone us on 01626 779398 ETI 9/95

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710

E Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

C Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

EUREKA!!!
See your ideas come to life
using this exciting home study
course.
For free details write to:
Commercial Reality (Ref ET9) , Triteq
St. Mary's House, 40 London Road,

Newbury, Berks. RG14 1LA
or Telephone' 01635 873775 (24hrs)

READERS PLEASE
NOTE that some

telephone dialling
codes may recently

have changed. If you
experience any

difficulty in contacting
advertisers, ring our

advertising
department on

01442 66551

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY
WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 75p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £10.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements for cancellations.
All ads must be pre -paid.
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Daytime Tel. No:

Signature Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No
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Open Forum
his month in Open Forum we
shall not be looking at the state
of the electronics industry in
general but at the state of

hobby electronics, and in particular the
role that ETI plays.

I am sure that every reader is acutely
aware that the whole nature of hobby
electronics is changing very rapidly, a
change that is mirroring the equally rapid
changes in the electronics industry as a
whole. The main driving force behind this
change is that circuitry is being replaced
by software, where there was once a
board full of ICs and discrete components
there is now a single microcontroller chip
and perhaps a half dozen other
components.

In industry this has enormous
advantages in terms of reduced costs,
ease of updating designs, and greatly
improved reliability. But it also means that
the circuits used in different applications
are all starting to look remarkably similar,
the difference between them being in the
software rather than the hardware.

The trend towards embodying the
functionality of a design in software rather
than in hardware is something which a
magazine like ETI cannot ignore. We live in
the real world, and in that world people no
longer build crystal sets, or construct
devices using simple logic gates, masses
of transistors etc. Today we live in a world
where electronics equals microcontrollers,
programmable logic arrays, and highly
integrated special purpose ICs.

For the reader of ETI this trend has two
effects; on the one hand it actually makes
it easier to build more complex
applications, but on the other it removes a
lot of the electronics from a project and
replaces it with computer programming.

Hence the fact that magazine is
increasingly filled with pages of code listings.

I personally think that we are at a
transition point, where the electronics
enthusiast, in the old sense, is
disappearing and being replaced by the
enthusiast who designs and builds electro-
computing systems. Someone who is as
heavily into computing as electronics, and
who sees electronics as simply a means of
practically implementing what is
primarily a software design.

With the actual circuitry becoming more
and more just a matter of plugging
together standard building blocks (such as
the PIC based Basic programmable
microcontroller system), the function of a
magazine like ETI has to be one of
providing those building blocks, and also
providing a source of ideas on how they car
be used for inventive and useful applica'ions.

I could well be wrong, but it is
important for ETI, for the hobby electronics
industry, and for you the readers, that we
decide exactly where we are all going One
interesting pointer to the future is the
success of the new BBC TV programme
Eureka. It is evidence of an increasingly
popular interest in invention and
engineering, particularly where they can be
applied to the solution of everyday
problems. The enthusiast is no longer
viewed as being rather strange, but as a
pioneer, a builder of the future.

So I would like to finish off this piece
with an appeal; if you are working on an
unusual idea, or an invention which you
think would be of interest to other readers
of ETI, be it an electronically controlled
home, a back yard spaceship or a thcught
controlled computer, why not let us
know?. Who knows, it could be the start of
something big.

Next Month...
In the October 1 JJj issue of Electronics Today International we will be featuring an
interesting range of new projects. The main project in this issue is the ETI Basic
programmable microcontroller

Amongst the other projects in this issue, there is one from Terry Baibiu He unit wiii interest
all parents of young children - a low intensity child's night light with micropower consurnnt,nr
For all music buffs there is a 16 channel MIDI mixer from Tom Scarff.

Dr Pei An shows how to build a computerised radio control system that will allow a Pi- to
remotely control any device within a range of several hundred yards. From David Geary there
is a timed isolator system which should prevent mains equipment being accidentally left on
From Tim Parker there is a versatile upgradable bench power supply, and Bart Trepak
continues his practical look at designing a project around the PIC microcontioller.

In the main feature article in next month's ETI, Dave Clarkeson takes a look at the
technology behind some of the current advances in electron microscopy. Terry Balbirnie
takes a practical look at the use of solar panels.
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The United Gua"
ciF

International Al i 01 Oilrap rs
Even if you are a person who only -akes photographs on holidays abroad or
just occasionally for fun - you will benefit by joining us. We have special
offers, FREE NEWSLETTERS and discounts to both ensure you increase your
enjoyment and improve your photographic art. Nobody is too old to join us
and few are too young. If you love life and people or simply want to save
money and develop your interests, please join us today. We can even help
you to become an award winning photographer. Join us and ENJOY LIFE.

AMATEURS - JOIN US TODAY &
SAVE ON EVERYDAY COSTS

PROFESSIONALS - JOIN US TODAY &
SAVE ON EVERYDAY COSTS - your account is open

THE COST OF JOINING US
IS LESS THAN THE PRICE OF

THE FREE GIFTS YOU RECEIVE
APPLICATION FORM - PLEASE COMPLETE AND SEND FREEPCST TODAY -

TOGETHER WITH YOUR CHEQUE FOR £44 TO COVER 2 YEARS MEMBERSHIP --4/4491.- r;1

Cheque to be made payable to: THE UNITED GUILD OF INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS - a)
mYOU MAY PHOTOCOPYTI--I IS APPLICATION FORM co

Surname First Names Mr/Ms

Address PLEASE TICK THIS BOX IF YOU
WISH US TO SEND YOU A FREE

NATIONAL LOTTERY INSTANTS
TICKET - TOP PRIZE £50.000

Please post today together with your cheque for S44 to: THE UNITED GUILD OF INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS,
84 VICTORIA ROAD, HORLEY, SURREY RH6 7AB. Plecse mark envelope FREEPOST and nc postage stamp is neccessary

EACH NEW MEMBER WILL RECEIVE FREE OF CHARGE: -
10 x FREE 35mm FILMS RRP £29.90

10 x FREE ENLARGEMENTS up to size 12" x 8" RRP £40.00
2 x FREE MEMBERSHIP WINDOW STICKERS RRP £6.00

2 x FREE 'OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER' Bcicges RRP £8.00
TOTAL VALUE OF FREE GIFTS £83.90. DLUS 550,000?

£50 000? 0=2N-
£505

0007
As a member you will have low cost access to our laboratory services, which use the most

modern equipment available in the world today. We are currently offering TO MEMBERS ONLY: -
Developing and printing each film up to 39 exposures. Prints size 6" x 4". Price just £2.00 x 2.5 'X' RATED

Printing enlargements up to size 12" x 8" price just £1.00 x 2.5 'X' RATED
Printing 6" x 4" reprints price just 20p each x 2.5 'X' RATED

GET YOUR BARGAINS - JOIN US TODAY!
FOR A FULL MEMBERS ONLY PRICE LIST, PHOTOGRAHIC HELP LINE

AND FURTHER DETAILS, OFFERS AND DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE ONLY TO MEMBERS, TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR

MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS IS 0839 393 001Carts cost 39p per minute cheap rate and 49p per minute at all other tines



1996
CATALOGUE

Bigger, Brighter and Better Value
than ever before. Over 1180 Full

Colour pages with hundreds of Brand
New Products at Super Low Prices

on sale from 1st September

only £2.95
from all branches of WHSMITH and other major retail outlets.

Order by post including P & P £3.45

01702 554161

IVIPUTER
ACCESSORIES
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Belfast 357-359 Lisburn Road. Birmingham Sutton New Road, Erdington. Bradford 28 Valley Road, Hamm Strasse. Brighton 65 London Rood. Bristol 302 Gloucester Road.
Cardiff 29-31 City Road. Chatham 2 Luton Road. Coventry 12 Bishop Street. Dudley Unit 7, Pedrnore Road. Edinburgh 126 Dalry Rood. Glasgow 264-266 Great Western Road. Ilford
302-304 Green Lane. Leeds Carpet World Building, 3 Regent Street. Leicester Office World Building, Burton Street. Liverpool Edge Lone, Fairfield. London 146-148 Burnt Oak Broadway,
Edgware; 107-113 Stanstead Road, Forest Hill; 120-122 King Street, Hammersmith. Manchester 8 Oxford Road; 169 Cheetham Hill Road, Cheetham Hill. Middlesbrough Unit 1,
The Forbes Building, Linthorpe Rood. Milton Keynes Unit 2, Office World Building, Snowdon Drive, Winterhill. Newcastle-upon-Tyne Unit 4, Allison Court (The Metro Centre), Gateshead.
Northampton 139 St. James Road. Nottingham 86-88 Lower Parliament Street. Portsmouth 98-1C0 Kingston Rood. Preston Unit 1, Corporation Street. Reading 129-131 Oxford Rood.
Sheffield 413 Langsett Road, Hillsborough. Slough 216-218 Farnham Rood. Southampton 46-48 Bevois Valley Road. Southend-on-Sea 282-284 London Rood, Westcliff-on-Sea.
Stockport 259-261 Wellington Road South. Stoke-on-Trent 39-45 London Rood. Plus many NEW stores opening soon. Tel: 101702) 552911 for details of your nearest store.


